
EC43 THIRD WORLD CHURCHES
Mr. Moffett. Spring 1985

Course description . This survey of trends, problems and opportunities
in the churches of the "third world", will focus on Africa, Latin
America and Oceania, with briefer attention to Asia which is more
adequately covered in EC41 . It will highlight a number of specific
churches and nations, and will touch on such third world issues as the
rise of the younger churches and the demise of colonialism, unreached
areas, and third world missions. It time permits it will briefly
introduce readings in third world theology.

Textbook . No textbook will be required, but frequent reference may be

made to the following books on reserve ir Speer library:

D. Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia
W. Buhlmann, The Coming of the Third Church
E. Dayton..., The Future of World Evangelization: Unreached

Peoples '84 (at desk)
C.G. Baeta, Christianity in Tropical Africa
E. Dussell, A History of the Church in Latin America

Requirements .

TT 1200 pages of reading from the list of recommended books
(on the attached list).

2. Two book reports on books from the recommended list, or

of your own choosing, in which case permission must be

given by the professor. Each book report will contain a

one-page outline or summary and an additional half page
of your own personal reaction to the book, whether
positive or negative. The first book report is due on

March 5; the second on April 16.

3. A mid-term text, tentatively scheduled for March 26.

4. A 10-page term paper will be r equired on one of the

suggested topics (list attached separately), OR on a

subject of your own choosing (which must be approved by

the professor). The term paper is due or. the date set

the final exam.

Term papers and book reports may be turned in to the faculty
secretary in Room 105 at 21 Dickinson Street. Any requests for time

extensions or absences must be made to the office of Professional

Studies in Room 118, Hodge Hall.
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COURSE TITLE: CHURCHES OF THE THIRD WORLD COURSE NO.: EC 43

PROFESSOR : Moffett

IW'

PLEASE TYPE AND DOUBLE SPACE

TITLE (PLEASE STAR * REQUIRED TEXTS) AUTHOR PUBLISHER pb?

The Coming of the Third Church, W. Buhlmann

A Hist, of African Christianity, A. Hastings

The Church in Africa, 1977, Ch. Taber, ed.

Christianity in Tropical Africa, C.G.: Baeta

Orbis

Cambridge U.

Wm Carey yes

Oxford

TBA use only;

NO. ENROLLED:

A History of the Church in Latin America ,=*tfr DuSsel Eerdmans
The Church and Mission: A Shattering Critique, 0. Costas Tyndale
India and the Latin Captivity ofi the Church, R.H.S. Boyd Cambridge U.

The Island Churches of the So. Pacific, Ch. Foreman Orbis yes
From Missionfield to Independent Church, H. Kraemer The Hague: Bookc.
The Last Age of Missions, Larry Keyes W:KU* ^
What Asian Christians Are Thinking, 0. Elwood New Day, Manila yes

L I f this is unavaliable, try the revised but inferior edition:
Asian Christian Theology, Emerging Themes, Elwood. Westminster yes

Lausanne Occasional Papers #2: The Willowbank Report--Gospel and
Culture LCOWE, Wheatyg
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WATCH & PRAY

The Lord is far from the

wicked, but he hears the
prayers of the righteous.

Proverbs 15:29

Army Buys
Dobson Film
An edited version of Dr.

fames Dobson's film,

"Where's Dad?" will soon
be viewed by U.S. Armed
Forces all over the world.

The Pentagon has recently

established a Community
and Family Policy Divi-

sion whose major concern
is to provide positive role

models for military per-

sonnel and their spouses.

As a result, 225 copies of

this film are now available

to chaplains on posts

around the world.

Evangelistic

Campaign Gets
Mexican Mayor's OK
The mayor of the

staunchly Catholic city of

Cholula, Mexico (popula-

tion 35,000), recently

permitted evangelistic

meetings to be held in the
city's cultural center. He
also allowed leaflets to be
handed out and a banner to

be strung across the main
street to announce the
campaign. The meetmgs
were sponsored by The
Central American Mission
and the Pocket Testament
League for five nights,

with attendance ranging
from 250-400, with many
first-timers each night.

More than 320 enrolled in

a Gospel of John corre-

spondence course.

Pope Visits WCC
Pope John Paul II, speaking
to the World Council of

Churches in Geneva,
Switzerland, in the heart
of Calvinist Protes-

tantism, bluntly reas-

serted the doctrme of

papal supremacy that has
kept the Roman Catholic
Church apart from other
Christians. He acknowl-
edged common belief

among Christians and
urged greater unity and
cooperation, but stressed

the Roman Catholic belief

that Church authority de-

scends directly from
Christ's apostles to the

bishop of Rome and that

complete unity can come
only with that recogni-

tion.

Evangelism at

the Olympics
One thousand people a day
made decisions for Christ

during last summer's
Olympic Games in Los
Angeles as a result of in-

tense evangelistic out-

reach efforts. Volunteers
from 70 denominations,
Christian organizations,

and mission agencies,

backed by 1,846 local

churches in Southern
California, talked to hun-
dreds of Olympic athletes

and thousands of visitors

from around the world.

Three million pieces of

Christian literature were
distributed. Seventy
athletes were led to Christ
during the Olympic trials

prior to the competition.

In-home Abortions
The Upjohn Pharma-
ceutical Company of

Kalamazoo, Michigan, is

seeking to make prosta-

glandin, a powerful abor-

tion substance, so conven-
ient that it could be used
by women at home with-

out medical assistance.

George Schimming, a

pharmacist and former Up-
john salesman, and James
Hilt, director of counseling
for national radio broadcast

"Chapel of the Air,"

likened the prostaglandin

development to similar

death chemical experi-

ments in Nazi Germany.
"This research is like a

growing, lethal cancer ...
|

that must be surgically

removed. The potential for
j

mass destruction of

human lives is frightening

in America and around the
world," Hilt warned. Let-

ters of protest can be sent

to Ted Parfet, Chairman of

the Board, The Upjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, MI
49001. Upjohn's telephone
number: (616) 323-4000.

No Lunch-hour
Bible Club
Can Bible clubs meet dur-

ing school lunch hours?

Michigan's State Board of

Education says no, and has
sued the Tri-County Pub-
lic Schools in Howard City
to end its 30-year practice

of allowing lunchtime
Bible studies. Meetings m
classrooms before or after

school are, however, ac-

ceptable.



50th Anniversary
The dream of W. Cameron
Townsend, founder of
Wycliffe Bible Translators,

was to get God's written
Word into every language
on earth. Now, after fifty

years, Wycliffe has 5,000
translators working in

1,000 tribes around the
world. Townsend's last

goal before his death in
1982—to translate the
Bible into the languages of

the Soviet Union—is start-

ing to bear fruit. There are
presently 28 portions of
Scripture in Russian lan-

guages. Wycliffe's leaders
say the big new challenge
for the future is to trans-
late into the languages
spoken in the Muslim
world, as well as to reach
an estimated 3,000 lan-
guage groups still without
Scripture.

Desert Research
Center Opens
Food for the Hungry has
begun a trainmg program
on its 2,200-acre ranch in
Navajo, Mexico, to teach
the local population and
volunteer workers basic
agricultural skills, animal
husbandry, honey-bee cul-
ture, and fish farming. The
farm is in an arid moun-
tain region, much like the
surroundings faced by 65
percent of the starving

populations of the world.

Large Crowds Hear
Graham in U.S.S.R.
At the request of the All-
Union Council of Evangel-
ical Christians-Baptists of
the U.S.S.R., Billy Graham
returned to Russia in Sep-
tember and preached to
large crowds m four major

cities m the Soviet Umon,
including Moscow and
Leningrad. The KGB con-
stantly surveyed the
crowds and diverted some
from attending the meet-
ings. Stressing that while
the peace issue is impor-
tant to him, he was in
Russia "primarily to pro-
claim the gospel—the
good news of the cross and
the resurrection."

Federal Program
Challenged
A group of Methodist cler-

gymen and the American
Jewish Congress have filec

suit through the ACLU
against a federal program
designed to discourage
adolescent sexual activity.

Under the program the
government has distributed

more than $23 million to
hospitals, universities, so-
cial service agencies, and
religious organizations for
literature that teaches
against premarital sex. The
suit argues that the Ado-
lescent Family Life Pro-
gram is promoting reli-

gious teachings m viola-

tion of the First Amend-
ment.

New Testaments
for Nigeria
Five thousand copies of
the first New Testament in
Nigeria's Berom language
were published last sum-
mer. The translation was
begun by a missionary in
1916 and was completed by
two Nigerian Christians m
1979. Within two months
3,000 copies were sold.

Another four New Testa-
ments m Nigerian tribal

languages are nearrng
completion.

t'cLft A-v^f 4*7 \Jrll ,

Anonymous
Christian Receives
Church Membership
Unsigned letters from an
Iranian Christian have
been sent to the pastor of

the Wilshire Baptist

Church in Dallas, Texas,

over the last four years.

The man has written
about his progressive

search for Christ and a
longing to be part of a

Christian fellowship. Re-
maining anonymous, this

former Muslim, who has
declared his joy in finding
Christ, was received into
membership in the
church. He has asked for

prayer as he seeks to wit-

ness to others.

Tkiwan Freezes
Number of

Missionaries
With no warning, and giv-

ing no reason for its ac-

tions, the government of

Taiwan has put a limit on
the number of missionaries
allowed to work in that
country. Missionaries cur-

rently in Taiwan will need
new government permis-
sion to stay, and mission
boards will not be permit-
ted to expand their present
personnel. Short-term
workers may be replaced
with career missionaries.

Non-theists Sue for

qual Time
The Council for Democra-
tic and Secular Humanism
las hied suit m a U.S. Dis-
trict Court in a bid to give
equal opportunity to de-
ver opening remarks to

the U.S. Congress, just as
chaplains of the major de-
nominations are now al-

lowed to pray.

1
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Always be joyful. Always
keep on praying. No mat-
ter what happens, always
be thankful, for this is

God's will for you who
belong to Christ Jesus

1 Thes. 5:16-18

Urbana '84 Record
Attendance
Inter-Varsity's 14th Stu-

dent Missions Convention
held last December in Ur-

bana, Illinois, may have
been the largest Christian
missions conference ever

convened. 18,100 delegates

from the U. S. and 60
foreign countries were in

attendance. Students re-

sponded overwhelmingly
to the challenge that

three-fourths of the

world's people "have never
had the opportunity to say
yes to Jesus Christ."

Reaching "hidden
peoples" was a major
theme of the conference.

The Occult
in Germany
According to a West Ger-

man television documen-
tary, 2,500 witches and
Satanic priests are active in

that country. The program
reported that two million
West Germans have paid

for "occult services" in-

cluding prophecies, curses,

and death rituals. The
West German Evangelical

Alliance objected to the

documentary and said it

should have included

warnmgs from the Bible

against occult practices.

The objections were ig-

nored.

Evangelism Opportu-
nities in Angola
Unprecedented opportu-
nity for the advance of the
gospel in a communist so-

ciety has presented itself

in Angola, Africa, in the
midst of that nation's civil

war. Since 1975 Angola has
been engulfed in fighting

between the country's

rebel guerrillas and its rul-

ing Marxist regime which
is supported by Russian,
East German, Vietnamese,
and North Korean military

advisors, as well as 30,000
combat troops from Cuba.
Rev. Franklin Graham,
president of Samaritan's
Purse, an evangelical relief

organization, says evangel-

icals have more freedom to

work under the present

communist rule than they
did prior to 1975. Chris-

tians are free to distribute

Scriptures and Graham
has committed to supply
30,000 Bibles to Angolan
Christians this year.

Iranian Refugees
Open to Gospel
Observers see an increased

hunger for the gospel

among the 60,000 Iranians

who fled their homeland
and settled in Spain after

the overthrow of the Shah.

These refugees, who en-

joyed positions of wealth
and influence in their own
country, are now struggl-

ing to make a living. The
hardships endured by the

Iranians have made many
of them more open to the

Christian message.

Human Rights Breach
in Greece
Prison sentences of three

and one-half years were
given in December to Cos-

tas Macris, founder and di-

rector of the Hellenic Mis-
sionary Union of Athens
and member-at-large, In-

ternational Council, Liv-

ing Bibles International;

Don Stevens, head of

Youth with a Mission
Maritime Ministries; and
Allan Williams, chaplain

of YWAM's mercy ship

Anastasis. The sentences

were based on charges of

proselytism to the Protes-

tant faith. The severity of

the court's judgment is

unprecedented in Greece
in the 157 years since

Turkish rule ended in that
country. An appeal is

pending. Letters of con-
cern may be addressed to

Costas Macris, Lydias 12,

115 27, Athens, Greece.

Churches Force Porn
Out of 7-Eleven Store
A 7-Eleven store in

Wheaton, IL, took porno-
graphic magazines off its

racks in response to pro-
tests and picketing by
local churches, but the
Southland Corporation,
parent company of

7-Eleven, has taken the
store back from its local

manager and returned
pornographic magazines to
its shelves. The former
manager has joined with
the local churches to fight
the Southland Corpora-
tion.



Clergy Indicted in

Smuggling Refugees
Six members of the clergy

who are active in the ref-

ugee sanctuary movement
were among 16 persons in-

dicted on charges of

smuggling illegal aliens

from Central America into

the United States. The
nationwide, church-

sponsored sanctuary

movement has worked to

bring political refugees,

mainly from Guatemala
and El Salvador, into the

United States. Those in-

dicted mcluded a Presby-

terian minister, two
Roman Catholic priests,

and three Catholic nuns.

Generation Gap
Disappearing
A University of New
Hampshire communica-
tions professor says child-

hood has all but disap-

peared as TV creates a

''uni-age" society. Chil-

dren who watch TV mimic
adult behavior while
young adults "act and
dress like overgrown chil-

dren as they sport their de-

signer jeans and T-shirts."

Because children watch
adults on TV lie, cheat,

commit adultery, and
abuse children and each
other, they become more
and more like them, thus
further closing the genera-
tion gap.

Protestants on
Yugoslavia TV
A government-owned TV
station in Belgrade is pre-

paring a series of programs
about the Protestant

church in Yugoslavia. This
is the first time Protes-
tants have been given such

exposure in that country.

Fears that the program
would condemn Protes-
tants were eased when an

j

evangelical leader was
asked to write a major por-

tion of the script. The pre-

dominant religious groups
in the country include
Eastern Orthodox, Roman
Catholic, and Islam.

Drought-stricken
Mali Open to Gospel
There were 1,000 conver-

sions in the Nonkon Dis-
trict of Mali, West Africa,

in 1984, bringing the
number of believers to

3,000. Whole families left

their villages to seek out a

pastor or some other
Christian who could lead
them to a knowledge of

the Savior. Drought has
plagued Mali for several

years.

New Doubts about
Darwin's Theory
Recent scientific investi-

gations have led to serious
doubts about the validity

of Darwin's theory of

evolution, according to the
popular German science

magazine GEO. The lead

article stated that "gradual

evolution by natural selec-

:
tion, the key element of

Darwin's theory, no longer

stands up to the latest sci-

entific results, and the ar-

chaeopteryx (a bird-like

'missing link'), which has
been the 'chief witness' of

the doctiine of evolution,

|

has lost its authenticity."

i GEO concedes that "the
idea of a preconceived plan
instead of a succession of

coincidences suggests it-

self."

Japanese Churches
Conduct Crusades

;

Evangelist Leighton Ford,

who conducted mini-
crusades in four Japanese

I
cities late last year, reports
evidence of increased con-
cern for evangelism in Ja-

pan's churches. A total of

795 responded to the
evangelistic invitation at

the meetings, which were
attended by 15,000 people.

Central American
Evangelists Meet
600 Central American
evangelists from Guate-
mala, Belize, El Salvador,

Honduras, Nicaragua,

Costa Rica, and Panama,
met late last year in San
Jose, Costa Rica, to rededi-

cate themselves to spread-
ing the gospel in their

strife-torn countries.

Muslim Growth
in England
The Gospel Missionary
Union is viewing England
as a prime mission field

because of the rapid

growth of Islam in Great
Britain. Islam is now the
second religion in England.
There are two million
Asian Muslims living

there, the majority from
Pakistan. 15,000 Eng-
lishmen have converted to

Islam in the last two years.

Romanian
Government Razes
Another Church
The Romanian govern-

ment has destroyed the

meeting place of a 500-

member Baptist congrega-

tion in the city of Bistrita,

citing building code viola-

tions as the reason.
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The growth of the Protestant Church in South America since
the turn of the century has been astounding. There were only
about 50,000 Protestants on the entire continent in the l 9 10s.
By the 1920s that number had more than quadrupled, and by the
1930s there were more than one million. In each succeeding
decade, the total communicant membership in Protestant churches
more than doubled, until by the l 97 0s there were approximately
16-17 million Protestants in South America. 1

Brazil, Argentina, and -hile lead the way in numerical
growth, as they have since the early part of this century. 2

The largest proportionate growth is occurring in some of the

smaller ren tral and South American countries. Even in countries
that are not undergoing spectacular Protestant growth, the
rate of church growth is still outpacing that of the population.
Overall, Latin America (i.e. Central and South America) is

increasing in population 3% per year - the highest rate in the
world. The Protestant churches, however, are growing at the
rate of 10% per year.

None of the above could have been foreseen in the early

1900s. Latin America seemed to fit its caricature as a sleepy
backwater of underpopulated, staunchly Catholic countries. In

1913. Robert E. Speer wrote, "Its population has probably grown
less rapidly in the last century than that of any other portion
of the world." 4

The same could have been said for the Protes-
tant population on the continent. The Roman Catholic Church
prohibited almost any type of public proclamation of the gospel
by Protestants. In Peru. non-Catholic churches were even for-
bidden to look like churches until 1 9 15- Stories of the perse-
cution and even murder of Protestants were commonplace.



Nevertheless, Christians from other lands were moved by

their love for Latin Americans to come to their continent to

share the gospel. In the 1910s, less than 2,000 missionaries

were active, but by 1950 there were 4,500. This was, of course,

a substantial increase, but it represents a decrease in the num-

ber of missionaries per capita. In 1970, there were approximate-

ly 11,400 missionaries, the force had more than doubled since

1950 , while the population had increased by much less than half.-*

One reason for the increase in missionaries was the closing of

traditional mission fields like China and the consequent re-

assignment of missionaries to Latin America.

The post-World War II influx of missionaries was not the

primary cause of the Protestant Church's rapid expansion. Only

10% or less of all missionaries in Latin America are Pentecostal,

yet the Pentecostal churches now comprise almost two-thirds of

all Protestant churches on the continent/* This Pentecostal

phenomenon dwarfs all other Protestant efforts combined. This

does not mean that the other Protestant churches are dormant.

In Chile, for example, the Pentecostal churches are growing so

quickly that accurate statistics are not available, yet the

Baptist churches are also advancing at a phenomenal 5% per year.'
7

In fact, the only churches that are not growing are the

immigrant churches (e.g. German- speaking Lutheran) and the so-

called "established " or "mainline* denominations (e.g. Metho-

dist). Jose Miguez Bonino calls the growing churches "conver-

8sionist sects" and observes that they "are driven in things

theological by a distinct dynamic, for they move in a pre-liberal

theological universe

.

These are the same churches that have



traditionally shied away from working with the World Council of

Churches or entering into dialogue with the Roman Catholic

Church

.

The success of evangelical Protestant churches in Latin

America would seem undeniable. Strangely enough, concern about

the spread of the gospel on that continent has indeed been

raised. The concern has not been expressed by Baptist or Pen-

tecostal groups, but by ecumenically minded < hristians and by

the Roman Catholic hurch itself. The latter's Council of Latin

American Bishops (CELAM - Consejo Episcopal Latinoamericano

)

said m the late 1970s, “the division among Christians harms

the sacred cause of preaching the gospel. ...The power of evan-

gelism is found to be much diminished if those who announce the

gospel are divided among themselves." 10
This only echoes the

sentiments of ecumenical leaders like nmilio Castro, who wrote

in the late 1960s, "We cannot expect that the evangelization

will be accomplished through the evangelical church alone. We

need a renewed Catholicism which likewise contributes to the

evangelization of the continent." 11
in light of the statis-

tics cited earlier, Catholic and ecumenical worries about the

spread of the gospel seem misdirected. It is precisely those

churches that have remained "divided" from Rome and Geneva

which have grown.

Catholic concern for evangelizing Latin America is dis-

ingenuous. Even in 1900 the United States was considered to be a

mission field by the Catholic Church. South America, on the

other hand, was claimed as a Roman Catholic continent by the
12Vatican. More importantly, there was no threat to their he-

gemony. Therefore, the Catholic Church could afford to be



complacent. Early converts from Catholicism said that "there

are few whom they know in the Roman Catholic Church who know

the facts of Christ's life and fewer still who know Christ." 1 -^

Robert Speer wrote in 1913# "The very crucifixes of which South

America is full misrepresent the Gospel he went on to note

that "even the dead Christ is the subordinate figure. The cen-

tral place is Mary's."*^ The gospel simply was not being preached

by the Catholic Church in the early part of this century, and

thus Catholic claims that Latin America was Christian were in-

valid .

The view that Latin America is no longer in need of mis-

sionaries, or even evangelists, has been challenged by both

Catholics and ecumenically minded Christians since the 1950s.

At the 1953 Catholic Action Congress in Chimbote, Peru, some

300 Catholics from throughout the continent reached the con-

clusion that "the vast majority are only .. .nominal ratholic s.

"

Likewise from the ecumenical side, Julio de Santa Ana wrote,

"Latin America remains a mission field." r Not surprisingly,

this conclusion has also been reached by evangelicals like Sam-

uel Escobar, who calls Latin America "a pagan continent with a

18thin veneer of Christianity." Thus there is widespread agre-

ement today that the task of preaching the good news of Jesus

< hrist has not been accomplished in Latin America.

Why not then make common cause with the Roman Catholic

Church to reach the continent for Christ? Why not work hand

in hand to bring the gospel, instead of fighting hand to hand

over issues that divide the Catholic from the Protestant rhurch?

The answer to this type of question depends upon one's answer



to the question, "Has the Catholic Church changed for the better

in Latin America since the early 1900s?" In other words, have

the divisive issues that led to the Reformation and led Prote-

stant missionaries to enter Latin America in significant numbers

since the turn of the century been resolved? The evangelicals

and Pentecostals have answered, "No." The abuses that gave rise

to the Reformation have not been corrected, and new ones - such

as the dogma of the corporal assumption of Mary, promulgated in

1950 - have been created. The literally millions of converts

from Catholicism to Protestant Christianity are nearly unani-

mous in this verdict.

There is, however, a vocal minority of Protestants involved

in the ecumenical movement in Latin America who disagree. Mi-

guel Bonino, called by C. Rene Padilla "perhaps the most out-

19
standing Latin American Protestant theologian today," wrote

in 1969 that one now meets "a wholly new Catholicism, a Catholi"

cism that is cleansed of Marian excesses, evangelized, more

biblical."
20

The vast majority of Latin American Protestants

would disagree, pointing to endemic Mariolatry, sacramental ism,

papal infallibility, worship of images, prayers for the dead

and to the saints, and the entire "sacrifice of the Mass" as

reason enough to deny any substantial change in the Catholic

Church since the Reformation. Indeed, even the immediate cause

of Martin Luther's protest - the granting of indulgences from

punishment in purgatory - has continued to be an integral part

21
of the Catholic faith.

Bonino responds to those who express their doubt that the

Catholic Church has in fact changed* "People who think thus



I

to

strive to interpret any Catholic renewal as a tactical maneuver

or at best as only a superficial changei 'Rome changes not.'" 22

A comparison of the Canon Law published in 1917 with the 1983

edition will show that in spite of modifications (use of the

vernacular, etc.), Rome has in fact not changed. Even on the

practical level, the "disappearance of the most eye-catching dif-

ferences within folk-Catholicism, which Bonino claims has

already happened, has in fact not happened. Only if one grants

that Bonino is correct in asserting that the Catholic Church

has changed profoundly can one accept his conclusion! "Protes-

tant churches stand before a challenging fact of Catholic renew-

alj in relation to which our artificial divisions are a scandal."

Padilla, Castro, and Theo Tschuy, former secretary of the

WCC Commission on Inter-Church Aid for Latin America, agree with

Bonino. Padilla wrote recently that for the Protestant Church

in Latin America, "the renewal of Roman Catholicism has outdated

its strictly 'Protestant' role."
2

-* Castro believes, "Today's

Catholicism is fundamentally different from that which the first

Protestant missionaries encountered." This point of view

naturally makes him and others who share it very open to dialo-

gue and even active cooperation with the Roman r atholic r hurch.

Costas quotes de Santa Ana approvingly* "Protestants and Catho-

lics must increasingly seek ways to witness jointly to their

27common faith." 1 Tschuy wrote in 1969, "The Vatican Council

has sprung the fetters of the past. Christians on both sides

of the trench have grasped that they belong to the same Church

28
of Christ.

"

He celebrates the current openness to Rome and
1

ascribes past and present trepidation on the part of those who



effort that was leading to the formation of Protestant churches.

Instead, the conference recognized only the national churches

themselves. In acknowledging the fait accompli, the IMP in no

way intended to encourage the planting of more Protestant chur-

ches. Neill writes, "evangelism was no longer in the center of

the picture, and no more was heard of 'the Evangelization of

the World in this Generation ' .

Speakers from Latin America, however, answered the unspoken

question at the Jerusalem Conference* What right do Protestants

have to spread the gospel in Catholic countries? Erasmo Braga

of Brazil voiced the opinion that the Catholic Church had failed

to contribute positively to Latin America in the Church’s four

.
qk

centuries on the continent. Other speakers answered in a dif-

ferent manner. They identified the increasing secularization

of Latin America as sufficient reason for a Protestant missio-

nary presence. The Catholic Church was therefore faulted for

its inability or unwillingness to stem the tide of secularism.

The Catholic Church per se was not the problem; it was merely

irrelevant. John MacKay wrote 35 years after the conference*

"It was my privilege to make clear that those of us who were

engaged in Christian missionary work in Latin America were not

there as anti-Catholic bigots. Implied in this position

was that if the Catholic Church did become an effective bul-

wark of religion, the specifically Protestant presence on the

continent would be less important than it now was.

Latin American evangelicals continued to be represented

at the conferences of the IMC. The one held in Whitby, Canada

in 19^7 was especially promising. First, the decision made at



the 1938 conference in Madras, India to include Latin America

as a mission field was reaffirmed. Second, the conference re-

captured the missionary spirit so evident at Edinburh 1910 and

so lacking at Jerusalem 1928. Even writers as conservative as

Eric Fife and Arthur Glasser could write of Whitby 19^7. "No

evangelical can take exception to the new vision granted those

assembled for the evangelization of the world. Yet it bears

repeating that the IMC continued to make overtures to the Catho-

lic Church - Latin America was in need of Protestant missions

insofar as it was being secularized, but not because it was

Roman Catholic,

Following Whitby 19^7 » the next landmark conference as

far as Latin Americans were concerned was New Delhi 1961. It

was there that the International Missionary Council was integra-

ted into the WCC . John MacKay wrote optimistically of the work

of the "new" WCC, "very special attention will be given to the

promotion of the missionary enterprise and, above all, to evan-

gelistic effort."^ Yet it was in New Delhi that the new vision

of Whitby was lost and, in Arthur Johnston's words, "evangeli-

cal evangelism was almost totally excluded."'' This was all

but inevitable; 1961 also marks the admission of the Russian

and other Orthodox Churches to the WC f
, as well as the parti-

cipation of the first Roman catholic observors at a General

Assembly

.

Latin American churches were then, as today, conspicuously

absent from the WCC. It has always been difficult for them to

see any reason for joining an organization that seeks ever-

closer ties with the Catholic Church. The only exceptions are

a few Presbyterian Churches and the Methodist and ethnic chur-
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ches, like the Lutheran and Anglican. (The two Pentecostal
churches that that joined the WCC in 1961 will be examined la-
ter in the context of Latin American Pentecostal ism. ) These
are churches that, in Escobar’s words, "think that everyone is

hnstian. They have not grown and have not had an interest
in growing. "39 Unlike the rapidly growing Baptist> presby _

terian and Pentecostal churches, the ecumenically inclined
churches cannot finance their activities from congregational
giving. They are instead financed by the international move-
raents with which they are allied.

^

In spite of the evidence of widespread disaffection from
the ecumenical movement by Latin American Protestants. Bonino
maintained in the late l 960 s. "The great mass of Protestants...
m general view with sympathy and hope the new ecumenical situ-
ation." and he went on to say that "dissenting voices... do not
represent the majority." 41 This is at best wishful thinking.

Protestants in Latin America know that dialogue with Rome can
only weaken the evangelistic and missionary zeal of their chur-
ches. Moreover, by Rome's own admission, ecumenism can only
flourish if the participating churches allow the Roman Catholic
Church to be primus inter pares. In response to Faith and Or-
der’s report in 1973, the Catholic Church’s Secretariat for

Christian Unity declared, "Cone iliarity . . . is based in the full
communion of the local churches among themselves and with the

Church of Rome." 42

The suggestion by Latin American Protestants that the

WCC and other ecumenical organizations are "subtly promoting
reunion with the Church of Rome" was called by John MacKay, "an



43utter falsehood." J Likewise, Neill defended the ecumenists'

openness to the Catholic Church i "This does not mean, as some

enemies have tried to make out, that the World Council is in

44some way a crypto-Papist organization." In order to better

understand the charges and countercharges, it would be help-

ful to consider the work of two WCC-related organizations that

were formed in Latin America in the wake of the 1961 Assembly

in New Delhi.

The first organization to consider is Church and Society

in Latin America (ISAL - Iglesia y Sociedad en America Latina).

ISAL was organized in 1961 in Huampani, Peru as, in Costas

45
words, "an ecumenical board of the Protestant churches." It

had among its leaders Latin American ecumenists like Bonino and

de Santa Ana. It not only held its own conferences in Latin

America, but also had a "noteworthy" impact on the WCC's Con-

ference on Church and Society ( 1966 ) and the Uppsala Assembly

46
( 1968 ), according to Louis Odell. In addition, it gained the

respect of both Catholic and Protestant academic circles because

of its political radicalism and thorough ecumenism. Costas

writes, "the staff positions of its continental secretariats

were equally divided between Catholics and Protestants ... Its

official Protestant identity was maintained only for reasons of

assuring continued financial support from major Protestant ecu-

menical agencies."^ With ISAL on the continent, it is no

wonder that Latin American Protestants continued to feel that

ecumenism was only a preliminary step to an eventual reunion

with Rome.

One year after ISAL was founded, a complementary organi-

zation came into being, the Latin American Commission of Chris-



tian Education ( TELATEr - r 0mision Latinoamericana de Educacion
Cnstiana). Its purpose was to coordinate and promote Christi-
an education in Latin America for the Protestant churches. Yet
because of its ecumenical focus, it saw its task as one of

building bridges to "the Catholic Church and those sectors of
the nonreligious community engaged in a common search for a new

48society." The preceding quotation is not from a detractor,

but from Emilio Castro, who worked closely with CELAEEC in his

capacity as the General Secretary of UNELAM, the Latin Ameri-

can Movement for Protestant Unity.

CELADEC did not waver in its ecumenism. Its work with the

Catholic Church tobk place largely under the auspices of CELAM.

This work with the Catholic Bishops* Conference led CELADEC ev-

entually to have its material issued by a Catholic publishing

house. In addition, CELADEC and CELAM's Department of Educa-

tion have granted observor status to one another's general sec-

retary. In the 1970s, CELADEC even "appointed a Catholic expert
. 49to serve on its staff." 7 Although CELADEC has obviously drawn

close to the Catholic Church, it has consistently been repudi-

ated by the vast majority of Protestants on the continent.

Consequently, it must receive its operating funds from the

National Council of Churches in the United States.

Both ISAL and CELADEC were products of a much broader

movement among Latin American Protestant ecumenists; their or-

ganization was founded in 19^9 and known as the Latin American

Evangelical Conference (CELA - Conferencia Evangelica Latino-

americana) . To understand CELA, one must go all the way back

to the time shortly after Edinburgh 1910. Many North American

missionaries were dissatisfied with the exclusion of Latin Amer-



ica from th. conference's deliberations ana therefore decided
to meat on an ad hoc basis to diacuaa common concerns. The
missionaries and mission agency representatives met in New
^ort in 1913. and then at a much larger conference in Panama
In 1916. This was the beginning „ f cooperation among evangeli-
cals working i„ „any different Latin American countries.

John MacKay wrote in 1935 about Panama 1916, -From that
congress dates a new era in the history of Evangelioal activity
in the Southern continent. The field was surveyed, the exist-
ing work was coordinated, special territorial and other re-
SDonsibilities were accepted by different mission organisations.
The following conferenoes in Montevideo (1925) and Havana (1,28)
continued the work of Panama 1916. Latin American missionaries
and mission agencies were proclaiming to the world that the
continent on which they worked was a legitimate field f„r Prot_
estant missions,

1916 to 1929 was the period when missionaries dominated
the conferences of evangelicals in Latin America. Due to the
auccess of their efforts, however, by the beginning „f the l 930s
Latin Ameriean evangelicals themselves wanted a voice in their
own affairs. Increasing numbers of converts to Protestant
Christianity made the "Latini 7 a + irm" ^-rLdxmization of the evangelical confer-
ences both desirable and inevitable.

The first Latin American Evangelical Conference (CELA I)
was held in Buenos Aires in 1949. It marked the coming of age

Latin American Protestantism. Though symbolically signifi-
cant, it was not well attended by leaders of the rapidly growi
mg conservative churches. Mortimer Arias, a bishop in the
Methodist Church, wrote of "the concern of the strongly conser-



an instrument of the
vative groups that it could turn into

World f ounc il of rhurches." 52
In spite of this concern, some

evangelical Protestants and Pentecostals participated in CELA I,

CELA II (1961, Lima), and CELA III (1969, Buenos Aires).

CELA III demonstrated to the evangelical community in

Latin America that their fears about the ecumenical movement's

negative impact on CELA were justified. ISAL and CELArEC had

worked since CELA II to become as closely associated as pos-

sible with the Roman Catholic Church. Now at CELA III, Costas

writes, "for the first time in its history the Latin American

Protestant movement invited (two) official Roman Catholic ob-

servers to participate in a major conference . Naturally,

an interest in good relations with Rome made it impolitic to

plan to convert any nominally Roman Catholic Latin Americans to

Protestant Christianity. Costas reports, "No evangelistic res-

olution was approved, no cocrete goals set, no strategic con-

cerns expressed." 54 CELA had clearly become a part of the

worldwide ecumenical movement.

On the international level, evangelicals had largely

given up hope that the WCC would return to its evangelistic,

missionary roots. Consequently, a World Congress on Evangelism

had been held in 1966 in Berlin. This conference inspired

Latin American evangelicals to hold the first Latin American

Conference on Evangelism (CLALE I - Conferencia Latinoamericana

de Evangelizacion) in Bogota in 1969 . 925 delegates from 25

countries and a variety of denominations made this a much more

broad-based conference than the CELA III held the same year.

In addition, CLADE I (and later CLADE II, held in Lima in 1979)
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to consider union with Rome sometimes act as if union were al-

ready a reality. Escobar writes that Fentecostals "who would

feel uncomfortable in a meetir^rwith evangelicals less conserva-

tive .than they are, feel comfortable in reunions with charisma-

tic Catholics, although thet believe in transubstnntiat ion or

6 2are enthusiasts of Mariology." It is possible that a desire

for "unity in the Spirit" at any price could one day lead some

Latin American Pentecostals to accept more formal ties with

Rome. From 1972 to 1976 a dialogue was held by several Pente-

costal churches with the Catholic Church's Secretariat for

Christian Unity. It culminated with a meeting at the Vatican,

where Pope Paul VI told the participants, "All who have the

love of our Lord should work in order to end the causes of di-

vision. .. that still impede the plenitude of this communion in

the Holy Spirit.

What are the causes of division that the Fope called upon

Christians to end? Although there is obviously more than one,

the Catholic hierarchy has identified proselytism as the most

significant barrier to genuine ecumenism. In 1981, CELAM pub-

lished Sectas en America Latina , which identified the various

sects in Latin America that are guilty of proselytism. Inclu-

ded in the book alongside Jehovah's Witnesses and the Mormons

are the Pentecostals, Baptists, and Seventh-jjay Adventists.

No attempt is made in the book to differentiate between churches

that are in the Protestant tradition and sectarian movements

like the Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses. The clear distincti-

on is made, however, between groups that proselytize (which is

what qulifies a group for inclusion in the book) and groups that

do not.



In the eyes of the Catholic Bishops of Latin America, the

fundamental threat to ecumenism is Christian churches like the

Pentecostals and Baptists that are growing rapidly. The pro-*-

logue to Sectas en America Latina states, "Ecumenism has not

moved forward as one had desired or predicted 15 years ago, in

large part because of the presence and activity of the so-called

64sects." CELAM had hoped that the ecumenical movement would

arrest the expansion of Protestant Christianity. Indeed, in a

1975 document they define sects as being characterized by "ob-

stinancy. . .usually accompanied by an uncritical and proselytic

attitude. It is this "proselytic attitude" that distresses

the bishops, because it proves that the Baptist and Pentecostal

"sects" reject, in ^ELAM's words, "the truth and unity of the

one true Church.

CELAM delineates the objectionable tactics of those Prot-

estant churches that are growing in Latin America. They concen-

trate on the "immense areas of popular Catholicism that are

pastorally abandoned . (Ironically, this statement proves

that the Baptists and Pentecostals are innocent of the charge

that they primarily seek to win converts from among practicing

Catholics. ) The so-called sectarians are accused of using

"calumny .. .or the mechanical repetition of outdated attacks

6ft
against the Catholic Church." CELAM does not say which of

the "attacks" on Mariolatry, image worship, prayers to the saints,

and the doctrines of the Immaculate Conception, Infallibility

of the Pope, and the Assumption of Mary are "outdated." Any

open debate on these issues is held to be unnecessarily divi-

sive and proof that a "characteristic of proselytism among



*

Christians is the lack of recognition of the ecclesial worth

of the other Christian communities." 69 Church growth among

Baptists and Pentecostals, as well as the increase in the num-

ber of independent Protestant missions, was called at the 1979

CELAM Conference in Puebla, "the invasion of the sects." 70

CELAM' s concern about the growth of Protestant chuches

in Latin America goes back to their first conference, held in

Rio de Janeiro in 1955. Escobar writes that the conferece was

"convoked, among other reasons, to deal with the ’Protestant

threat'. M Many missionaries from various Protestant churches

had left China and Eastern Europe in the wake of Communist vic-

tories. CELAM wanted any Catholic clergy forced out of those

lands to "be sent to Latin America to counter the expected in-

flux of displaced Protestant missionaries. The number and pro-

portion of foreign Catholic clergy did rise in the following

years, as did the number of Protestant missionaries. Yet, as

was noted earlier, Pentecostals had only a small number of for-

eign missionaries. Reliance on foreign Catholic clergy to stem

the Protestant tide was unsuccessful.

Nevertheless, in an indirect way foreign Catholic clergy

had a profound effect on Latin American religious life. They

introduced the Charismatic Renewal to the continent and were

the precursors of what has come to be known as liberation theo-

logy. The presence of non-Latin Americans - especially of

the so-called Maryknollers - was part of the Catholic Church's

recognition that the traditional means of dominance in Latin

America were no longer working. The Constantinian model that

had served the Catholic Church in Latin America for four cen-

turies had to change.



The Catholic Church has therefore been slowly moving

toward a neo-Constantinian model of domination. Escobar writes,

"The past intransigence and intolerance against evangelicals

has been changing, in part because ... the Catholic Church has

fewer avenues of social control than before.

R

0me has tra-

ditionally aligned itself with the repressive regimes in Latin

America, not because they were repressive, but because they held

the reigns of power. As totalitarian governments have given

way to democratic ones, the Catholic Church has begun to side

with "the people." Thus, Rome can maintain its influence in

Latin America. Likewise, the Charismatic Renewal within the

Catholic Church serves to retain the loyalties of Latin Ameri-

cans who otherwise might be open to Protestant Pentecostalism.

This is not to say that Rome has been conspiratorial. The

Catholic Church has simply sought to reassert its ascendancy

in the midst of many rapid changes in the political and reli-

gious arenas. Viewed in this light, the co-exitence of pro-

gressive changes (e.g. theology of liberation) and reactionary

ones (e.g. approval of popular religiosity) is not contradic-

tory. The latter effort, especially evident at Puebla 1979.

to increase Marian devotion, pilgrimages, etc. is just another

74method to maintain the loyalty of the masses.

Rome's proprietary attitude toward Latin America is not

surprising. By the year 2000 fully half of those whom the

Catholic Church identifies as Catholics will live in Latin Am-

erica. What Speer wrote in 1913 is even truer todayi "These

facts compel us candidly to acknowledge that our Protestant

Missions in South America are to people whom the Roman Catho-



Facing this group of Catholic and
missions as an "invasion. "?9

mainline denominational leaders are the Latin American evangeli-

cal Protestants and a small but important contingent of North

American missionaries. "At issue," as the New YnrV re-

cently reported, "is the conversion of millions of Roman Catho-

lics from the faith of their parents." 80 The spread of the

gospel in Latin America continues at the rate of 10$ per year,

due almost entirely to the combined efforts of Pentecostals and

Baptists. The gospel will only continue to spread at such an

impressive rate if evangelical Christians continue to prosecute

their mission without Rome or Geneva.
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NEWS

could be disastrous for Canadian

churches. Previotis studies by Bibby re-

vealed that since World War II, the

proportion of Canadians attending

weekly church services had dropped

from two-thirds to one-third of the total

population. The two warn the percent-

age could drop considerably lower by

the turn of the century.

The Calgary study involved congre-

gations of the Christian and Missionary

Alliance, several Baptist groups, the

Missionary church, Nazarene church,

the Pentecostal denomination, Chris-

tian Brethren, and the Salvation Army.

The sociologists’ findings were pre-

sented in a paper, “Circulation of the

Saints Revisited,” at the annual meet-

ing of the Society for the Scientific

Study of Religion in Providence, Rhode

Island, late last month.

Leslie K. Tarr
mmrnmmmaammmmmmmmmammammmmmmammmm

World Scene
A church group in the Netherlands pub-

lished a book full of NATO military se-

crets last month. The Interchurch Peace

Council produced the 72-page book in

Dutch and are selling it at a cost of

about $2.50. The book is headed

straight for the best-seller list, and nato

officials at its Brussels headquarters are

hopping mad. The group isn't saying

how it got the information and argues

that the public has a right to know

everything.

The primate of an Orthodox denomina-

tion in the U.S. agreed last month to

leave the United States if federal au-

thorities dropped charges that he incit-

ed anti-Semitic violence in his native

Romania during World War II. Arch-

bishop Valerian Trifa, 68, heads the

35,000-member Romanian Orthodox

Episcopate, with headquarters near

Jackson, Michigan. He denied accusa-

tions of writing inflammatory newspa-

per articles and making anti-Jewish

speeches, one of them said to have

touched off four days of rioting in Bu-

charest in which 300 Christians and Jews

were killed. But he admitted that he

belonged to the fascist Iron Guard and

that he had lied to American immigra-

tion officials 32 years ago to win an

entry visa. The Justice Department said

Trifa is the first person to be forced out

of the U.S. for concealing war crimes

from immigration officials.

The Austrian (Lutheran) Protestant

Church appears to be placing a fresh

stress on evangelism. At the end of

September it held its first Protestant

convention in Salzburg to promote a

missionary emphasis, drawing some

1,000 participants. According to one of

the organizers, the convention was de-

signed to supplement earlier youth con-

ventions (ct, June 12, 1981, p. 44),

reaching up to the 25-40 age group. The

head of the Protestant church’s depart-

ment of evangelism and church growth,

Klaus Eickhoff, said that most Austri-

ans have been christened but no longer

know “the gospel of reconciliation,”

and therefore are “without faith, with-

out hope.” No free church pastor could

have said it better.

The recession’s punch is hitting West

Germany’s Lutheran church especially

hard. Under the republic’s state church

system, all church members are obliged

to pay a state church tax equal to 8 or 9

percent of their income, which is chan-

neled back to the church. Those who

are not members are officially leaving

the church to save money, although

some continue to attend services. Oth-

ers find this an opportune time to

depart as a way of protesting church

policies, perceived as too liberal by

many Germans. The majority still re-

tains membership in the state churches

(Lutheran and Roman Catholic), with

80 percent in the system overall, but

membership is declining noticeably in

the big northern cities—to 50 percent in

Hamburg, for example.

Efforts to grant the Siberian Seven U.S.

permanent resident status are stalled for

this session of Congress. The Pentecos-

tal believers, who have remained in

sanctuary in the U.S. embassy in Mos-

cow for almost four-and-a-half years,

seek to emigrate in order to practice

their faith in freedom. A bill to grant

them permanent resident status passed

the Senate unanimously in July. But the

chairman of the House Immigration

Subcommittee, Rep. Romano L. Maz-

zoli (D-Ky.), believes the measure

would set a bad precedent and has

bottled it up in his committee. Mean-

while, the eldest Vashchenko daughter,

Lidia, has resumed her hunger strike.

At the Islamic Conference's thirteenth

annual session in Niamey, Niger, agree-

ment was reached on providing financial

and other assistance to Uganda, Malay-

sia. and Niger for establishing Islamic

universities. And the United Arab

Emirates announced that it will send 1

million copies of the Koran to Niger tfs a

Madagascar is an ecumenist’s dream.

The Federation of Protestant Churches

/ in Madagascar has had just two member

vj denominations: the Church of Jesus

\ Christ in Madagascar (fjkm) and the

I Malagasy Lutheran Church (flm). In

|

September the island nation's two

groups voted to merge, thus making the

federation redundant. The fjkm was

itself a 1960s merger of Anglican, Re-

formed, and Friends churches, and the

flm joined three Lutheran bodies from

Norway and the U.S. The combined

membership accounts for more than 1.5

million of the country’s 9.2 million citi-

zens.

Two South African Dutch Reformed de-

nominations suspended from member-

ship in the World Alliance of Reformed

Churches (warc) in August for their

espousal of apartheid have reacted in

different ways. The smaller group, the

Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk, re-

signed from warc. But the dominant

group, the Nederduitse Gereformeerde

Kerk. invited its colored (mixed-race)

daughter church, the Dutch Reformed

Mission Church (ngsk), to hold talks

with it. The ngsk accepted the offer.

Four missionaries in Algeria have been

permanently expelled. The four, all with

the North African Mission, have been

working among the Kabyles, a minority

race in the country. No explanation has

been given for the expulsions, but the

line of questioning by officials suggests a

political rather than a religious motive.

In neighboring Morocco, by contrast.

Dutch tourist Paul de Kloe was recently

sentenced to two years of imprisonment

for distributing religious literature with-

out official permission, an infringement

of Moroccan law. De Kloe has now

been released after appeal and concert-

ed outside representation on his behalf.

A central synagogue for Jerusalem was

dedicated in August. Costing more than

$14 million, the Jerusalem Great

Synagogue—not a temple—seats 1,700

men. plus 600 women in its balcony.

Designed as a meeting place for all

Jews, not just particular factions within

Judaism, its opening was an important

event in national life, even though it

was overshadowed by the Lebanon in-

vasion.
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Conservative Churches
Grow, but Not bv
Witnessing, Canadian
Researchers Find
A Canadian sociological study calls into

question the assumption that evan-

gelical churches are unusually successful

in winning unchurched people. Sociolo-

gists Reginald W. Bibby of the Univer-

sity of Lethbridge and Merlin B.

Brinkerhoff of the University of Calgary

base their contention on a five-year

study of 16 evangelical churches in Can-
ada’s “oil capital,” Calgary, Alberta.

They enlisted the cooperation of the

congregations in analyzing the back-

grounds of all new members received

from 1976 through 1980. The desig-

nated membership categories were
reaffiliation (transfer of membership or

resumption of lapsed membership),
birth (immediate family members), and
proselytism (those with an unchurched
background).

Their findings closely paralleled those

of a previous study they had conducted
in Calgary 10 years earlier. "In both
decades, growth was primarily internal,

representing the procreation and circu-

lation of ‘the saints’,” they concluded.

Seventy percent of the additions

came from transfers of membership of

people who were already Christians,

and 17 percent were from families of

members. In that fast-growing urban
center, only 13 percent of the additions

were from the ranks of the unchurched.

(Most of those unchurched had been
reached through Christian friends or

relatives.)

The sociologists concluded that

“these findings ... do not support the

imminent prospect of proselytism be-

coming the major new membership
pathway which will revitalize ailing

churches.”

They recognize that their findings run
counter to evangelical assumptions and
to some of the conclusions of Dean
Kelley in his book Why Conservative

Churches Are Growing.

The two contend that their findings

“offer a fairly conclusive case for the

limited outreach of conservative groups
in Canada." They add, “We would
maintain that any departure from our
central finding in any modern industrial

country—including, of course, the Unit-

ed States—is not to be expected."

They intimate that failure to make
evangelistic inroads into the ranks of

the unchurched, secularized majority

7 like the updating of
archaic words . . . Full

steam ahead! It will be a
welcome addition to

churches and personal libraries .

"
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3 things your teenager
wishes you knew . .

.

Fritz Ridenour

“/ want to be respected as an
individual. ”

“/ want my parents to really listen tome."
“/ want to know how they are going to

discipline me. ”

Self-esteem, communication and
authority are three major areas of
concern based on teenagers’ responses
to a questionnaire about their parents.

To their candid responses popular
author-editor, Fritz Ridenour, adds his

own research, personal study of the

Scriptures, and his experiences as a

parent. What Teenagers Wish Their

Parents Knew About Kids is a must for

anyone who has, knows, or works with

teenagers.

In Canada:
WORD BOOKS

G.R. Welch. Burlington, Ontario©
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AFRICA: LARGEST PROTESTANT CHURCHES

Arriba's Total Christian Adherents
1900

8,756.000

Roman Catholic
Protestant
Orthodox

2,000,000
3.000.

000

4.000.

000

1985

1^9/6 ,874,000
*

89.000.

000
105,000,000
26.000.

000

Afr ica's largest Protestant churches (ranked by number of "affiliated".

adult affi 1 iated
1 . Zai re Church of Christ

1 ,519,000 4,728,000
2. Church of Jesus Christ on Earth. .thru S.Kimbcmgu 2,000,000 3,500,000
3, Anglican Church of Nigeria 356,000 2,941 ,000
4. Federal Council of Reformed Churches, S. Africa 1 ,103,000 2,142,000

(Ref. Ch., White 800,000 1,200,000
Ref. Ch., Bantu 167,000 600,000
Ref. Ch., Coloured 135,000 340,000)

5. Nigeria, Fellowship of Churches of Christ 100,000 1 ,746,000
6. Anglican Church of Uganda 306,000 1 ,384,000
7. Anglican Church of South Africa 327,000 1 ,236,000
8. Methodist Church of South Africa 374,000 943,000
9. Madagascar Church of Jesus Christ (Congregational) 250,000 881 ,000

10. Malawi Church of Central Africa (Presbyterian) 282,000 766,000
11. South African Zion Church (Ind.) 300,000 600,000
12. Tanzanian Evangel icaluLutheran Church 275,000 592,000
13. Anglican Church of Kenya 239,000 582,000

14. Ethiopia, Word of Life Evangel. Church (SIM) 181 ,000 500,000

15. Nigeria, Evangelical Church of W. Africa (SIM) 60,000 500,000
16. Kenya, African Independent Pentecostal Church 200,000 496,000

- World Christian Encyclopedia
(* This figure from a 1986 update in the

Int'l Bulletin of Missionary Research,
lowers the Encyclopedia's estimate for
1985; hence column totals do not match.)
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III CURRENT FOOD CONDITIONS

For most of the 24 nations, which have experienced severe drought and

famine during the last few years, their recovery will not be swift. Thousands,

probably millions, will continue to suffer, and will continue to need help

throughout most of 1986 and 1987. Although some of the rains had returned to

much of Africa in 1985, the countries will still be of need from outside sources.

In these countries, if the developed world is willing to provide water and

agricultural development programs, resource management and other assistance, the

4
prevention of further tragedy is indeed possible.

But it is important to note that while the conditions in West, central

and southern Africa are beginning to improve, the drought continues across

the Sahara belt. Millions of children, women and men are still facing starvation -

particularly in Chad, Sudan and Ethiopia. And unfortunatly precisely in these

countries, where it is most needed, the distribution of food aid is often

hampered by the limited availability of transportation, roads and fuel, and by

anti-government insurgent activities.-^

It is astonishing for me to realize that Africa is the only continent which

now grows less food per person than it did 20 years ago. A steadily increasing

population and a short fall in africultural production are the immediate causes

of the crisis, although it has been triggered by the lack of rainfall.

From all that I*ve read I see that^Drought is a phenomenon common to Africa

since the beginnings of history. However, it is really only one of the several

factors responsible for Africa's famine. Catastrophe will always be inches

away, as long as 90 percent of the population must live in poverty. The poor

have no reserves with which to combat scarcity of food or high grain prices,

or lack of rainfall, or any of the other causes of mass starvation.

3 .



IV LIMITATIONS ON FOOD PRODUCTION

Producing food in Africa, even in the best of times, is not easy. In this

i)

next section I will point out several of Africa's limitations regarding their

food production. They are* Drought, soil conditions, water resources,
ft

population growth, ^Enternati onal^ssi stance
,
and Transportation Networks.

These are only six areas but if we begin to see clearly with these six areas

possibly ways of helping will follow.

Environment

Drought persists in a single broad band across the entire African continent.

In recent years things have gone from bad to worse. Although African history

has been touched with droughts, this current one, according to one climatologist,

has been "one of the remarkable meteorological happenings of the last 30-40

years. It is essential to note, I feel, that the very first reason found in

the reports from Africa as the cause of hunger is drought. The situation is so

bad in some places that there is even a lack of drinking water. The islands are

simply drying up in the middle of the ocean. Hunger can strike almost immediately

when rain stops. Originally people had support systems but these no longer

exist. When the drought struck, the people started eating famine food, the

food they would normally not eat because of the dangers involved. When the

drought hits areas that up to recently never lacked rain, those areas have

nothing to fall back on from the neighbours. This is the situation large parts

of Southern Africa are facing now. South Africa, normally a grain exporting

country, has been obliged to look elsewhere for food. "A country that exported

4 million tons of maize in 1982 alone, needed one million tons of imported

grain to feed its population in 1984, and in 1986 the situation has worsened all

7
the more .

"

4 .



Soil Conditions

Except for a few areas in the east and south, Africa does not have good

soil for crops. Only about 7 percent of the total land area has naturally rich

alluvial soil. Desert soil makes up a much larger proportion. A full third

of Africa (Over half of the potentially arable land) is covered by latosol.

"Latosol is a dry, highly porous soil needing fertilizers and various minerals

0to make it useful for crops." Latosol is found across the continent's lover

half, and in most of central Africa. In other words, even without droughts,

Africa's soil would not be naturally good for agriculture.

Water Resources

Water is critical for improving Africa's crops, but it must be available

when needed and controllable when not needed. In many areas, the primary water

source is direct rainfall, which varies greatly in quantity and dependability.

Some desert areas have virtually no rainfall, while central Africa and some

coastal areas of West Africa receive over 80 inches per year.

Population

Growth Africa has a population of 500 million people. By the year 2000

it will reach 800 million. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where the problem is most acute,

the population will have increased to 639 million from 353 million in 1980.

With food production already chronically insufficient, there is no likelihood

that conditions will improve dramatically in the next fourteen years without

radical changes in a number of areas.

Governments' response to this expanding population has varied from encouraging

more growth (Mauritania) to cautious family planning (Kenya). The rapidly growing

population not only increases pressure on the land, but through increased demand for

services, it also absorbs capital needed for the country's development,

"More than 40 percent of Africa's people are under 15 years of age."^

5 .



Such a young population is largely unproductive. It also requires expensive

government services, such as health care and education. Dealing with the

population growth and movement is one of the greatest challenges facing African

governments in the next decade.

International Assistance

Help from the developed nations of the world will continue to play a

significant role in the restoration of Africa's fertility and self-sufficiency.

At the present time, most of the continent's development assistance comes from

European nations, the U.S.A. and Canada, and from multinational sources. As

long as shortfalls of food continue, international aid is essential. However

It must be administered in ways that will alleviate the urgent need without

creating ultimately an inferior sense of dependency."
10

Transportation Networks

Africa lacks adequate transportation networks for taking resources to farmers

and harvest to mills and markets. Fourteen African countries are landlocked -

the bulk of their imports and exports must move by road, rail or river. These

14 nations together have only 200,000 km. of roads, one-third of which are in

Zimbabwe, Less than 10 percent of this mileage is paved, and many streams and

rivers lack bridges. Transport vehicles are also in short supply.

V THE CHURCH IN AFRICA (UNITY OF THE CHURCH )

Africa today is a bewildering kaleidoscope. It "is plagued by intractable

challenges of unity and diversity": Christianity and Islam, colonialism and

racism, socialism and capitalism, to name just a few, are relatively new arrivals

on the scene, but even without them, "the continent would have enough of diversity."

New economic inequalities, new ideological divisions, have been added to the

problems of tribalism and the break-up of the old order. Tribalism itself has

6 .
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Neither Islam nor Christianity initially found Its way into

Sub-Saharan Africa through deliberate, organized attempts by

missionaries. Instead, both religions spread primarily through events such

as "immigration, political conquest, and cultural assimilation
" 3 Often

the first "missionaries" were Christian or Muslem traders 4 The earliest

knowledge that we have of Africa south of the Sahara, which includes the

story paraphrased on the preceding page, comes from reports of Arab

Mohammedan travellers 5 The influence of the Coptic Christians of Egypt

first had a powerful impact on northern Africa and gradually found its way

across the Sahara to the South.

According to Westermann, one of the major reasons the

Africans desired to become Christians during the time of colonial rule was

because of the benefits they would receive from learning a modern

European lifestyle. Young Africans who were seeking progress and upward

social mobility would choose the religion of Christianity over the religion

of Islam 0
This was not because European Christians made special effort

to share their religious beliefs with the Africans. On the contrary,

Westermann indicates that European Christians refused to adopt to the

African lifestyle, acting superior and detached from the Africans. But

since European influence was part and parcel to "every other sphere of

life" for the African, it was inevitable that the African would be

Influenced by the religious beliefs of this people. As It becomes more and

more possible for the Black African to reap the benefits of European

n\

secu,ar,zation without buying Into the Christian faith, Westermann

^ believes, fewer Africans will become Christians

European civilization considered Itself to be "an outcome and an

Jjty ^ expression of what the Gospel had brought about in European nations ." 7
V[\ y

V.
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It is understandable, then, that native Africans such as Ram Desai were

appalled by the whole notion of Christian missionaries. "By becoming a

missionary," he said, "the person assumes c/e facto that he is better than

the person he seeks to convert." 8 "Better" here refers not only or

predominantly to the spiritual status of the missionary, but also to his or

her cultural worth.

With the collapse of colonial intervention after World War II, the

expectation was that the Christian church In Africa would crumble. Ram

Desai explains in his book, Christianity in Africa As Seen By Africans, that

the winning of political freedom In Africa in the third quarter of the

twentieth century was accompanied by a mass conversion of Africans to

the Moslem faith. The reason for this, he implies, is that the success of

Christianity in Sub-Saharan Africa was contingent upon the influence of

the colonial government. As political freedom was achieved, the

Christian missionary (could) no longer rely on the colonial government for

support."9 Islam, then, had an Immediate advantage over Christianity.

Not all scholars agree with Desai's assessment. In his book,

Christian andMuslim in Africa, Noel Q. King argues that

The colonial intervention overran the mission
institutions, and it is the current historical myth
that the colonial and imperial period brought

Christianity a tremendous advantage.",
0

King further explains that, during the period of colonial rule, missionaries

were often too busy running the schools and the hospitals that the

governments required them to do the work of mission. Of course, King had

the advantage of knowing nine additional years of the history of the

Christian church in Africa (Desai wrote in 1 962, he wrote in 1971 ).
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During the 1960s, as more Sub-Saharan countries gained political

Independence, a great number of African Independent Christian Churches

began to be formed. As the church grew stronger, It became clear that the

success of the Christian faith in Africa was not contingent upon the

presence of colonial power.

Even before the end of colonization after World War II,

Chi istianity was often seen to play second fiddle to Islam in Sub-Saharan

Africa. In a lecture given in 1935 , Westermann assesses the encounter

between Christianity and Islam In Sub-Saharan Africa by declaring a

"winner." He says that

In the clash between the two religions of the Western world Islam
was the victor, and as far as Africa is concerned It has retained
its supremacy to the present day.

, ,

There are several reasons for this victory of Islam. In adherence

to the faith, every Moslem is a "living witness." This means that, while

there are no Moslems who are specifically designated as missionaries, all

take part in the passing of the message of Mohammed. The Islamic leaders

in Africa did not remain detatched from the Moslem community (as did the

Christian missionaries), but married African wives, adopted the social

customs of the Africans, and actually became African. 12

Becoming a Moslem places the Black African in a socially

superior place, which is another incentive for its adoption. Moslem

women, for example, are given the right to inheritance. 1

3

Another major

factor in the spread of Islam, according to Westjs that in the Islamic
A

religion there is no racial discrimination. In his book, Christianity and the

New Africa, T.A. Beetham recognizes this advantage of Islam when he

discusses the tendency toward brotherhood and the unity inherent be it
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Islam, for the Black African, is a vehicle through which the traditional

tribal boundaries can be surpassed and the people of the nation can be

united in "brotherhood."'^ The individual Moslem Is strongly expected to

remain faithful to his/her community. "Apostasy from Christianity" is

liable to be rewarded, while apostasy from Islam to be punished.

Another strong incentive for the spread of Islam has been the pull of

nationalism. According to Ram Desai

The most powerful and universal religion of

modern Africa is neither Islam nor Christianity,

but the nationalism which arose from a deep-

seated urge for human dignity and self-respect.
, 5

Islam satisfies this nationalistic urge in several ways. First of all,

because it is compatible with the traditional African lifestyle and

customs, it can be considered an African religion. In other words, Islam

does not carry the "Western stigma" that Christianity holds .

16 Black

Africans can be united as brothers in the religion of Islam without ceasing

in their cultural and traditional expectations to be Black Africans. Islam

is the "traditional layman's religion ." 1

7

Another way in which Islam appeals to the nationalistic spirit

of the African is that, in its Doctrine of the Islamic State
,

it makes as a

priority the goal of political expansion. The expansion of Islam "became a

barrier which separated Europe from the African continent ." 18 Conversions

resulted in desire to be a part of this political power.

The nationalistic thirst for the affirmation of individual

citizens was further met in Islam with the strong emphasis that all

Muslims have "equal rights." Black Africans who became Moslem could no
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longer be sold as slaves. Thus, although there was "no strong incentive to

convert pagans, pagans had strong incentive to be converted.'40

Perhaps the most critical reason for the spread of Islam Involves

the great similarity existing between the Black African community and the

Moslem community. One of the primary strengths of Islam is its ability "to

conform to Its environment."20 The religious environment in Sub-Saharan

Africa is ATR, African Traditional Religion, which Is also referred to as

"natural religion." Natural religion is essentially animistic: the Black

Africans worship many different gods, utilizing amulets and studying life

cycles. Westermann sees these indigenous beliefs, not Islam, as "the

most serious competitors of Christianity in Sub-Saharan Africa. But

because it is much more possible to cling to ATR when adopting the

Islamic faith than when becoming a Christian, the traditional Black

African might be more apt to become Muslim. In accepting Islam, the

Black African is accepting the personal, life-filling god of Allah to replace

the "vague sky god." The promises of Islam are straight and unconditional:

more straightforward than those of Christianity.22 Islam allows its

Incoming adherents to continue using their traditional, Black African

charms and amulets 23
Black Africans who join the Moslem community do

not have to abdicate their polygamous relationships and may continue In

their marriage tradition of "bride-price."24 In short, the transition from

the traditional Black African community to the Moslem one is smooth

because Islam places very few moral demands on Its adherents. Islam

"fits into the cultural framework" of the Black African better than

Christianity does.25

This contrasts sharply with the religion of Christianity, which

places sti let moral demands on its adherents. Black Africans who desire
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to enter the Christian community have historically been required to give

up their polygamous relationships and cease putting value in the

traditional charms and amulets. In fact, Desai claims that many

disillusioned African "Christians" turn from Christianity and become

Muslims because they do not wish to sever themselves entirely from their

culture 26 He writes, in 1962, that the future of Christianity In Africa is

"a gloomy one Indeed" beause Christianity is incompatible with the African

lifestyle.

And yet, the very factor that is acclaimed as the strength of

^ y
Islam— its easy adaptability to Black African culture—might also be

powerless or has been de-activated in Its power to instigate moral reform

by becoming indigenous. Does Islam offer any hope for transformation of

unjust social situations such as that which exists in South Africa?

According to Dietrich Westermann, the answer would be "no." Why?

Because Islam is too indigenous. As It "merged Into the static character

of African life," it too became static.
28

An additional weakness of Islam, not unrelated to its static,

too-indigenous nature, is that it has not capitalized on the benefits of

westernization. Islam needs to become more modern or It certainly will

not continue to attract young adherents. In particular, there is a great

need for expansion of educational facilities within the Moslem community.

A practical ecumenism is recently emerging in Sub-Saharan

Africa. Fortunately, the encounter between the sister religions of Islam

and Christianity has led to meetings of Catholic and Muslim leaders to

viewed as its weakness. Because Islam “was received purely as a religion

and . . .has not broached African Negro social structures," "in Sub-Saharan

Africa there was . . .little change in the world view or in social

customs."27 The implication here is that Islam Is either Inherently
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discuss common educational opportunities, theological problems, and

means for dealing with the situation of poverty 29
(Eighteen of the

world's twenty-eight poorest countries are in Sub-Saharan Africa.^ 0 )

Muslim leaders can learn from the Christians how young people can be

better educated; Christians learn from Muslims how to assimilate to

African culture.

Muslims and Christians generally have a great deal of respect for

one another which has grown as leaders of the faiths meet for conferences

and come to a better understanding of one another. In some respects,

however, Islam and Christianity are still "ugly sisters."^
1 The tension

between the two is very evident with regard to the whole question of

evangelism. Christians in South Africa have been known to administer

communion in conspicuous public places in order to aggravate the Moslem

community. It is often difficult for Christians and Muslims to dialogue

when Christians clearly believe that "Christ is the Only Way."^ 2 This

Christian belief, coupled with the fact that

The Moslem is so sure of the superiority of

his religion that attempts to convert him appear

to be all but hopeless33

does not always foster the most comfortable atmosphere between

Christian and Muslern leaders.

Despite some inevitably-existing tensions, it Is crucial for the

preservation of the African people that Christianity and Islam endeavor to

encounter one another on good terms. In anticipating the future growth of

the church in Sub-Saharan Africa, Christianity has much to learn from

Islam about becoming more indigenous. In his book, The Crisis ofMission

in Africa

,

John Mbiti discusses his belief that the greatest challenge to
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Christianity in Africa is to make itself relevant to "the life of the

continent."
34

Right now, Christianity looks "foreign." King likewise calls

for the development of an "organic and home-grown Christianity," stating

with conviction that

There is no such thing as a Christian culture,

and there is no culture In the world which
cannot be Christianized^

John Mbit! points out that, as African culture is Christianized, the

western perception of what Christianity is must change Jesus Christ did

not leave us with a rigid religion. The church needs to experiment and take

more risks in order to discover how the Christian faith can find Its way

into African culture. 36 The point he implies here Is that Christianity as

Jesus taught it Is inherently Indigenous, although It may have been well-

hidden under a mantle of cultural preference during times such as the

colonial period. Christian missionaries must help the Africans adapt to

their culture the Faith which is inherently adaptable. In his book, Battle

For Africa, Brother Andrew emphasizes the critical nature of this project

of Indigenization when he states that

What God wants is an African church, and tying

the claims of Christ to the Western culture surely

dooms the whole project to failure.'^

The starting point for the Indigenization of Christianity In

Sub-Saharan Africa is the understanding on the part of the church of

African traditional religion. Mbtti points out that "African traditional

religion has produced a deep rellglouslty in Africa" which he sees as

"largely a preparation for the Gospel."
36

It is King's belief that the
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foreignness of Christianity will be overcome only when it is "grafted

onto native stock" of African traditional religion.

It is a shame that western Christian missionaries have often

started off in new cultures assuming that worship of gods and belief in

spirits is essentially evil, not stopping to consider the possibility that the

Christian God is working in these belief systems to prepare people for the

message of the Gospel. In his books Eternity in Their Hearts and Peace

Child, Don Richardson explains that his approach to missions in Iran Jaya

was to discover the seeds of the Gospel which the Holy Spirit had planted

In the native belief systems of the people and to water those seeds. This

is the approach that needs to be taken toward mission in Sub-Saharan

Africa. Christian missionaries should study African Traditional Religion

in depth, their first assignment being to learn to use the appropriate name

for the "high-god" of the tribe in question.^0

Of major importance for the unique interpretation of Christianity

within African culture Is the translation of the Bible into the primary

languages of the African people. King mentions that Africans will be able

to properly "understand" Christianity only when they read about it

themselves. 40 This is because the Bible itself—as the Word of God

written for all peoples— Is inherently Indigenous.

One practical way the Christian movement in Sub Saharan Africa

can be more sensitive to the culture of the people Is by working to

incorporate in worship and ritual the "fellowship of the clan" and "close

relationship of the family," two structures of great Importance for the

traditional African 41
According to Desai, Christian evangelization has

historically Involved "an unnecessary taking away of the kinship
\r\

system." The kinship system Is not antl-what is inherently Christian, it

was taken away from the Africans simply because It did not conform to
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European standards and therefore must be returned.

In some areas, however, It would be possible for Christianity to

"go too far" In Its attempt to accept and be adapted into African culture.

For example, it is part and parcel to the Christian message that there is

only one supreme God. The worship of lesser gods, then, would not be

considered acceptable practice for an African Christian even though it is

the traditional cultural practice of the Black African. Desai makes the

statement that either "monogamy or polygamy can 'live'" if "inspired by the

spirit of Christ."43 But polygamy is not acceptable, according to the New

Testament teaching of Christ which must be applied in any culture which

calls itself "Christian."

One of the primary fears Westermann reveals in his book Is the

fear that Christianity will, as Islam already has, conform to too great a

degree to African culture. He informs the reader that Africa, in the past,

has shown "remarkable strength in assimilating foreign elements." He

ends his point with a tone of prophetic warning, saying that "(The

Africans) will also try to assimilate Christianity to their own standards."

Westerman's view of the action the Christian missionary should take, in

light of this attempt at assimilation which will Inevitably occur, is to

. .exterminate everything connected with
the old religion, because (the missionary's)

experience has taught him that any form of

syncretism is the death of genuine Christian
life."44

Westermann's prophecy, which was made in 1935, has become increasingly

more accurate. In the Indigenous churches, the Africans are attempting to

assimilate Christianity. But this assimilation is not something that the

Christian missionary need be afraid of. Some "connections with the old



religion" have been helpful in spreading the gospel and have helped

Christian life to grow rather than killing it.

Consider the mass foundings of African Independent Churches,

which are very much tied in with traditional African practices. There are

basically two strands of Christian churches in Africa, mission-related

churches and African Independent churches. By the 1960s, most mission

churches were moving toward independence.45 It was in the period of the

'60s that the number of Christians in Sub-Saharan Africa superceded the

number of Muslims: Beetham records that at this time there were

approximately 55 million Muslims and 60 million Christians. The growing

number of African Independent churches in Sub-Saharan Africa since the

Second World War establishes once and for all that the Christian faith was

not inextricably intertwined with the colonial powers. As of 1977, there

were more than 6,000 African Independent Church movements, over half of

which are in South Africa 46
Partially in reaction to the legalism of the

colonialism, some of these churches practice polygamy and most

Incorporate traditional African rituals and dances In their worship

services.

It is not necessary that every hint of animism be removed or

every polygamous relationship severed before an African may rightly call

him/herself a Christian. It seems as though western missionaries In

many different cultures have been overly concerned about the immediate

weeding out of traditions which seem "un-Christian." As the Holy Spirit

works within the church, as the African people read for themselves the

teachings of Jesus in their own languages, African tradition which Is

inherently In opposition to the Christian faith will begin to be eliminated.

Professor Sammuel Moffet of Princeton Theological Seminary once pointed

out that problems such as the worship of lesser gods and the
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The island nation of Indonesia lies in the far southeast corner of Asia.

Christianity has been present in it since the Portuguese first came in the

sixteenth century. However, the country still remains predominantly Moslem,

while Christians comprise a minority of roughly 7-10%. The Indonesian qovernment

officially estimates that nearly 90% of the population is Moslem. However, this is

based on the government assumption that everyone who does not belong to another

recognized religion is Moslem. Outside observers prefer to set the figure at 40%,

with the rest being either non-Moslem or only nominally so.l In a country

dominated by Moslems, and under a goverment which assumes that people are

Moslem unless specifically identified otherwise, how do Christians relate to the

state and government;' This question must be divided in several ways in order for

it to be answered effectively. First, we must look at the various states that have

governed Indonesia, particularly the Dutch colonial government and the later

independent Indonesian state. Second, we must look not only at how the state has

dealt with the Church, but also with how the Church has related itself to the state.

This paper will answer the question according to these subdivisions.

By the time the Portuguese came to the East Indies in the sixteenth century,

Islam was already firmly entrenched as the religion of the majority. The

Portuguese were not as interested in being carriers of the Gospel as they were in

controlling the lucrative trade from the "Spice Islands," and so the coming of

Christianity was only a side-effect from the economic interests of the Portuguese.

When the Portuguese realized the extent to which Islam was hindering their trade,

they established a Christian mission in 1537. While it was founded for purely

commercial reasons, the mission and its workers operated out of pure evangelistic

zeal.*- These missions were Catholic, because in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries the promotion of Christianity was seen as a duty of the state. The



Portuguese state was Catholic* and so was the mission work done in its colonies.

It was not until Protestant states held colonies that Protestant mission work

began.

3

In the East Indies* that time came in 1602* when the Dutch* under the auspices

of the Netherlands United East India Company <VOC)* came to power. The VOC took

over the old Portuguese Catholic churches and converted them to Dutch Re-formed

congregations. As the government changed* so did the churches. These Dutch

Re-formed churches operated mainly -for the European^ nationals* and were scarcely

interested either in converting Indonesians or caring -for those who were already

Christian. The VOC opposed outside attempts at evangelism* in the fear that it

would affect commercial interests.4 Thus* trade interests alternately drove the

Portuguese to promote mission and the VOC to block it. However* the Dutch church

did not share the VOC's philosophy, and it attempted to begin mission work in the

Indies. The founding charter of the VOC* given in 1602* said nothing about mission

work* but by 160? the Governor-General was put in charge of the missionaries* who

began to arrive in 1612. So even as the Dutch church became more interested in

keft

missions, the Company maintained control of it. Thus evangelism was secondary to

commercial interests, and mission work was subject to the whims of the VOC.

5

By the end of the eighteenth century the VOC became bankrupt and the Dutch

government took direct control of the East Indies. However* partially as a result

of the Napoleonic Wars* the British gained temporary control of the Indies from

1311 to 1319. In this brief time the British encouraged Christian mission. Some

argue that they did so in order to divide the people and thus make them easier to

rule. For example, three missionaries were sent to the Bataks. Their work was

largely unfruitful before the Dutch removed them in 1324. & So between the

Portuguese* the VOC* and the British* we see three different views and uses of
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Christian mission. Two encouraged mission* although tor different reasons, and

one opposed it. However, all three approaches were similar in that they saw

missions as subservient to a larger question of control of the natives. They

differed only because they saw different ways to attain the same goal.

The East Indies saw yet another philosphy when the Dutch government assumed

direct control of it. The new administration operated out of official religious

indifference. The Dutch believed that the Indonesians would be more easily

governed if the native culture was left as undisturbed as possible. The

Netherlands Missionary Society trained and sent missionaries, whom the

government, in turn, assigned to positions. The government even paid the salaries

of some of them. The society protested this, because it no longer had control over

its missionaries.7 The administration next required missionaries sent by

societies to apply for permits in order to carry on their work. These permits were

issued to individuals rather than organizations, and they could be revoked at any

time. The Dutch thus regulated the missionaries to ensure that they would not

disturb the civil peace.8 The final policy, developed in 1888, did not prohibit

missions but protected the government and provided for the expulsion of those who

did not follow the restrictions placed upon them. Overall, the Dutch confined

mission activity to ethnically homogeneous groups. This has, in part, led to the

division of churches in Indonesia today according to ethnic groups. Mission work

was prohibited in certain areas in order to prevent a violent Moslem reaction. 9 As

a result, Moslem areas strongly opposed to Christianity, such as North Sumatra

and West Java, were not open to evangelism. Missionaries were also kept from

Bali, so that they would not disturb its unique culture. 10 Some Christians argued

that this Dutch "protection" of Bali from outside influences unnaturally froze a

changing culture, and that Christianity was singled out to be excluded, while other
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outside forces were allowed to enter. 11 Ultimately, the Dutch were unable to keep

Christianity off the island. Missionaries could not enter the island, but Balinese

could leave it. In the early 1930's a Balinese student in Java returned and sold

Bibles in Bali. A small group of Christians soon developed. The government would

^

not allow a missionary to enter Bali, but it could not refuse the request of a

Balinese church to have a pastor to serve it. Therefore the Balinese Christians

organized themselves as an independent church so they could receive a pastor

without first obtaining a permit. 12

The restrictions on mission work were evident most completely during the

nineteenth century while the Dutch streamlined their management of Java under

the "culture system." The goverment operated with the goal of increasing

Javanese exports and Dutch profits. Few, if any, benefits came to the Javanese as

education and public works, as well as evangelism, were sacrificed for greater

profits. 13

Despite its intentions, the Dutch government was unable to remain completely

indifferent to religious matters. The concern to maintain civil order, for example,

aided missions in some situations and hindered them in others. Regardless, Dutch

rule had definite ramifications in both directions for Christian activity.

From the outset, the Dutch government indirectly promoted Islam by selecting

Malay as the official language for education and civil service. Malay is often

written in Arabic script, and the Malays, who were the teachers and bureaucrats,

were typically Moslem. Thus, as the Dutch extended their power through

previously isolated regions, many people came to equate Islam with civilization. 14

Indirect government blocking of Christianity took other forms. The Minahasa

fwere Christianized despite strong hindrances by the Dutch in the nineteenth

century. The natives equated the European government with Christianity, and they
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were taken aback by the disregard for Christian practices and by the religious

indifference of its representative.; ndeed, the Europeans were hostile to the ne.

native Christians as they punished church-goers and opposed attempts to build

churches. 15

Dutch opposition to mission activity may even have been bloody. Two American

Baptist missionaries, Henry Lyman and Samuel Munson, were killed by the Bataks

in 1334. One theory is that the Dutch were at least indirectly involved in their

deaths. A Dutch official allegedly encouraged them to enter a region known to be

dangerous. The Dutch may have acted thus in part because of anti- American

feelings and in part because of a governmental tendency to discourage

Chnstianization.lt> This theory is sheer speculation, but the fact that it is even

considered reveals that at least some people felt the Dutch actively worked

against mission activity.

Overall, however, Dutch restrictions on Christian mission came as a result of

their fear of upsetting the native culture by introducing challenges to it. Through

the nineteenth century the Dutch officials discouraged not only evangelistic but

also educational activities by missionaries. They did so in order to keep the

Javanese as easily governed as possible. 17 Indeed, rather than introduce

challenges to the native culture, the Dutch promoted it, hoping that this would

solidify their power. In the nineteenth century, this philosophy motivated them to

encourage Javanese Moslems to take pilgrimages to Mecca, 18 although later when

faced with a threat from radical Moslems the Dutch discouraged the practice. When

there were cultural barriers against Christianity, the Dutch would enforce them

with the power of the law. For example, the Sundanese of West Java link religion,

society, and state to the point of fusion. The Dutch, out of their desire to

maintain indigenous custom, made this tendency law. The missionaries fought this
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regulation, because it meant that the convert who be-fore would become an outcast

now also became an outlaw. 19

But the Dutch government's official indifference could also move in the

Church s favor. At times the administration promoted rather than undercut the

Church's work. Often this was done unintentionally. The Batak acceptance of

Christianity was at least partially caused by the coming of the Dutch government.

The Bataks saw that their isolation was lost, and they recognized that they had to

make changes. Therefore they were more willing to consider the change that the

missionaries presented to them.20 0nce the Dutch arrived, they continued to help

the missionaries, despite their official indifference about religious affairs. For

example, missionaries came to Batakland eleven years before the Dutch

government, and reactionaries continually harassed them and their converts. Once

the Dutch arrived, they suppressed such fighting and allowed the Christians to live

in peace. Because the Dutch ended not only anti-Christian violence but also the

intertribal wars, mission work was able to be conducted without fear. 21 The Dutch

desire for civil order proved helpful when Christians were under attack. In the

late nineteenth century Christian converts from the Lesser Sunda islands of Savu

and Roti were encouraged to emigrate to Sumba and Timor to escape rejection at

home and to counteract Islamic growth on the new islands. As an educated and

desirable elite, they were protected by the Dutch from persecution.22

At other times, however, the Dutch intentionally promoted the Church and its

mission. That is, the Dutch occassionally reverted to the philosophy of the

Portuguese and the British, who used the Church to serve their purposes. For

example, the colonial government encouraged evangelism to the Bataks beginning in

the 1&50 s. They did so because the Bataks were a fierce people, and the Dutch

hoped that Christianizing them would tame them and make them more governable.23
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This encouragement became even stronger later in the century among the Karo

Bataks. These people strongly resisted the plantation system which was being

introduced there, as they destroyed crops and re-fused to work the -fields. The

plantation company requested that the Netherlands Missionary Society enter the

region to "civilize" the Karo Bataks, and it o-f-fered to underwrite the mission.

Initially the society was shocked at the idea, but gradually it overcame its

scruples. It accepted the money, and the -first missionary arrived in 1390.24

But the church was not entirely at the mercy o-f the colonial government. In

tact, it was able to exert some influence over the Dutch government. It was

partially because of pressure from the church that the "culture system" of the

nineteenth century was reformed. The Christians were also responsible in part for

the abolition of slavery in the colony in 1910.25

The church in the Indies was more than missionaries and indigenous people,

however. There was also an official church, the Protestant Church of the

Netherlands East Indies, which was established primarily -for the Europeans in the

colony. This church was formed in 1353 through the merger of a Lutheran and

several Reformed bodies. As a state-formed organization, its pastors were

considered to be government officials. However, because of the government's

official indifference to religious affairs, its control of the church was solely

financial.26 This may seem beneficial, but at the time many considered it

malignant. Hendrik Kraemer argued that the greatest shortcoming of the church in

V tj"

‘

the indies was its origin not as a community formed by its members but as an

institution organized, administered, and paid for by the government. The

government did not organize and underwrite the church out of an appreciation for

Christianity. Kraemer asserted that it is fatal for a church to be organized by an

indifferent government.27 Whether Kraemer was heard or not, the situation was



changed. In 1937, under the guidance of a counsel appointed by the

Governor-General, the church became self-governing, although it continued to

receive partial funding from the government (as did the church in the Netherlands).

The governing body, the Kerk Bestuur, accomodated a great variety of theological

viewpoints. From 1937 until the beginning of the war, the Protestant Church was in

the process of amalgamating with the native churches of Ambon, Minahasa, and

Timor.23

The years from 1942 to 1949 profoundly changed Indonesia, and the church

changed with it, first through the Japanese military occupation, and then through

the war against the Netherlands for independence. Through this time native

Christians had to overcome the stigma that they were pro-Dutch. For some, this

identification remains. Calwell and Utrecht's Indonesia: An Alternative History ,

which interprets Indonesian history from a Marxist perspective, assumes that

Christianized Indonesians were, by definition, loyal to the Dutch colonists.29

Unfortunately, the Japanese shared this view, and the church suffered more than

most during the occupation. The Japanese sought out Christians because of their

supposed ties to the Dutch. Pastors in East Java were killed because they refused

to turn over their churches.30

Conditions remained tenuous after the surrender and during the struggle for

independence. Dutch missionaries did not return to the Batak churches for fear

that their presence would label the Christians as being pro-Dutch.31 As the

revolution progressed, however, that fear subsided. Throughout the war for

independence Christians were in the forefront. Many were prominent in the

nationalist movement while others, particularly on Ambon, led the resistance

movement. By doing so they removed the notion that they were pro-Dutch
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because o-f their religion* and they paved the way for Christianity's full acceptance

in independent Indonesia.

And Christianity did find a place in the new Indonesian state. Sukarno's famous

Panca Sila address of 1945 laid out the five principles of Indonesian nationalism.

The first of these is Belief in God, also expressed as "religious belief with mutual

respect. None of the Panca Sila are specific, and this first principle is commonly

interpreted as religious toleration and freedom, thus protecting Indonesia from

becoming and Islamic state.33 The 1945 Constitution bears this principle out by

stating that "the state is based on the recognition of one all-powerful God" and

"guarantees to each citizen the freedom to embrace the religion of his choice and to

fulfill the religious obligations which conform to his faith." 34 The religious

freedom which Sukarno championed goes beyond the freedom to practice religion,

which is often what religious freedom means in Moslem states. Rather, he

provided for the freedom to change religions and to organize new ones. This vital

legacy remains today, long after Sukarno has fallen out of favor.35

Sukarno's Panca Sila were not perfect, however, in his attempt to foster unity.

This first Sila was meant to unite Moslems and Christians, but it excluded

animists, Hindus, Buddhists, and Communists. Sukarno tried in vain to reverse this

failure by including Communism as a religion.36

Sukarno's vision was, for the most part, carried out. Churches were not

mistreated after independence. Mission hospitals were taken over by the

Indonesian government, but some eventually reverted to the local churches. These

churches operated the hospitals alone, although the Butch Council of Mission

supplied personnel and funding. Only minor restrictions hampered their work. For

example, Immanuel, the Christian hospital in Bandung, maintained an outreach

clinic in the nearby town of Sumedang. This clinic could be established only with
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the permission of the local government hospital, and it was granted only with the

restriction that no active evangelism could be carried on. However, questions

could be answered, and through the presence of church elders and literature, the

clinic evangelized by encouraging questions.37

The situation changed dramatically following the attempted coup in 1965,

believed to have been planned by the Communist Party, and the bloody

anti-Communist reaction to it. For several reasons, church membership

skyrocketed in the next few years (the Karo Batak Church doubled in two years).

Those who had been pressured by Communists to be non-religious no longer had

this barrier. To protect itself against atheist Communists, the government issued

a directive that everyone must "have a religion." The religions they were allowed

to choose were Islam, Protestantism, Catholicism, and Hindu-Buddhism. This may

have pushed many who were considering Christianity into churches. Many nominal

Moslems chose Christianity as a reaction against the Moslem excesses which

followed the aborted coup.38

Church/state relations are a two-way street. Thus far we have looked at how

the state viewed the church. But Indonesian Christians also have definite opinions

about the state, and how they should relate to it. The Batak churches accept the

authority of the Indonesian government, but only as a secondary authority after

Christ. They are willing to be loyal only if the government does not contradict

Christian teaching. They refused to accept government-issued prayers or sermons

dealing with the conflict with the Netherlands over Irian Barat or the

confrontation with Malaysia.39 j n 1962 , a Consultation on Christian Service in the

Revolution discussed the various ways in which Christians should be active in

Indonesia. The consultation urged Christians to be politically active in order to

bring the state in line with the will of God. It condoned the existence of Parkindo,
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a Christian political party, with the caveat that it avoid the temptations inherent
in the political process. Whether in Parkindo or another party, Christians must
examine themselves to ensure that they are being guided by the Holy Spirit.40

And Christians have been active in Indonesian politics. In tact, because ot the
high standards at mission schools, the level ot education among Christians is

higher than the national average. As part ot the country's elite, theretore,

Christians are more highly represented in government than they are in the

population. 41 Christians are well represented in the government not only because
°* their bett6r SdUCatl0n but als° ^ a country plagued with corruption,

Christians have a reputation ot relative honesty. This Christian presence in

government reaches to the highest levels. Throughout Sukarno's tenure, with all

its crises and changes, he retained a Christian as one ot his tive

vice-presidents. 42

Indonesia is a country in which political parties may be organic on religious

lines. A Protestant political party (Parkindo) organized during the revolution, and
there is also a Catholic party. Proponents argue that their -confessional politics-

protect Christian rights trom the Moslem majority, as well as otter a means tor

political participation. Parkindo has no otticial links to denominations.43 Because
ot the high number ot Christians in prominent positions, both Christian parties are

more influential than their sizes would warrant. For example, in the 1955 election

the Christian parties, with 4.6% ot the elecorate, took 5.4% ot the seats in the

parliament.44 The era of religious parties ended in 1973 when the various political

parties consolidated into four major parties. The former Moslem groups were part
of the new PPP, and the Christian of the PDI. Neither of these new parties makes
reference to religious leanings.45
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Christianity in Indonesia has had a varied history. For all but the last forty

years it has grown, despite governments that considered it little more than a tool

for their rule. Since Indonesian independence the churches have continued to

flourish, despite the overwhelming Moslem majority that surrounds them. The

promise of Indonesia is that Moslems and Christians are able to exist together

under a government that encourages both faiths.
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NOTES

* Missions Advanced Research and Communication Center, Indonesia (Monrovia. CA: World
Vision, 1973), p. 26.

2Ebbie C. Smith, God's Miracles: Indonesian Church Growth (South Pa sadena: Wm. Carey,
1970), p. 11.

“

3 Joh. Rauws, et al„ The Netherlands Indies (New York: World Dominion, 1935), p. 33.

^Smith, p. 14.

SRauws, pp. 33-35.

6 Paul Bodholdt Pedersen, Batak Blood and Protestant Soul (Eerdmans: Grand Rapids,
1970), pp. 47-49.

7Rauw5, pp. 51-52.

^Ibid., p. 114.

^Pedersen, pp. 79-80.

lOggbert deVries, (Former colonial administrator and Indonesian political expert),
Interview: 31 December, 1986

1 iHendrik Kraemer, From Missiontield to Independent Church (The Hague: Boekcentrum,
1958), pp. 173-184.

^DeVries.

^Elizabeth Harper Brooks, Java and Its Challenge (Pittsburg [sic. 3: Brooks, 1911), dp.
72-74.

^Pedersen, pp. 45-46.

l^Kraemer, p. 37.

16pedersen, pp. 50-52.

^Brooks, p. 81.

l^Ibid., p. 49.

^Kraemer, pp. 101-102.

20ibid., p. 47.

21 Pedersen, pp. 53, 68.
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22m. C. Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1981), p. 129.

23lbid., p. 134.

24pedersen, p. 131.

25lbid., p. 107.

2^De Vries.

27Kraemer, pp. 32-34.

23De Vries.

2^Malcolm Caldwell and Ernst Utrecht, Indonesia: An Alternative History (Sydney:
Alternative Publishing, 1979), pp. 26-74.

30Smith, p. 22.

SlPedersen, p. 158.

qo
James P. Alter, Interview with Indonesia (Delhi: Unity Books, 1974), pp. 48-49.

33lbid., pp. 46-47.

34jbid., p. 53.

35De Vries.

36Jan R.J. deVries, (Former Dutch medical missionary), Interview: 31 December, 1986.

3?Ibid.

33Smith, p. 27; Alter, p. 57.

39pe dersen, pp. 161-162.

^ Christian Service in the Revolution (Thycaud, Trivandrum, India: Committees on
Inter-Church Aid and on Church and Society, 1963), pp. 40-41.

^Mission Center, p. 3.

^Egbert deVries.

43Alter, p. 49.

44
Ricklets, pp. 228, 238.

45Donald K. Emmerson, Indonesia's Elite: Political Culture and Cultural Politics (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1976), pp. 236-237.
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UNITED CHURCH OP CHRIST IN THE PHILIPPINES:

I. Formally organized in May 25,1948
- Faithfully committed to the Gospel of Jesus Christ

under the mandate of the Great Comission
Matt. 28:19-20

Articulates her service according to the pattern
of Jesus' ministry: Luke 4:18-19

- As a community of faith faces her problems, aware
of the"human limitations"of her constituency,
which did not and never will diminish the zeal of
her obedience to Christ and commitment of its
leadership to "preach the Gospel in season and
out of season-" and to "obey God rather than man.

UCCP's hope numerically may be not" as numerous as the
sand", but, certainly it is growing in witness "as
bright as the promise of God."

UCCP, merged as the missionary fruit planted by devotion
and vision of the main line denominations in the U.S.A
during the early years of the American accupation of the
Islands in 1898.

1. - Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
First Missionaries: Dr. &Mrs. James Rodgers

April 1899
Dr. & Mrs. George Wright
Dr. & Mrs. David Hibbard

2. - Methodist Episcopal Church

First Missionaries: Rev. Thomas Martin ,1900
Rev.&Mrs. McLaughlin

a. IEMELIF (Iglesia Evangelica Methodista
en las Pilipinas)

Philippine Methodist Church

3# -Church of the United Brethren

First Missionaries: Rev. K.S. Eloy, April, 1901
Rev. Stanford Kurtz

a. Evangelical United Brethren Church united

with Methodists to form United Methodist Church
in the U. S. A, ( continued support and affiliation
to UCCP)

4. Church of Christ in America (Disciples)

First missionaries :Hermon Williams aopointed
(a US Army chaplain) but actual mis-

sionaries to start work, in August 1901
were Rev. & Mrs. Hannah

5. Congregational Church
First Missionary: Rev. Robert Black, 1902

Rev Frank Laubach



The Economy
A largely agrarian society with a relatively
small but growing large-scale manufacturing
and trading sector.

Gross National Product Per Person
Inll.S. dollars.

Source: World Bank

Population in 1981: 685,184,692
Percent rural: 76.6%
Percent urban: 23.4%

Life expectancy: 54 years in 1983

Birth rat© per thousand: 33.3 in 1 981

Death rate per thousand: 1 2.5 in 1 981

Literacy rate: 36.5% In 1983

Official languages: Hindi and English. The
country has over 1 ,600 languages or
dialects.

Sources: The Europe Yearbook, 1984; and World
Christian Encyclopedia, 1933; Government of India

Food Graso Production The Work Force
In thousands of tons. Percentage of population In each

occupation in 1 983

Transportation and v
communication
3% "X

Legumes

Agriculture

70%Coarse grain

Religions
Percentage of

population. >

Christian 3.9%

Sikh 2.0%

Other 3.7%

Industry,

mining and -

construction
Wheat

Hindu
78.8% Commerce

Services,

Including -

—

Government
Sourcei The Economist

Moslem
11.6% y

Source: Indian Government

Associated Press; United Nations Population Division

percent of the population
Faces of India: In 1981, almost 40
was under 14 years old.. The Government

Secular, democratic, federal republic

consisting of upper and lower chambers of
Parliament and a President. Actual power is

held by the Council of Ministers, headed by the
Prime Minister, that is chosen from among the
Members of Parliament.

The upper chamber of Parliament, called the
Council of State, consists of no more than 250
members and is indirectly elected by members
of the constituent state legislatures. Members
of this chamber serve for six years. The lower
chamber, or House of the People, is directly

elected and consists of no more than 544
members, who serve five-year terms.

India has three political parties:

• Indian National Congress (I) Party formed
In 1 978 as an opposition party under Mrs.
Gandhi.

• Indian National Congress (S) Party formed
in 1 885 and later adopted a socialist label.

• Janata Party was established in 1 977 to

provide an alternative to Congress rule.

Ill© Land
A third the land area of the United States with
climates that range from tropical heat to near
arctic cold. The desert regions of west
central India contrast sharply with the heavily
forested east. The Himalayan mountains
stretch across the northern border, and the
country has a 3,500-mile coastline.

Largest cities: Greater Bombay and New
Delhi

Agricultural land: 54.3%

Major crops: Rice and wheat

Punjab, one of India’s 22 states, has been
the site of major Sikh disturbances.

Sources: The Europa Yearbook, 1984,
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sources: i ne buropa Yearbook, 1 984, and V/orld

Christian Encyclopedia, 1983
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Farmers in Punjab. In 1981, the population was 76.6 per-

cent rural.

Luis VlUota/The Stock Market of New York.Sri Lanka

The seat of Parliament in New Delhi.

Recent History
1980's National Security Act authorized detention

without trial for up to a year if disruptions threatened

national security, domestic order or essential supplies

and services.

Oct. 11, 1982: Some 3,000 to 5,000 Sikh militants

storm Parliament house in New Delhi to protest deaths of

34 Sikhs in police custody.

Oct. 31, 1982: Indira Gandhi and Pakistan's

President, Mohammad Zia ul-Haq, meet for first

substantive talks in 1 0 years.

Jlan. 5, 1983: In local elections the Congress Party, for

the first time, loses control of the two southern states.

February 1983: Continuing violence in Assam brings

the cumulative death toll to over 1 ,000, including 600
Moslems killed in attack by Hindus on Feb. 1 8.

Oct. 6, 1983: Punjab state government is dissolved by
India’s President after weeks of violence between Hindus
and Sikhs.

March 29, 1984: Indira Gandhi's Congress Party
wins majority of seats in indirect election.

June 5, 1984: Battle at Sikh temple in Amritsar.

June 6, 1984: Indian Army attacks and occupies

Sikhs' Golden Temple at Amritsar.

June 14, 1984zlndira Gandhi declares four-day-old

rebellion of Sikh soldiers "fully under control."

PROTEST: Sikhs demon-
strating in June against oc
cupatdon of Golden Temple.

Associated Press

DISCUSSION: President Moham-
mad Zia ul-Haq of Pakistan at a

meeting with Mrs. Gandhi.

CONFLICT: Villager in Ghamaria,
Assam, weeping after his home was
destroyed in February 1983.

The New York Times

Associated Press

World Relations
United States

along the border between India and China and
broke into military conflict in 1 962. At issue

are territory in eastern Kashmir— through

which an important Chinese highway runs

—

and another piece of territory in the northeast.

In 1 976, however, ambassadors were

exchanged for the first time in 1 4 years.

Total armed forces: 1 , 1 20,000
Army: 960,000
Navy: 47,000
Air Force: 113,000
Reserves: 200,000

Paramilitary forces (including border
security and Coast Guard): 262,000

Air Force equipment includes 727
combat aircraft.

Naval fleet includes 8 Soviet F-class
submarines, 1 British aircraft carrier, 2
Soviet-built destroyers and 21 frigates.

Total military spending: $5.5 billion in

1 982-83, or 1 7.87 percent of total

Government spending.

India manufactures its own artillery, tanks
and infantry weapons, but buys its aircraft

mainly from France and the Soviet Union.

India's independence in 1947 was strongly

supported by the United States and, although

India has staunchly professed a policy of

nonalignment, the United States has been
India’s greatest supplier of foreign aid. There
have been strains in the relationship, most
severely over the 1971 conflict with Pakistan

and over India’s explosion of an underground
nucleardevice in May 1 974. India has refused

to let the United States inspect its use of

nuclear fuel, and as a result the United States

has not supplied India with nuclear fuel.

Pakistan
Old tensions between Moslems and Hindus

resulted in the partition of the Indian

subcontinent in 1 947 into India and Pakistan,

but frictions have not ceased. There have been

periodic conflicts over Kashmir. In December
1 971 ,

a political crisis in East Pakistan and the

flight of millions of Bengalis into India led to

full-scale war. The independent nation of

Bangladesh was created In the aftermath, and

it has generally experienced warm relations

with India. Since 1 972, India and Pakistan

have made efforts to share normal relations,

though important differences have not been

resolved despite continuing talks.

With President Reagan at the White
House in 1982..

§SYS©t Union
A 20-year peace and cooperation treaty

between India and the SovietJJnion was
signed in 1971. The two countries have
shared similar viewpoints on a range of foreign

issues, reflecting the importance of Soviet aid

and their mutual wariness of China. The Soviet

Union has supported India in its dispute with

Pakistan over Kashmir. The Government of

Indira Gandhi described the Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan in 1 979 as "an internal affair" of

the Afghans and has recognized the pro-

Soviet Government of Cambodia.
'

'
'

•
.

Associated Press

Sikh soldiers on duty in New Delhi
in March 1983.

China
By the end of the 1 950’s, tension developed

Source: International Institute for Strategic
Studies
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A PARTY AT ODDS; Conferring in January 1978 with supporters
who broke away from the regular Congress Party.

United Press International

CHARGES OF CONTEMPT; Leaving jail in New Delhi in 1978 after
Parliament voted to expel and arrest her.

A Storybook Life
Nov. 19, 1917 Bom in Allahabab, Uttar Pradesh state, northern

India.

1941 • After schooling in India, Switzerland, and at Oxford University,

joins Congress Party, which will be India’s predominant political force

after independence from Britain, with her father, Jawaharlal Nehru, as

its leader.

1942 • Marries Feroze Gandhi over family objections. They later have two
sons, Rajiv and Sanjay.

1947-64. Serves as widowed father’s official hostess and close political

ally.

1959. Elected president of Congress Party.

1964. Her father dies. She is elected to upper house of Parliament and
serves as Information Minister.

1966. Elected to lower house, begins first of four terms as Prime Minister.

1971 Sides with East Pakistan in Pakistan’s civil war, in which East
Pakistan becomes independent nation of Bangladesh and India solidifies

its dominance of the subcontinent.

1974. Leads India into nuclear age with explosion of underground nuclear

device.

1976 Establishes diplomatic ties with China after 15-year rift and
embarks on foreign policy of professed nonalignment that favors Soviet

Union and keeps United States at arm’s length.

1977 • Voted out of office after tempestuous period of authoritarian rule,

under “emergency” provisions she imposed on Parliament.

June 1984. In response to long-simmering unrest in Punjab among the

Sikhs, Mrs. Gandhi sends troops into the Golden Temple at Amritsar, the

Sikhs’ holiest shrine, resulting in Government victory and heavy loss of

life on both sides.

Oct. 31, 1934. Mrs. Gandhi is assassinated in New Delhi by two
gunmen identified by police officials as Sikh members of her own security

guard.

Perhaps as a sign of security, the
Government allowed opponents to

hold meetings to protest these
changes in the country’s Constitution,
which they saw as basically codifying
the state of emergency. Predictably,
however, the amendments were ap-
proved by Parliament.

Population Control

One significant domestic issue for
Mrs. Gandhi was population control,
particularly the question of compul-
sory sterilization, which was debated
in Parliament throughout 1976. She
announced that “strong steps which
may not be liked by all” were under
consideration, the sterilization pro-
gram was pushed and the Govern-
ment, in September, announced that
civil servants were to be prohibited
from having more than three chil-
dren. This renewed emphasis on
population control, along with rumors
of compulsory sterilization, provoked
sometimes violent protests and con-
frontation. But India in 1976 had the
best birth control record in its histo-
ry.

Once again, as the year neared an
end, the Government announced that
the scheduled elections had been post-
poned until early 1978, But in early
January 1977, Mis. Gandhi, in a sur-
prise announcement, told the country
that elections would be held in March
because of her “unshakable faith” in
the power of the people. It was be-
lieved that she was motivated by a
certainty that the Congress Party
would win easily, as it had won every
election since independence. Another
strong motive was believed to be a de-
sire to take advantage of a better eco-
nomic position and to improve India’s

position abroad. Shortly afterward,
Mrs. Gandhi released the last of the
political opponents still being held.

Her campaign theme was that

“only a strong central government
can build a stronger India.” She of-

fered the closest thing to an apology
for the stringencies she had imposed,
saying, “We didn’t want to cause
hardship to anybody but no govern-
ment would have tolerated the

threats, the violence, the assault on
democracy that we faced.” Her opp-

position, she asserted, had only one
issue, herself. The rapid advance-
ment of her beloved younger son, San-

jay, also became an issue; he had
been named to the executive commit-
tee of Congress’s youth branch at the

end of 1975.

Rejection at the Polls

The opposition to Mrs. Gandhi had
a single theme, expressed by one ban-

ner as “End Dictatorship, Dethrone
the Queen.” On March 20, 1977, the

voters did just that, defeating Mrs.

Gandhi and making Mr. Desai, whom
she had imprisoned two years before,

Prime Minister. Mr. Desai headed

the Janata Party, the dominant fac-

tor in the loose anti-Congress coali-

tion.

bind myself by taking an oath,” she
said in refusing once again, despite
two contempt charges. In May 1978,
the commission concluded that the
state of emergency had been declared
fraudulently and administered arbi-
trarily. During the summer, the Gov-
ernment charged her with having ille-

gally detained opposition leaders and
harassed officials during the emer-
gency. Her son Sanjay was charged
with having engaged in illegal demo-
lition of private property.

Her response was simple: “Instead
of solving the problems of the people,

they are trying to divert attention.
”

In December 1978, the Government
acted to charge her with harassing
four Government officials who had
been investiating Maruti Ltd., the au-
tomobile company set up by Sanjay
Gandhi. She denied the charges in

Parliament with her usual chill se-

renity, saying: “Every man, woman
and child in India knows that if the

drama of a kind of impeachment of a
former Prime Minister is enacted, its

sole purpose is not to solve any na-
tional problem, but to silence a voice

which they find inconvenient.”

As the vote in Parliament neared,
riots exploded in several cities. After
a seven-day debate, the vote on
Prime Minister Desai ’s motion that
she be expelled and jailed for the re-
mainder of the session was 279 to 138.

In a typical gesture of disdain, Mrs.
Gandhi refused to leave the Parlia-
ment chamber and to go home “to be
arrested in the dead of night from my
house,” as so many of her opponents
had been.

A Dramatic Gesture

She insisted on waiting to be ar-
rested in Parliament, and it was
three hours before the arresting offi-

cers arrived. As they came she got up
on a heavy table to offer friends the
characteristic Hindu salutation, “na-
maste,” an inclination of the head
over hands placed as if in prayer.
Then she was led off.

Public response made it clear that

she was, with all her faults, still a
considerable and revered national

figure. Several thousand of her sup-

porters were arrested in clashes with
the police, and several people were
killed. An airliner was hijacked to

protest her imprisonment. She was
released when the parliamentary ses-

sion ended a few days later. “I had a

good rest,” she said.

Through the early months of 1979,

her fortunes seemed at an ebb, as

pressure grew for investigations into

various allegations made against her

and Sanjay. The Congress Party was
reunited, with its recently disaffected

members, the Congress-I faction,

merging again with the others. She
said, uncharacteristically, that per-

haps she had made mistakes and ex-

pressed regrets for “hardships and
inconvenience caused.” Special

courts were set up for her trials.

But the coalition against Mrs.
Gandhi was crumbling unripr th*»

he was the first among five general
secretaries of the Congress-I Party.

Prickly Relations

Mrs. Gandhi’s relations with oppo-
sition leaders continued to be prickly

at best. In the last year Congress-I

tried to topple several state govern-
ments hostile to it and to the Prime
Minister. Last July in Kashmir, Mrs.
Gandhi’s forces succeeded in splitting

the National Conference Party, ena-

bling a coalition of National Confer-

ence defectors and Congressrl mem-
bers to assume control of the state

government.
In Andhra Pradesh near the south-

ern tip of the subcontinent, Mrs.
Gandhi’s allies appeared to have en-

gineered the ouster in August of the

state’s Chief Minister, N. T. Rama
Rao, a highly popular opponent of the

Prime Minister. She denied any role

in Mr. Rama Rao’s removal, which
was ordered by a Gandhi-appointed
governor. After nationwide protests

charging undemocratic practices, a

new governor, also named by Mrs.

Gandhi, reversed his predecessor’s

action, and Mr. Rama Rao was per-
mitf fnr-rr* o r*£»iir ooKinof

That rebellion came to a bloody
climax last June, when Mrs. Gandhi
sent Indian troops to storm the

Golden Temple in Amritsar, the holi-

est shrine of the Sikh religion. After 36

hours of fierce fighting between mili-

tant Sikhs and the soldiers, the 72-

acre temple complex was strewn with

bodies.

According to official Government
figures, about 600 people were killed

in the raid on the temple, including

the most militant Sikh leader, Jamail
Singh Bhindranwale. Other reports

placed the figure as high as 1,200.

A Force for Unity

After the rebellion, Mrs. Gandhi re-

mained, in the minds of many voters,

a strong personal force for national

unity. Earlier this year a poll by The
Illustrated Weekly found 94 percent

of the respondents rating her as an

able national leader.

She was also a leader on the inter-

national level, becoming chairman of

the movement of nations professing

nonalignment after a summit meet-

ing in New Delhi in March 1983.

Her stormy political life found an
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A PUBLIC CONFRONTATION: With Sikh petitioner last month at
regular audience at her New Delhi residence. She remonstrated with
him for threatening “agitation” if his grievance was not resolved.

the judiciary. In a speech on Aug. la,

1975, the anniversary of India’s inde-
pendence, she said, “Sometimes bit-
ter medicine has to be administered
to a patient only to cure him.” A few
days later, she took aim at external
criticism of her actions, saying that
unnamed “casual critics” applied
“special standards” to India’s behav-
ior.

Rewriting the Law
In November, the Supreme Court

dismissed the charges against Mrs.
Gandhi, basing its ruling on the law
passed about two months after her
conviction that rewrote the election
law so as to omit the offenses of which
?he had been found guilty. Few were
surprised when at the end of Decem-
ber, the Congress Party announced
that the elections scheduled for early
1976 had been postponed for a year
“in order to insure continuity in
bringing about economic and political
stability.”

‘ She continued to deny that she had
set the country on a course toward to-
talitarianism. “Would you be here at
all, if we were totalitarian?” she
asked her opposition in Parliament
early in 1976, a rhetorical device that
ignored that many members of the
opposition were not there but in jail.

Justifying the imposition of the state
of emergency, and its broadening
scope, she said: “Democracy is a
value we cherish. If we have these
curbs today, it is because democracy
was in danger. A handful of people
were trying to stop the functioning of
the will of the majority.”
The shrunken opposition was un-

convinced. India, said one opponent,
had entered “an era of darkness.”
Mrs. Gandhi, defending the Gov-

ernment’s decision to postpone the
elections for a year, said: “If we held
the elections now, we would win. But
that is not the point. The point is

whether we have greater unity or
whether we let loose forces of disrup-
ion so that the whole fabric falls

It was an argument that sounded to
many like nothing more than a justi-
fication for what was rapidly becom-
ing a classic dictatorship. The next
conference of her Congress Party,
however, predictably called for the
continuation of the state of emergen-
cy, and in February 1976 an obedient
Parliament passed legislation giving
the Government the power to sup-
press “objectionable material” in the
press.

Changes in Foreign Policy

In foreign affairs, however, there
were signs of change, of flexibility.
The United States broke off scheduled
talks on the resumption of economic
aid to indicate displeasure with the
continuing policies of repression, but
by late April 1976, American diplo-
mats were talking of vague signs of a
“thaw” in the Government’s attitude
toward the United States. In the same
year, she ended 15 years of coldness
between India and China when she
sent an Ambassador to Peking.
Meanwhile, the Government an-

nounced that it was sending an am-
bassador to China for the first time in
15 years, and as a further sign of a
new amiability, proposed renewing
talks with Pakistan with an eye to
normalization of relations. Mrs.
Gandhi went to the Soviet Union for a
five-day visit after signing a new five-
year agreement with Moscow that
stressed commercial ties between the
two countries.

Domestically, there was no thaw,
and Mrs. Gandhi showed no signs of
qualms. In June 1976 the Government
extended for one year its right to hold
prisoners without trial or even formal
charges, a step it said was taken “for
dealing with the emergency.” India’s
Supreme Court, meanwhile, had up-
held the Government’s right to im-
prison political opponents without
hearings. Not content, Mrs. Gandhi
proposed in August further constitu-
tional amendments that would give
the executive branch, meaning her-
self, almost unlimited powers.

ixi me auu-uongress coali-

tion.

Not for two days after the election
results were announced did Mrs.
Gandhi leave her residence to go to

the presidential palace and hand in

her resignation. She said in her resig-

nation speech that “elections are part
of the democratic process to whichwe
are deeply committed.” She also
pledged to continue her aim of serv-
ing the people to the “limit of my en-
durance.”

The new Government announced
that its victory was a clear verdict
“against executive arbitrariness”
and began to dismantle the apparatus
of legislative repression. In foreign
relations, too, there was a sharp turn
from Mrs. Gandhi’s tilt toward Mos-
cow. “We do not want any special
relations with any country,” Mr.
Desai announced.

The Desai Government set up an in-

vestigative commission to look into
the imposition of emergency rule, but
Mrs. Gandhi declined to appear be-
fore it. “The proclamation of emer-
gency,” she said, “was a constitu-
tional step, approved by the Cabinet
and duly ratified by both houses of
Parliament.” She said that because
of “retrograde, communal and capi-
talistic forces” trying to subvert her
Government, she had been forced to
proclaim the emergency to “stem the
impending disaster.”

A Personal Triumph
In October 1977, after being re-

buffed in her efforts to reclaim the
leadership of the Congress Party,
Mrs. Gandhi was arrested on charges
of official corruption. After a few
hours in jail— she refused bail— she
was ordered released by a magistrate
who found no reasonable grounds for
her detention. Turning the episode
into a personal triumph, she immedi-
ately went on a three-day tour of
western India; in Bombay, about
25,000 people turned out to greet her.

Her arrest, she proclaimed, was
“to prevent me from going to the peo-
ple,” adding, “It is an attempt to dis-

credit me in their eyes and the eyes of
the world.”

Now she openly sought a return to
power. When a cyclone struck India’s
east coast, she flew there, saying, “I
want to share the people’s sorrow.”
She and local political officials
avoided each other as they raced
around the flooded areas and through
refugee camps.

In early 1978, Mrs. Gandhi and her
supporters broke away from the regu-
lar Congress Party and formed what
was known as the Congress-I (for In-
dira) Party, or to its adherents, the
“real Congress” party. Any reunion
of the two factions, Mrs. Gandhi said,
must be headed by her. Once again,
as she campaigned through February
in state election campaigns, huge
crowds gathered. She herself won a
by-election in a rural South Indian
district later in the year.

A Long Battle

Her battle not to testify before the
investigative commission, and not to
be tried for refusing to testify,
dragged through the year. “I repeat
that the commission is not legally
competent to require that I should

uiois.
But the coalition against Mrs.

Gandhi was crumbling under the
weight of its failure to resolve India’s
chronic crises and even more from in-
ternal politics, with Mr. Desai badly
undermined by Charan Singh.

Divide and Conquer

In July 1979 Prime Minister Desai
resigned. Repeating her brilliant 1969
divide-and-conquer victory, Mrs.
Gandhi threw her vital support be-
hind Mr. Singh, another man she had
once had thrown into prison, as Mr.
Desai’s successor. At about the same
time, a survey showed her to be the
single most popular political figure in
India’s major cities.

Just as she had more or less
created the Singh Government, so she
destroyed it by malting it clear that
she and her followers would oppose a
motion of confidence, possibly be-
cause Mr. Singh refused to dismiss
the charges of corruption pending
against her. Shortly after his Govern-
ment fell, he returned as a caretaker
Prime Minister until elections could
be held in three months. When asked
if in the interim he would be ruling at
her pleasure, Mrs. Gandhi replied,
“Yes, or he won’t rule at all.”

With elections ahead, she worked
hard making sure that she was re-
turned to power, campaigning vigor-
ously, forging alliances. In the elec-
tions of January 1980, she and her
Congress-I Party won a sweeping vic-
tory, winning two-thirds of the seats
in Parliament.

“I don’t want to be in power,” she
said in an interview just before the
elections, going on to contradict her-
self by hinting strongly that she had
been running things all along:
“Maybe [the Janata Party] made
Government policy, but I was at the
center of Indian politics. I was the
main issue of discussion at every
Cabinet meeting.” And when the re-
turns were in, she said that victory
had been won “entirely on my
name.”
One of the first major issues she

had to deal with was the Soviet inter-
vention in Afghanistan. Her position
changed several times, sometimes
from day to day. But by the end of
January, Mrs. Gandhi was saying,
“What happened in Afghanistan is an
internal matter of that country.” An
official communique issued after she
met with the Soviet Foreign Minister,
Andrei A. Gromyko, said only that
both sides agreed “to consider meas-
ures by which tensions can be defused
in consultation with each other.”

The Loss of a Son
Early in 1980, two cases pending

against Mrs. Gandhi in special courts
were canceled on technical grounds.
Her power seemed secure, barely ruf-
fled by growing murmurs that her
younger son, Sanjay, was misbehav-
ing. In June 1980, however, Sanjay—
her open favorite — was killed in the
crash of a small plane. Her control
did not break, but few doubted that
his death was a severe blow to the
Prime Minister.
In the years since Sanjay’s death,

his brother, Rajiv, emerged as their
mother’s chief political lieutenant,
culminating in his being named
Prime Minister yesterday. Now 40
years old and a former airline pilot,

The New York Times
'*

A PRIVATE WQFViENT: In her garden last month with her son,
*

Rajiv, now the Prime Minister.

vjanam, reversed his predecessor’s
action, and Mr. Rama Rao was per-
mitted to form a new cabinet.

In yet another state, Karnataka,
which borders Andhra Pradesh, Con-
gress-I officials were charged with
using bribes to lure opposition legisla-
tors to defect. But leaders of the
Janata Party quickly called for a vote
of confidence and won it.

As of this fall, Mrs. Gandhi could
count all but four of India’s 22 state
govenments in her camp, giving her a
strong advantage in a national elec-
tion.

The Sikh Rebellion

Criticism of her tactics against op-
position parties had been balanced by
popular approval of her swift action
last June to quell an outbreak by Sikh
terrorists in the northern state of
Punjab.

ing in New Delhi in March 1983.

Her stormy political life found an
echo in her family relations in the last
few years. In 1982 Sanjay Gandhi’s
widow, Maneka, was evicted from the
Prime Minister’s house, where she
had been living since her marriage.
Indira Gandhi, according to family
intimates, had opposed the marriage
from the beginning.
The feud intensified in July when

Maneka announced that she would
run against her brother-in-law, Rajiv,
for his parliamentary seat from a
constituency in Uttar Pradesh, the
district that Sanjay had represented
before his death.
As the time neared when the Prime

Minister would have to set a date for
the election, speculation arose that
Mrs. Gandhi might seek to postpone a
vote if she felt she was not assured of
victory.



EC43 CHURCHES OF THE THIRD WORLD
Mid-Term Quiz Mr. Moffett

I • Complete the following senten ces

:

1.

The commonest definition of "first world is
world" is of "second

5.

6 .

II

1 .

2 .

The continent on which Christianity as a whold is qrowino fastest is
The "great new fact of our era" (Bishop Temple said) is
The most imoortant Latin Amprir^n •

.

Christians is
ln num^ers and influence of Protestant

Another name for the cateaorv nf nnn ..uu • .

.

is
dcegory of non-white indigenous churches in Africa

4.

5.

6 .

III.

1 .

2 .

3.

IV.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

The least Christian continent, statistically, is

. True of False (mark T or F in left margin):

Two-thirds of the world's population is still not even nominally Christian
The fastest growing (traditional

) denomination in Brazil is Presbyterian

rengio^
18°° S f° r ^ firSt time Ch^ianity ceased to be "the white man's

tha^OrthodSx!"
Cath ° liCS are growing faster than Protestants

; and Protestants

At the end of World War II (1945) about 9S.5% of the non-western world waseffectively dominated by the western oowers, but by 1970 about 9Q 5%f thenon-western world was politically independent.

Basic ecclesial communities" are a major factor in the growing politicalinfluence of African Chri stiani ty .

11
Multiple choice (circle the correct answer )

:

The fastest growing religious category in East Asia is: 1. Islam
2. Christianity
3. Non-rel ioious

The foremost missionary in Zaire's anti -col onial struogle was: 1. David Livinqstone
2 . Wi 11 i am McC: Morri son
3. William Wade Harris

As far as we know there is not a single organized church in: 1. Saudi Arabia
2. Mongolia
3. Nepal

Write for 15 or 20 minutes on ONE of the following subjects :

Describe the Kimbanguist church of Zaire, briefly noting its founder, its
history, and some elements of its theology.

Why is Pentecostal i sm growing in Latine America?

What are the strengths and weaknesses of Roman Catholicism in Latin America?
Discuss the problems and hopes of African Christianity in the 20th century.
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The least Christian continent, statistically, is

True of False (mark T or F in left margin):

Two-thirds of the world's population is still not even nominally Christian.
The fastest growing mainline (traditional) denomination in Brazil is Presbyterian.
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6 18°° S f° r thS firSt time Christianity ceased to be "the white man's

In Africa Roman Catholics are growing faster than Protestants; and Protestants
than Orthodox.

At the end of World War II (1945) about 99.5% of the non-western world was
effectively dominated by the western powers, but by 1970 about 99.5%of the
non-western world was politically independent.

"Basic ecclesial communities" are a major factor in the growinq political
influence of African Chri stianity
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The fastest growing religious category in East Asia is: 1. Islam
2. Christianity
3. Non-religious

The foremost missionary in Zaire's anti -colonial struggle was: 1. David Livingstone
2. William McC*. Morrison
3. William Wade Harris

As far as we know there is not a single organized church in: 1. Saudi Arabia
2. Mongolia
3. Nepal

Write for 15 or 20 minutes on ONE of the following subjects :

Describe the Kimbanguist church of Zaire, briefly noting its founder, its
history, and some elements of its theology.

Why is Pentecostal ism growing in Latine America?

What are the strengths and weaknesses of Roman Catholicism in Latin America?

Discuss the problems and hopes of African Christianity in the 20th century.
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Old-Time
Religion
Everywhere, fundamentalism
and Bible sales are on the
rise—most of all in Africa,
but in Asian, Latin and even
Marxist-ruled nations, too.

Reported from
WORLD CAPITALS

The rise in influence and power of
Iranian mullahs and American TV
evangelists is only part of an interna-
tional surge of religious fervor.
As the spirit spreads, Bible sales are

booming in such unlikely places as
Uganda and Hong Kong. Russian Bap-
tists are printing Scriptures on smug-
gled presses and risking jail. Chinese
recently thronged from hundreds of
miles away to gaze it a mysterious
light rumored to be an apparition of
the Virgin Mary on a hillside near
Shanghai.

1'aiths other than Christianity—espe-
cially Islam—are also feeling the reviv-
al of old-fashioned zeal. But some of
the most dramatic activity is rippling
through two contrasting forms of
Christianity: Elaborately structured
Catholicism and small Protestant
churches committed to spreading
plain-spoken faith and holiness across
the world.

Old-time religion is doing so well
abroad that U.S. churches known for

African candidates for Catholic priesthood lie prostrate during ceremony.

Soviet Baptist Mikhail Khorev. who was later jailed, teaches an outdoor B.ble class.

sending missionaries to Africa and Asia
iirr gelling reciprocal visits from evan-
gelists with names like Yoane Akudri
and ( .’ho Yonggi.
Respected theologians generally

credit the growth of ardent, uncompli-
cated religion to a search for hav en in
troubled times. Especially involved,
they explain, are youthful seekers in
countries where other preoccupations,
from Marxism to disco dancing, are los-
ing their hold on the young.
Xot all segments of Christendom are

touched by this enthusiasm or growth.
Mainline Protestant denominations, in
particular, tend to be suffering stagna-
tion or decline.

Yet enough churches are flourishing
lo prompt Cardinal Owen McCann,
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Cape
Town, South Africa, to exclaim: “Peo-
ple aro increasingly realizing that
Christianity is the answer to the prob-
lems of the world."
from the magazine’s correspondents

around the world come these reports
on a phenomenon that appears far
from a peak

—

Western Europe. Despite its reli-

gious problems in Ulster and else-
where, Britain remains one of the chief
Producers of missionary literature for
Christian outposts around the globe.

Pieces of Scripture distributed by
the United Bible Societies have nearly

doubled since 1974, approaching 500
million a year. The bigg< st ( himoi foi
full-length Bibles has com.- from AlVi
ca, where customers arc snapping up
nearly 2 million annually, more than
twice as many as a decade ago.
The main problem, sa> officials of

the 177-year-old British and f oreign
Bible Society, is finding money to meet
the demand. One reason is that the
nations wealthiest denomination, the
government-sponsored C hurch of En-
gland, is in a slump at home.
On a typical Sunday, oulv about 2

percent of the 28 million Britons who
are self-described members show up
for the staid services ol the established
Anglican Church. Catholic ai iciHl.mce
though much higher, has also been fall

ing sharply in recent years.
In contrast, rapid growth is being ex-

perienced by small churches that stress
simplicity and zeal. Independent
"house churches" that meet in believ -

ers' homes have been increasing by 6
percent annually. Together with the
fast-growing Pentecostal and Holiness
churches, these nonconformist congre-
gations now count nearly a quarter of a
million members.
Reading the signs, the head of the

Church of England, Archbishop of
Canterbury Robert Runcie, began his
term of office by calling for “a bit more
boat rocking in the name of the Lord
and for a livelier church."
On the Continent, a dramatic shift

toward belief in the supernatural is re-
ported in polls taken among voting sol-

diers of the West German Army Near-
ly half now say they believe in heaven
and one quarter in hell and the devil,
more than twice the number who held
such beliefs a decade ago
Perhaps the closest French parallel

to Protestant fundamentalism is the
network of traditionalist churches led
by rebel Archbishop Marcel Lofebvre.
I hat movement, defying a ban on the
old Latin Mass, has continued to grow,
even though its leader has been all but
defrocked by the Vatican

In Switzerland, the birthplace ofA .al-
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Conservative Christianity is rebounding in the recently reopened churches of China.

vinism, an authority of the church re-

ports "signs of a revival of religious

interest among the younger genera-

tion—but not to the same extent as in

America.”
Africa. Across Africa—black and

white, North and South—Christianity

is spreading like a fire on the veldt.

Some experts say the faith is growing
so fast that, within 20 years, this conti-

nent could have the world’s largest

concentration of Christians.

Little more than 100 years after mis-

sionaries set foot in Africa, about 40
percent of the continent’s 450 million

people are considered Christian. Re-
searchers in Nairobi, Kenya, say that 6
million more Africans join churches
each year.

Leading the surge are Catholicism

and independent Protestant churches
that place great stress on Pentecostal
“gifts of the spirit,” such as faith heal-

ing, visions and speaking in tongues.
These are seen as major attractions to

Africans accustomed to tribal religions.

Typical of explosive growth in the

3,000 local denominations is the im-

mensely wealthy Zion Christian
Church, originally modeled on a reviv-

alist movement that spread from Zion
City, 111., at the turn of the century.

Today, that church has more than 2.5

million members in the southern Afri-

can nations of South Africa, Botswana,
Lesotho. Malawi, Namibia, Swaziland
and Zimbabwe.
Churches whose mission schools

spearheaded the continent’s literacy

movement are reaping the rewards of

a hunger for Bibles. Distribution of

Scriptures in Africa’s 400 languages has
hit an annual high of 18.4 million, up
24 percent in a single year.

The rush toward Christianity is

traced partly to the increasing transfer

of authority from white missionaries to

black leaders In Catholicism, the fast-

est-growing denomination, 70 percent
of bishops now are African
born.

Such changes have re-

moved the stigma of foreign

domination and allowed the
introduction of African tradi-

tions that increase the
churches’ popular appeal. As
a result, Christianity has sur-

passed Islam in membership
and claims to be growing al-

most twice as fast as its rival

faith.

To critics, the main ques-

tion now is whether the
churches’ emphasis on evan-
gelism and otherworldliness
will keep them from acting

as potent secular forces. In

their \iew, some churches

are becoming so prosperous and com-
placent that they may someday be un-
able to compete with revolutionary
movements as magnets and advocates
for the poor.

Asia. Evangelists on this continent
see cracks opening in the barriers that

have kept Christians a liny minority in

the Far East.

Across Asia, fewer than 100 million

of the 2.5 billion people are Christians

About 70 million are Catholics, includ-

ing 40 million in the Philippines.

Around the Chinese government’s
atheistic citadel, however, bands of

evangelical Christians are extending
beachheads. In the last decade, the

number of Christians in South Korea
has doubled, and they now make up
nearly one fifth of the population.

In Singapore and Hong Kong, born-
again preachers are having great im-

pact
—

“stealing” members from other
pastors as well as bringing new con-

verts to the fold.

Even inside China, officials have
been surprised at the vigor of the
Christian rebound since the sternest

forms of repression were lilted a lew

years ago. “The church is now stronger

than it has been in several decades,
and it is growing," says Moses P. Xie,

Anglican bishop of Fujian Province.
When the Communists took power

in 1949, there were about 3 million

Catholics and 700, ()()() Protestants in

China. After three decades of official

atheism, including one of severe perse-
cution, there are at least that many and
perhaps considerably more.

Recently opened churches, probably
no more than 100 in the entire coun-
try, usually have standing room only.

People frequently remain through two
services and then stay to sing hymns
and pray after the clergymen have left.

Half a million other worshipers contin-

ue to meet privately in homes, still

afraid of the arrests and rural exiles

that were designed to eliminate reli-

gion during the "cultural revolution"

from 1966 to 1976.

The churches’ government-ap-
proved leaders continue to reject for-

eign money and missionaries to avoid
charges of outside subversion. Diplo-

matic observers say any official back-

lash, if it comes, would be much more
subtle than the purges of the

past. They cite two reasons:

China needs friends abroad,

and experience indicates

that repression probably
wouldn’t succeed.

Asian Christians tend to be
conservative, mostly because

churches of that stripe have
worked the hardest at win-

ning converts.

Radio stations in Taiwan,
Thailand, Seoul and the Phil-

ippines blanket their regions

with religious broadcasts as

much as 14 hours a day.

Clandestine groups in Hong
Kong, with backing from
evangelical organizations in

the United States, claim to

WYI I III E BI81E IflANSlAfORS

Bibles are attracting at least casual interest among people in

Asian backwaters such as Papua New Guinea.
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have put half a million Bibles into Chi-
na in the past year.

Clergymen report that even young
Chinese believers, like their funda-
mentalist counterparts elsewhere, are
more interested in sin and redemption
than in social issues. In other countries
such as South Korea and the Philip-
pines, however, church leaders have
been among the main critics of au-
thoritarian regimes.

Some mission fields bear little fruit.

After more than a century of effort,

Christians still make up less than 1 per-
cent of the Japanese. Foreign preach-
ers in Islamic Indonesia and Malaysia
are severely limited by official restric-

tions. Claims of gains in Papua New
Guinea are taken with a grain of salt by
authorities who question the depth of
commitment among many professed
converts.

Soviet Union. Evangelical Protes-
tants, though few in number, are be-
coming an increasing nuisance to the
Soviet regime.

Most Baptists, Seventh-Day Advent-
ists and Pentecostals, perhaps 3 million
of them, deny they are political dissi-

dents. Yet prominent members contin-
ue occasionally to be arrested or pub-
licly accused of troublemaking.
One imprisoned Baptist, Georgi

Vins, became such a cause celebre that
the Soviets recently shipped him to the
U.S. in exchange for convicted spies.

Seven Pentecostals have holed up in

the American Embassy for nearly

Mormon missionaries have
been winning converts by
the thousands in Latin
America, leading to the
opening of a big new temple
in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Religious processions are reviving among
Catholics in Soviet-ruled Lithuania.

three years. Like an estimated 30,000
of their faith, they are trying to get out
of the country.

( )ne of the biggest complaints of fun-
damentalists is an acute shortage of Bi-

bles The government publishing mo-
nopoly says that it printed a batch of
30,000 in 1979, but dissidents claim
many of those were exported, at a prof-
it, to Russian exiles in the United States
and elsewhere.

Stories are told of Baptists building
illegal printing presses that can be bro-
ken down into half a dozen pieces,
each weighing about 50 pounds. When

a local group accumulates
enough paper, accom-
plices bring the parts in

suitcase's and print Bibles

until the paper runs out.

Baptists, in particular.

seem to be doing well at winning con-
verts. Signs of revival are also seen in

the Russian Orthodox Church, espe-
cially among the young. More are ap-
plying to enter seminaries, and youth-
ful faces are seen more among the
oldsters at mass.

New worries about religious fervor
have rippled through the Kremlin at

recent reports that Pope John Paul II

wants to visit the Soviet Union soon.
The main concern: Latvia and Lithua-
nia, where Catholic majorities have
made the Church a locus of resent-
ment against Moscow ’s rule.

Latin America. In recent years, Bi
ble-carrying Protestants have caused
quite a stir in this region where nearly
everyone is supposed to be Catholic,
whether or not they go to church.

In Brazil alone, tlu* U S. -based As-
semblies of God claim more than fi mil-
lion members served In 50,000 pas-
tors. More clergymen are being added
as fast as the training programs can
accommodate them," says Bob Hos-
kins, head of a church publishing
house.

The Mormons recently opened a
huge new temple in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

They count 700,000 followers in Latin
America and are adding new members
at the rate of 50,000 a \ ear.

Sales of traditional Bibles have lev -

eled off in favor o[Dios Ilabia Hoy
, the

Spanish version of the Good News Hi
ble

, a colloquial translation popular
among many evangelicals in the Unit-
ed States.

An estimated 10 percent of Latin
Americas 340 million people are in-

volved in one way or another with
Pentecostalism, a belie! in mystical
gilts such as healing and prophesy.

Many consider them-
selves Catholics and con-
tinue to attend mass, with
at least tacit approval
from hierarchs who hope
they will help bring spiri-

tual renewal,

Also gaining ground is

the competing thrust of

liberation theology, a

movement that stresses

social and political activ-

ism by the church
As a field for religious

fervor, observes the Rev
Harvey Ballance, a Catho-
lic missionary who recent-

ly returned to the U.S.

from Argentina, "Latin
America has grown so

much in the last 10 years

that it's a miracle.”

By JAMES MAW with the mono
line’s foreign Bureaus
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STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY
Year:

WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates

6. Nonliterates

1900

1,619,886,800

232,694,900

1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000

739.233.000

1970

3.610.034.400

1,354,237,000

2.255.797.400

2,245,227,300

1,437,761,900

807,465,400

1980

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000

2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900

1,774,002,700

924,394,200

1986

4,867,006,100
2.108.978.000

2.758.856.000
2,990,163,500

1,999,603,300

990,701,500

2000

6,259,642,000

3,160,381,900

3.099.260.100

3,808,564,300
2.697.595.100

1,110,969,200

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)

9. Supercities (over 4 million!

10. Supergiants (over 10 million)

400
20
2
0

1,614

161

24

4

1,677
227
38
9

1,780
286
46
14

•

J
1,

i

2,200

433
79
24

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
11. Christians

L
(total all kinds) 558,056,300 1,216,579,400 1,432,686,500 1,572,875,100 2,019,921,400

12. Muslims
13~NonreIigious

" ' '

.

'200,Y02,200 ‘550,919,000’ 722,956,500 837,308,700 1,200,653.000
‘ 2,923,300 543,065,300

'’-••
715,901,400

' "
''825,072,900 1,071,888,400

14. Hindus
l5T~Buddhists
ISTXtheists

—~i"-

17. Tribal religionists

ZUJ,U33,3UIT “465;784;80a
'

582,749,900
"

127,159,000 231 ; 672, 200
" "

^273,715,600

'
' 661,371,700

'

"300, 146,900
859:252,300
359,092, 100

ZZO,OUU

106,339,600
Ito;Z88,SUU

88,077,400

^iyD,nv,4UU
89,963,500

213,893,500
91,365,600

—^'262,447,600

100,535,900
18. New Religionists

19. Jews
20. Sikhs
21. Other religionists

5,910,000
12,269,800
2,960,600

400,907,100

76,443,100
15,185,900
10,612,200

246,406,600

96,021,800"

16,938,200
14,244,400

233,620,300

108,505,600

18,023,700
16,560,600

222,676,100

"138,263,800

20,173,600
23,831,700

203,582,200

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world 34.4 33.7 32.8 32.4 32.3
23. Affiliated church members
24. Practicing Christians

25. Charismatics in Renewal
26. Crypto-Christians

27. Average Christian martyrs per year

521,563,200
469,259,800

0

3,572,400
35,600

1,131,809,600
884,021,800

1,587,700

55,699,700
230,000

' 1,323,389,700

1,018,355,300

11,005,390
70,395,000

270,000

1,447,369,100
1,105,346,600

18,230,500
79,843,300

330,000

1,844,614,200

1,330,325,100

38,861,500
106,208,700

500,000

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Catholics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants

31. Nonwhite indigenous Christians

30,573,700

276,000
927,600

7,743,100

47.557.000
3,134,400

10,830,200

58.702.000

49,804,000
3,439,400

14,077,500
82,181,100

51,363,300
3,634,100

16,133,200
97,544,400

61.037.200
4,334,100

24.106.200
154,140,400

32. Orthodox
'

115,897,700" ~
143,402,500 160,737,900

'
‘ 171,489,300

‘
“"’199,819,000

33. Protestants 103,056,700 233,424,200 262,157,600 281,177,300 ^““^345,709,100
34. Roman Catholics 266,419,400

“““
672,319,100 802,660,000 ‘ 886,698,600

~
17132;54I,500

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa 8,756,400 115,924,200 164,571,000 196,874,500 323,914,900

36. East Asia 1,763,000 10,050,200 16,149,600 20,041,700 _27,.560,300
37. Europe
38. Latin America

273,788,400

60,025,100

397,108,700
*'

262,027,800

‘403,177,600
“

340,978,600

" 406,849,300
392,314,400

411,448,700
555,486,000

. Ld 11 1 1 AIIUrULd UU 1 1UU /Ov/U 7 / v f yjyjyj *y y^^ iuv/vuu

39. Northern America 59,569,700 169,246,900 178,892,500 184,860,600 201,265,200

40. Oceania 4,311,400 14,669,400 16,160,600 17,063,300 21,361,500

41. South Asia 16,347,200 76,770,200 106,733,200 _126,660,300 185,476,700

42. USSR

CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals
47. Aliens (foreign missionaries)

* 97,002,000"“'

1.500

600
9.500

1,050,000
62,000

~—
*'86:0^7300

™—

"

14,100
2,200

80,500

2,350,000
240,000

96,726,500

17,500

3,100

91,000

2,950,000
249,000

n03,292,500 '

19,700
3,600

97,000

3,621,700
250,200

llg;10l/000
\

24,000
4,800

103.000

4,500,000
400.000

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S. $, per year)

48. Personal income of church members 270 billion 4,100 billion 5,878 billion 7,812 billion 12,700 billion

49. Giving to Christian causes
50. Churches' income

8 billion 70 billion 100.3 billion 133 billion 200 billion

7 billion 50 billion 64.5 billion 77 billion 80 billion

51. Parachurch and institutional income 1 billion 20 billion 35.8 billion 56 billion 120 billion

52. Ecclesiastical crime
”

' 300,000 "5,000,000'' “30,1)00;000
"

64,0UU,UOU 35U,UUU,U00

53-_lncomej3f global foreign missions 0.2 billion 3 billion 5.0 billion 7.5 billion 12 billion

Giving per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes $0.29 $1.19 $1.46 $1.77

, , $2.09

ttWw) $o.io55. Jo global foreign missions $0.01 J 3 $0.06 $0.07 $0.10

56. Computers in Christian use 0 1,000 3,000,000 22,000,000 340^)00,"000

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year 2,200 17,100 18,800 21,200 25,000

58. New titles including devotional 3,100 52,000 60,000 62,400 ,1 . 75,000

59. Christian periodicals 3,500 23,000 22,500 20,700 35,000

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles per year
61. New Testaments per year

5,452,600 25,000,000 36,800,000 44,360,100 70,000,000

7,300,000 45,000,000 57,500,000 65,385,600 110,000,000

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations 0 1,230 1,450 1,600

ft f>,;
'

4,000

63. Total monthly listeners/viewers 0 750,000,000 990,474,400 1,111,074,400 2,150,000,000

64. for Christian stations 0 150,000,000 291,810,500 387,991,200 600,000,000

65. for secular stations 0 650,000,000 834,068,900 938,220,700 1,810,000,000

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION
66. Non-Christian megacities 5 65 95 126 202

67. New non-Christian urban dwellers per year 5,200 51,100 69,300 80,900 140,000

68. Urban Christians 159,600,000 660,800,000 844,600,000 980,000,000 1,393,700,000

69. Urban Christians as % of urban dwellers 68.8 47.8 46.3 45.5 44.5

70. Evangelized urban dwellers, % 72.0 80.0 83.0 86.0 91.0

CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day 250,000 10,000,000 30,000,000 45,000,000 70,000,000

WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. JineyangelizecL populations 788,159,000 1,391,956,000 1,380,576,000 1,326,319,700 1,038,819,000

73. Unevangelized as % of world (M..« •.

- - 48.7 38.6 31.6
w

27.3
"" 1 16.6

January 1986 23



STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY'
Year: 19M iQ7nWORLD POPULATION

1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates
6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)

in
Supercities (over 4 million)

10. Supergiants (over 10 million)

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
UiChristians (total all kinds)_
12^ Muslims

' '**” '

1 3- Norireligious -

14~Hind0s
15. Buddhists^ ^

‘

Aktheists'"" *—*

Tribal religionists _

1ST

17.

18.

19.

20 .

New Religionists
Jews
Sikhs

23.

24.

25.

26.

21. Other religionists

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world

Affiliated church members
Practicing Christians
Charismatics in Renewal
Crypto-Christians

27. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Catholics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants

31^NonwhiteJndigenous Christians

32.

_ Orthodox
~ ~

33. Protestants
34. Roman Catholics

“

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa

36. East Asia
37~Europe
38. Latin America •

39. Northern America
40. Oceania
41 . South Asia
42TUSBR
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals
47. Aliens_(fore

i
gn missionaries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S. $, per year)
48. Personal income of church members

49.

_Giving to Christian causes
50._ Churches

7
income^

51*. ParachurcK and institutional income
52. Ecclesiastical crime
53^Jncome_of global foreign niissions_

Giving per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes
55. iP.global foreign missions
56. ComputersTn Christian use

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year
58. New titles including devotional
59. Christian periodicals

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles per year
61. New Testaments per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations
63. Total monthly listeners/viewers
64. for Christian stations
65. for secular stations

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION
66. Non-Christian megapities
67. New non-Christian urban dwellers per vear
68. Urban Christians
69. Urban Christians as % of urban dwellers
70. Evangelized urban dwellers, %
CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day
WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. Jineyangelized. populations
73. Unevangelized^as % of world

1900

1.619.886.800

232,694,900
1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000
739.233.000

400
20
2

0

558,056,300
"200,102,200

2,923,300
" 203,033,300
~ 127,159,000
*

'225,600

106,339,600
5,910,000'

12,269,800

2,960,600
400.907.100

34.4
521.563.200
469.259.800

0
3.572.400

35,600

30,573,700

276,000
927,600

7,743,100
‘115,897,700'

103.056.700
^266,419,400

'

8.756.400

_ 1,763,000
273,788,400'"

60.025.100
59.569.700
4.311.400

16 . 347.200
" 97,002,000

"

1970 1980 1986 2000

> 3,610,034,400
1 1,354,237,000
1 2,255,797,400
• 2,245,227,300
1 1,437,761,900
1 807,465,400

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000
2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900
1,774,002,700
924,394,200

4,867,006,100
2.108.978.000
2.758.856.000
2,990,163,500
1,999,603,300
990,701,500

6,259,642,000
3,160,381,900
3.099.260.100
3,808,564,300
2.697.595.100

i 1,110,969,200

1,614

161

24

4

1,677
227
38
9

1,780

286
46
14

si.
2,200
433
79

24

1,216,579,400 1,432,686,500 1,572,875,100 2,019,921,400
1,200,653.000

550,919,000" 722,956,500 837,308,700
—

—

343,065,300 715,901,400 - 825,072,900 1,071,888,400
~

23i;672,200~
,~~ 582,749,900

“273,715,600
661,371,700 859,252,300

*'300,146,900 *—
”359,092,100

loo, Zoo,500
88,077,400

" 195,119,400
89,963,500

213,893,500

91,365,600

—"’262,447,600

100,535,900
76,443,100
15,185,900

10,612,200
246,406,600

96,021,800

16,938,200
14,244,400

233,620,300

108,505,600

18,023,700
16,560,600

222,676,100

138,263,800
20,173,600

23,831,700
203,582,200

33.7 32.8 32.4 32.3
1, 131,809,600
884,021,800

1,587,700

55,699,700
230,000

1,323,389,700

1,018,355,300

11,005,390
70,395,000

270,000

1,447,369,100
1,105,346,600

18,230,500

79,843,300
330,000

1,844,614,200
‘ 1,330,325,100

U. 1 38,861,500
• 106,208,700

500,000

47.557.000
3,134,400

10,830,200
58.702.000
143,402,500
233,424,200

‘

672,319, 100
—

115,924,200
10.050.200

'397,108,700

262,027,800
169,246,900
14,669,400
76.770.200

“86,012,300

1.500

600
9.500

1,050,000

62,000

14,100

2,200
80,500

2,350,000
240,000

270 billion

8 billion
4,100 billion

70 billion
7 billion

"1 billion'
50 billion

300,000
0.2 billion

5,000,000
~

3 bjllion

$0.29

$0.01 2
$i.i9

-Wo l o.l7 $o.06
0 1,000

2,200 17,100
3,100 52,000
3,500 23,000

5,452,600 25,000,000
7,300,000 45,000,000

0 1,230
0 750,000,000
0 150,000,000
0 650,000,000

5 65
5,200 > 51,100

59,600,000 660,800,000
68.8 47.8
72.0 80.0

250,000 10,000,000

88,159,000 1,391,956,000

49.804.000
3,439,400
14.077.500

82,181,100
' 160,737,900
262.157.600
‘802,660,000

164,571,000

16.149.600
403/l77,60(j

340.978.600
178,892,500
16.160.600

106,733,200
96.726.500

17,500

3,100
91,000

2.950.000
249,000

51,363,300
3,634,100

16,133,200
97,544,400

171,489,300
’

281,177,300'
886,698;600~

61.037.200
4,334,100

24.106.200
1 54,140,400
199,819,000
345,709,100

1,'132,541,500

5,878 billion

100.3 billion

64.5 billion
““
35.8 billion

'

30,000,000“

,
5.0 billion

' $1.46

$0.07
3,0O0,O0iT

18,800

60,000
22,500

36.800.000

57.500.000

1,450

990,474,400
291,810,500

834,068,900

95

69,300
844,600,000

46.3

83.0

30,000,000

1,380,576,000

G3L6'

196.874.500

20.041.700
406.849.300

392,314,400
184,860,600
17,063,300

126.660.300
103.292.500

19,700
3,600

97,000

3.621.700
250,200

7,812 billion

133 billion

77 billion

56 billion
-

323,914,900

„ 27,560,300
411.448.700

555,486,000
201,265,200
21,361,500
185.476.700

"118; 101,000

24.000

,

• 4,800

103.000

4,500,000

J00,000

12,700 billion

200 billion

80 billion

H20 billion
64,000,000^

7.5 billion

*“350,000,000

12 billion

. $1.77 '
i >• $2.09

$0.10 0^7*4 1-77) $0.10
22,000,000 34Oa)00,TI0O

21,200

62,400

20,700

• 25,000

,iu :
• 75,000

35,000

44,360,100

65,385,600
70,000,000

| 110,000,000

1,600

1,111,074,400

387,991,200

938,220,700

h •

4,000
; < 2,150,000,000

1
• 600,000,000

... 1,810,000,000

; .

'

126
' 80,900

980,000,000
45.5

86.0

ftr :
1

• •

202
=

'

140,000
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91.0
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, . -
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70,000,000
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STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY
WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates

6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)
9. Supercities (over 4 million!

10. bupergiants (over 10 million)

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
11. Christians (total all kinds)^
12^ Muslims

~

13. Nonreligidus
~"

14~Hindus
’

1 5. Bud d h ists~
^

IS. Atheists
' ^

17. Tribal religionists

18. New Religionists
19. Jews
20. Sikhs
21. Other religionists

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world
23. Affiliated church members
24. Practicing Christians
25. Charismatics in Renewal
26. Crypto-Christians
27. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Catholics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants

3^N.9nA^i teJIL^ig?.n9us Christians

32.

_ Orthodox
33.

34.

Year

Protestants
Roman Catholics

"*"

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa

36. East Asia
~

37~Europe
38. Latin America
39. Northern America

~

40. Oceania
4 1. South Asia
42TUSSR
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals
47. Aliens (foreign missionaries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S. $,~per year)
48. Personal income of church members
49. Giving to Christian causes

50.

_ Churches
7|ncome_

51*4. ParachurcKand instlTutiona 1 income
"

52. Ecclesiastical crime
53*Jncome_Df global foreign missions_

Givine per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes
55. jg_global foreign missions
56. CompuTeriCn Cnrislian use

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year
58. New titles including devotional
59. Christian periodicals

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles per year
61. New Testaments per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations
63. Total monthly listeners/viewers
64. for Christian stations

65. for secular stations

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION
66. Non-Christian megacities
67. New non-Christian urban dwellers per year
68. Urban Christians
69. Urban Christians as % of urban dwellers
70. Evangelized urban dwellers, %
CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day

WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. JineyangelizccL populations
73. Unevangelized as % of world

1900 1970 1980 1986 2000

1,619,886,800

232,694,900

1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000

739.233.000

3.610.034.400

1,354,237,000

2.255.797.400

2,245,227,300
1,437,761,900

807,465,400

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000

2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900
1,774,002,700

924,394,200

4,867,006,100

2.108.978.000

2.758.856.000
2,990,163,500
1,999,603,300

990,701,500

6,259,642,000

3,160,381,900
3.099.260.100

.
3,808,564,300
2.697.595.100

? 1,110,969,200

400
20

2

0

1,614

161

24

4

1,677
227
38
9

1,780

286
46
14

; l
t

•

2,200

433
79
24

558,056,300
200,102,200

*
'

2 923 300 *

1,216,579,400~ 550, 9 19,000

543,065,300“
465,784,800
231 '672,200""“"

1,432,686,500
....

-'-722,956,500 * 1,572,875,100
~ 837,308,700“

2,019,921,400
1,200,653.000

•
203,033,300'—'

:~”I^I27;i59,ooo

/ Ib,yUl,4UU
582,749,900

,.™,o,,
273 7]5 600

825,072,900
*

"661,371,700
300,146,900'

1,071,888,400
859,252:300

" 359,092, 100
—262,447,600

100,535,900

225,600
*

106,339,600

""""—165788,500
88,077,400

™“’-"T95
,
1 19,400 —

89,963,500

—
^713,893,500*
91,365,600

5,910,000

12,269,800

2,960,600
400,907,100

76,443,100

15,185,900
10,612,200

246,406,600

96,021,800
' “

16,938,200
14,244,400

233,620,300

108,505,600*

18,023,700

16,560,600
222,676,100

138,263,800
20,173,600
23,831,700

203,582,200

34.4 33.7 32.8 32.4 32.3
521,563,200
469,259,800

0

3,572,400
35,600

1,131,809,600

884,021,800

1,587,700

55,699,700
230,000

1,323,389,700
1,018,355,300

11,005,390
70,395,000

270,000

1,447,369,100
1,105,346,600

18,230,500
79,843,300

330,000

1,844,614,200

1,330,325,100
.

: - 38,861,500
106,208,700

500,000

30,573,700
276,000
927,600

7,743,100
115,897,700-"

‘

103,056,7007™ 266,419,400

47.557.000

3,134,400
10,830,200
58.702.000

49,804,000
3,439,400
14,077,500
82,181,100

51,363,300
3,634,100

16,133,200
97,544,400

61.037.200
. 4,334,100

24.106.200
154,140,400

143,402,500
233,424,200
672 , 319 , 100

- '

160,737,900
'

262,157,600
802,660,000

““***'•

171,489,300
"

281,177,300'
'886,698 600“

‘

""199, 819,000^"
345,709,100

T 1 -qai qnn

8,756,400

„ 1,763,000
115,924,200
10,050,200

164,571,000

16,149,600
196,874,500
20,041,700

406,849,300
"

392,314,400

323,914,900
77 56n inn

273,788,400
^ ~

60,025,100
59,569,700
4,311,400

16,347,200

397,108,700
' lu

262,027,800

.,403 1 77,6od
340,978,600

411,448,700
555,486,000

169,246,900
14,669,400
76,770,200

178,892,500
16,160,600

106,733,200

184,860,600
17,063,300
126,660,300

201,265,200
21,361,500
185,476,700

97,002,000
‘

86,012,300 % / 726/ 500 103,292,500 118,101,000

1.500

600
9.500

14,100

2,200

80,500

17,500
3,100

91,000

19,700

3,600

97,000

24,000

,

• 4,800
*

' 103,000

1,050,000

62,000
2,350,000

240,000
2,950,000
249,000

3,621,700
250,200

4,500,000
400,000

270 billion

8 billion

4,100 billion

70 billion

5,878 billion

100.3 billion

7,812 billion

133 billion
12,700 billion

200 billion

^ 7 billion
”1

billion'
50 billion

"“20 billion

64.5 billion

35.8 Billion

77 billion
56 billion

80 billion

'300,000

0.2 billion

5, 000, 000
~

„ . 3 billion

~
“30,000,000
5.0 billion

64,000,000"'

7.5 billion

*7350,000,000'

12 billion

$0.29

$0.01 3.
$119MloW $0.06

$1.46

$0.07
$1.77 '

f , • $2.09

$0.10 (-$.(>t i in) so.io
0 l,Dod

—
"

3,000,000 ^22,000,000
-

34tOT)0,D00

2,200

3,100

3,500

17,100

52.000
23.000

18,800

60,000

22,500

21,200

62,400

20,700

25.000

A-.,) • 75,000

35.000

5,452,600

7,300,000

25.000.

000

45.000.

000
36.800.000
57.500.000

44,360,100

65,385,600

70,000,000

[ 110,000,000

0

0

0

0

1,230

750.000.

000

150.000.

000

650.000.

000

1,450

990,474,400
291,810,500

834,068,900

1,600

1,111,074,400

387,991,200
938,220,700

b i .
.*
:- '

4,000

2,150,000,000
. ! 600,000,000

,
. 1,810,000,000

5

5,200
159,600,000

68.8

72.0

65 95 126 202
51,100

660,800,000

47.8

80.0

69,300
844,600,000

46.3

83.0

' 80,900

980,000,000
45.5

86.0

’

. 140,000

1,393,700,000
•- 44.5

91.0

250,000 10,000,000 30,000,000 45,000,000 , . r
- . 70,000,000

788,159,000 91,956,000 1,380,576,000 1,326,319,700 1,038,819,000
48 .7 38.6 31.6

“
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STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TF1 CENTURY
WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates

6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)
9. Supercities (over 4 million)

10. Supergiants (over 10 million)

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION

11.

:
Chnstiansjtotal all kinds)_

12^Musjims
' ”

13. Nonreligious .. .

iSridindus
15. Buddhists* * ~

16. Atheists
"" — •••

17. Tribal religionists _
18. New Religionists
19. Jews
20. Sikhs
21. Other religionists

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world

Affiliated church members
Practicing Christians
Charismatics in Renewal
Crypto-Christians

27. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Catholics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants
31:_Nonwhite indigenous Christians

32.

_ Orthodox
33.

34.

Year:

•V •*

23.

24.

25.

26.

Protestants
Roman Catholics

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa

36. East Asia ~

37~Europe
38. Latin America
39. Northern America
40. Oceania
41. South Asia
42TUSSR

CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals
47. Aliensjforeign missionaries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S.T^eVyear)
48. Personal income of church members
49. Giving to Christian causes
50TChurches7 income

_

5N Parachurch and instjtuFional income
52. Ecclesiastical crime
53^Jncome_of global Tore

i
gn roissions_

Giving per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes
55. lo_global foreign missions
56. ComputeTsTh ’CnnsTi'arT use

‘

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year
58. New titles including devotional
59. Christian periodicals

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles per year
61. New Testaments per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations
63. Total monthly listeners/viewers
64. for Christian stations
65. for secular stations

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION

66.

_ Non-Christian megacities
%• New non-Christian urban dwellers per year
68. Urban Christians 7

69- Urban Christians as % of urban dwellers
70. Evangelized urban dwellers, %
CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day
WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. JineyangelizecL populations
73. Unevangelized as_% of world

1900

1.619.886.800

232,694,900

1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000
739.233.000

400
20
2

0

558,056,300
'“
200 , 102 , 200

"

2,923,300
203,033,300-
127,159,000'*

'225,600 *

106,339,600
5. 9 10.000

~

12,269,800

2,960,600
400.907.100

34.4
521.563.200
469.259.800

0

3.572.400

35,600

30,573,700
276,000

927,600
7,743,100

‘
1 15,897,700'

103.056.700
*M

^266,419,400
~

8.756.400

1.763.000

273,788,400
^

60.025.100
59.569.700
4.311.400

16.347.200
' 97,002,000

~~

1970

3.610.034.400
1,354,237,000

2.255.797.400
2,245,227,300

1,437,761,900

807,465,400

1,614

161

24

4

1.216.579.400
’550,919,000'"

" *

543,065,300 *

465;784;goa
,—

•-
231 , 672 , 200

"

165:288,500
-

88,077,400
76,443,100“

15,185,900
10,612,200

246,406,600

33 7
1,131,809,600'

884,021,800

1,587,700
55,699,700

230,000

47.557.000

3,134,400
10,830,200
58.702.000
143,402,500'"

233,424,200

672,319,100

1980

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000

2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900

1,774,002,700
924,394,200

1,677

227
38
9

1,432
”722
715

582
273.— 195,

89,

96,

16,

14,

233,

,686,500
,956,500
.901,400
,749,900
715,600
.119,400

.963,500

.021,800'

938,200
244,400
620,300

115,924,200

10.050.200
'397, 108, 700

v

262,027,800
169,246,900
14,669,400
76.770.200

'’86,012,300 '

32 8
1,323,389,700
1,018,355,300

11,005,390

70.395.000

270,000

49.804.000
3,439,400
14.077.500
82,181,100

' 160,737,900
262.157.600

;
802,660, 000

164,571,000

16.149.600
''403/177,600

340.978.600
178,892,500
16.160.600

106,733,200
96.726.500

• • .V

1986

4.867.006.100
2.108.978.000

2.758.856.000
2,990,163,500
1,999,603,300
990.701.500

1,780

286
46

14

1.572.875.100
837,308,700

~ 825,072,900

~

""661,371,700
'’300,146,900

213.893.500

91.365.600
108,505,600
18,023,700
16.560.600

222,676,100

32.4
1,447,369,100
1,105,346,600

18,230,500

79.843.300
330,000

51.363.300

3,634,100
16,133,200
97,544,400
171,489,300“
281,177,300’
886,698:600'

196.874.500

20,041,700

406.849.300
392,314,400
184,860,600
17,063,300

126.660.300
103.292.500

2000

6.259.642.000

3,160,381,900

3.099.260.100
3,808,564,300
2.697.595.100
1.110.969.200

j
I,-

2,200

433
79
24

2,019,921,400
1. 200.653. 000

'

“"1,071,888,400
*

*859,252,300

359,092,100
*

*”'262,447,600

100.535.900
138,263,800
20,173,600
23,831,700

203,582,200

32.3
1 .844 . 614.200
1.330.325.100

38.861.500

106.208.700

500,000

61.037.200
4,334,100

24.106.200
154,140,400

“’"’199,819,000
r~ 345,709,100

;

1/1 32,541,500

323.914.900

_ 27,560,300
4 i 1,448,700

555.486.000
201.265.200
21.361.500
185.476.700
ii 8 ; 101,000

1.500

600
9.500

14,100

2,200
80,500

17,500

3,100

91,000

19,700

3,600
97,000

24,000

,

• 4,800

103,000

1,050,000

_
62,000

2,350,000
240,000

2,950,000

249,000
3,621,700

250,200
4,500,000

400,000

270 billion

. 8 billion

_ 7 billion

4,100 billion

70 billion

50 billion

5,878 billion

100.3 billion

64.5 billion

7,812 billion

133 billion

77 billion

12,700 billion

200 billion
...

80 billion

300,000“"

. __ 0.2 billion

20 billion

.
"5,000,000

~ 3 bjljion

35.8 billion™ 30,000,000
"

. 5.0 billion

56 billion

64,000,000
~

7.5 billion

120 billion

““350,000,000'

$0.29

$0.01 f
r/ $119

$0.06
$1.46

$0.07
$1 - 77

, '"if $209
$0 in \- X i in) cn in

0 l.flod" 3,000,000 22,000,000 34tf,DOO,TOO

2,200

3,100

3,500

17,100

52.000
23.000

18,800

60,000

22,500

21,200

62,400

20,700

• u 25,000

jit

a

.
• 75,000

35,000

5,452,600
7,300,000

25.000.

000

45.000.

000
36.800.000

57.500.000
44,360,100

65,385,600
70,000,000

‘

(; < l 110,000,000

0

0

0

0

1,230

,
750,000,000

150.000.

000

650.000.

000

1,450

990,474,400

291,810,500

834,068,900

1,600
1,111,074,400

387,991,200
938,220,700

M L- •

. 4,000
< 2,150,000,000

- '• 600,000,000

,
... . 1,810,000,000

5

5,200
159,600,000

68.8

72.0

f
• •

65 95
,
,*

i
» .

126 202
f 51,100
660,800,000

47.8

80.0

69,300
844,600,000

46.3

83.0

1 80,900

980,000,000
45.5

86.0

'

*

140,000

1,393,700,000

44.5

91.0

250,000 10,000,000 30,000,000 45,000,000 70,000,000

788,159,000
48.7^'

1,391,956,000

38.6
1,380,576,000

31.6' *
1,326,319,700

?7 *

—

1,038,819,000
*
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STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY
WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates

6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)
9. Supercities (over 4 million)

10. bupergiants (over 10 million)

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
1
1 ^Christians (tptal all kinds)_

12^ Muslims
~

13. TJonreligiou’s'

14~Hindus
15. Buddhists'^
16. Atheists
17. Tribal religionists

18. New Religionists
19. Jews
20. Sikhs
21. Other religionists

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world

Affiliated church members
Practicing Christians
Charismatics in Renewal
Crypto-Christians

27. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Catholics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants

31i,Nonvvhitejndigenous Christians

32.

_ Orthodox
33.

34.

Year:

v-»

23.

24.

25.

26.

Protestants

Roman Catholics
’*

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa

East A sia

Europe
36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Latin America
Northern America

~
Oceania

... South Asia
427USSR -

CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals
4Z^i£nsJforei8T missiona ries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S. $, per year)
48. Personal income of church members
49. Giving to Christian causes

50.

_ Churches
7

income
51i. Parachurch and institutional income
52. Ecclesiastical crime
53-_JncomejDf global foreign missions_

Giving per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes

5?* iP global foreign missions
56. Computersln CnrisHan use

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year
58. New titles including devotional
59. Christian periodicals

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles Der year
61. New Testaments per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations
63. Total monthly listeners/viewers
64. for Christian stations
65. for secular stations

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION
66. Non-Christian megacities

^n'
^on"Christian urban dwellers per vear

68. Urban Christians
69. Urban Christians as % of urban dwellers
70. Evangelized urban dwellers, %
CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day
WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. JJneyangeJized populations
73. Unevangelized as % of world

1900

1.619.886.800

232,694,900

1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000

739.233.000

400
20
2

0

558,056,300
200 , 102 , 200

'’

2,923,300 •

“ 203,033,300'
“ 127,159,000'-

"c
"225, 600”’

106,339,600
5, 9 10,000“

12,269,800
2,960,600

400.907.100

34.4
521.563.200
469.259.800

0

3.572.400

35,600

30,573,700
276,000
927,600

7,743,100
“ 115,897,700“

103.056.700
"

2266,419^400“

8.756.400

1,763,000
273,788,400'^

60.025.100
59.569.700
4.311.400

16.347.200
97.002.000

1970

3.610.034.400
1,354,237,000

2.255.797.400

2,245,227,300

1.437.761.900

807.465.400

1,614

161

24

4

1.216.579.400
"550,919,000"
" 543,065,300

*

465,'784;800
_

23i;672,200''

'165:288,500 “

88.077.400
76,443,100“

15,185,900
10,612,200

246,406,600

33 7
1,131,809,600

884.021.800

1,587,700

55,699,700
230,000

47.557.000

3.134.400
10.830.200
58.702.000

~ 143,402,500“
233.424.200

:i672^319,100-"

115.924.200

10.050.200
" 397,108,700"

262.027.800
169.246.900
14,669,400
76.770.200

'"'86,012,300 "

1980

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000

2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900

1,774,002,700

924,394,200

1,677
227
38
9

1,432
--722
“‘•’715

582
"’*273

—195
89,

96,

16,

14,

233,

,686,500
,956,500
,901,400
749,900

•

,715,600

119.400
963,500
021,800'

938,200
244.400
620,300

32 8
1,323,389,700

1,018,355,300
11,005,390

70.395.000

270,000

49.804.000
3,439,400

14,077,500
82,181,100

160,737,900
' 262,157,600
"’802,660,000

164,571,000
16.149.600

403,177,60(1

340,978,600
178,892,500
16.160.600

106,733,200
**'

96,726,500

1,500 14,100 17,500
600 2,200 3,100

9,500 80,500 91,000

1,050,000 2,350,000 2,950,000
62,000 240,000 249,000

270 billion 4,100 billion 5,878 billion
8 billion 70 billion 100.3 billion
7 billion

”1 billion""
50 billion 64.5 billion

3S fTKilllKH"
300,000“'" 5,000,000"

~
”30,000,000

__ 0.2j?illion — 3 bjljion 5.0 billion

$0.29
, , cr $119 $1.46

$0.01 r 3 \ 0.77 $0.06 $0.07'

' 0 1,000 3,00(3,000

2,200 17,100 18,800
3,100 52,000 60,000
3,500 23,000 22,500

5,452,600 25,000,000 36,800,000
7,300,000 45,000,000 57,500,000

0 1,230 1,450
0 750,000,000 990,474,400
0 150,000,000 291,810,500
0 650,000,000 834,068,900

5 65 95
5,200 7 51,100 69,300

159,600,000 660,800,000 844,600,000
68.8 47.8 46.3
72.0 80.0 83.0

250,000 10,000,000 30,000,000

.788,159,000 1,391,956,000 1,380,576,000
48.7 38. (T

,

31.6'

1986 2000

4,867,006,100 6,259,642,000
2,108,978,000 3,160,381,900
2,758,856,000 3,099,260,100
2,990,163,500 3,808,564,300
1,999,603,300 2,697,595,100
990,701,500 l 1,110,969,200

1,780

l •

2,200
286 433
46 79
14 24

1,572,875,100 2,019,921,400
837,308,700'

7” 825,072,900
1,200,653.000

*'**
‘ 1,071,888,400

661,371,700 —
859;252 ; 300

300,146,900' 359,092 , 100 ‘

213,893,500 r —r" 262, 447, 600
91,365,600 100,535,900

108,505,600 138,263,800
18,023,700 20,173,600
16,560,600 23,831,700

222,676,100 203,582,200

32.4 32.3
1,447,369,100 1,844,614,200
1,105,346,600 ' 1,330,325,100

18,230,500 ‘ 38,861,500
79,843,300 106,208,700

330,000 500,000

51,363,300 61,037,200
3,634,100 4,334,100

16,133,200 24,106,200
97,544,400 154,140,400

171,489,300’ ''

199,819,000
281,177,300' 345,709,100
886,698,6UU 1,132;54I,500

196,874,500 323,914,900
,

20,041,700
. 27,560,300

406,849,300 411,448,700
392,314,400 555,486,000
184,860,600 201,265,200
17,063,300 21,361,500

126,660,300 185,476,700
103,292,500 118:101,000

19,700 24,000
3,600

,

• 4,800
97,000 103,000

3,621,700 4,500,000
250,200 400,000

7,812 billion 12,700 billion

133 billion 200 billion

77 billion 80 billion

56 billion 120 billion

64,000,000 '350,000,000

7.5 billion 12 billion

• $1.77 J

'

$2.09
$0.10U_S.67. i f TV $0.10

22,000,000 340‘
/D'00,T)00

21,200 25,000
62,400 -jl-.A ; • 75,000
20,700 35,000

44,360,100 70,000,000
65,385,600

i 110,000,000

1,600
h r..-:

• •

4,000
1,111,074,400 1 ‘ 2,150,000,000
387,991,200 -

• 600,000,000
938,220,700

, ... • 1,810,000,000
- f i

• *
i •

.

126 202
' 80,900 ’ U 140,000

980,000,000 1,393,700,000
45.5 ** 44.5

86.0 91.0

45,000,000 70,000,000

1,326,319,700
27.3

1,038,819,000
16-6
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STATUS OF GLOBAL MISSION, 1986, IN CONTEXT OF 20TH CENTURY

23.

24.

25.

26.

WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population
2. Urban dwellers
3. Rural dwellers
4. Adult population
5. Literates
6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)
8. Megacities (over 1 million)
9. Supercities (over 4 million)

10. Supergiants (over 10 million)

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
1 1; Christians (total all_kinds)_
12._MusIims

~

lj. Nonreligidus ’ -

1 4“Hindus
15. Buddhists' "

16. Atheists
**''-

17. Tribal religionists

18. New Religionists
19. Jews
20. Sikhs
21. Other religionists

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world

Affiliated church members
Practicing Christians
Charismatics in Renewal
Crypto-Christians

27. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL BLOC
28. Anglicans
29. Calnolics (non-Roman)
30. Marginal Protestants

31^NonwhiteJndigenous Christians

32.

_ Orthodox
33. Protestants
34. Roman Catholics T

”

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
35. Africa

36. East Asia
'

37“Europe
38. Latin America
39. Northern America
40. Oceania
41. South Asia
42TUSSR -

CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies
44. Foreign-mission sending agencies
45. Institutions

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals

missionaries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S.* $7pi7 year)
''

48. Personal income of church members
49. Giving to Christian causes
50._ Churches

7

jncome_
5L. ParachurcK and ins^ffu tioha 1 incorne^
52. Ecclesiastical crime
5TJncome_of global .foreign. missions_

Giving per church member per week
54. to all Christian causes
55. JiTglobalJoreign missions
56. Compu tersln'Cn r is t ian use

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
57. New commercial book titles per year
58. New titles including devotional
59. Christian periodicals

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION (all sources)
60. Bibles per year
61. New Testaments per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations
63. Total monthly listeners/viewers
64. for Christian stations
65. for secular stations

CHRISTIAN URBAN MISSION
66. Non-Christian megacities
67. New non-Christian urban dwellers per year
68. Urban Christians

7

n
r^an Christians a s % of urban dwellers

7U. Evangelized urban dwellers, %
CHRISTIAN MEGAMINISTRIES
71. World total all persons reached per day
WORLD EVANGELIZATION
72. ^evangelized, populations
73. Unevangelized as % of world

“

Year: 1900

1,619,886,800

232,694,900
1,387,191,900

1,025,938,000

286.705.000

739.233.000

400
20
2

0

558,056,300
200,102,200'

2,923,300
203,033,300*
127,159,000

'225,600

106,339,600
5,910,000'

12,269,800

2,960,600
400,907,100

1970

3.610.034.400

1,354,237,000
2.255.797.400
2,245,227,300
1,437,761,900

807,465,400

1,614
161

24
4

1980

4.373.917.500
1,797,479,000

2.576.438.500
2,698,396,900
1,774,002,700

924,394,200

1,677
227

38
9

1,216

550
543—465,

,...,

23i
165,

88
,

76,

15,

10 ,

246,

,579,400
.919,000'

,065,300
: 784;800

'

.672,200“

288,500
077,400
443,100"

185,900
612,200
406,600

1,432
722

715,

582,

273,—195,

89,

96,

16,

14,

233,

,686,500
,956,500
,901,400
,749,900
,715,600

119.400
.963,500

.021,800

938,200
244.400
620,300

1986 2000

1 4,867,006,100 6,259,642,000
2,108,978,000 3,160,381,900
2,758,856,000 3,099,260,100
2,990,163,500 3,808,564,300
1,999,603,300 2,697,595,100
990,701,500 i 1,110,969,200

1,780

! 1 •

2,200
286 433
46 79
14 24

1,572,875,100 2,019,921,400
837,308,700 1,200,653.000

* ^ 825,072,900 1,071,888,400
661,371,700 859,252,300
300, 146,900 *'359.092,100

T, 'r'~ 213,893,500 IV— -'•262,447,600

91,365,600 100,535,900
108,505,600 138,263,800
18,023,700 20,173,600
16,560,600 23,831,700

222,676,100 203,582,200

34.4

521.563.200
469,259,800

0
3.572.400

35,600

30,573,700

276,000
927,600

7,743,100
’115,897,700'

103.056.700

^266,419,400
'

8.756.400

,
1,763,000

273,788,400"

60,025,100
59.569.700
4.311.400

16.347.200
" 97,002,000

“

33.7
1,131,809,600

884.021.800

1,587,700

55,699,700

230,000

47.557.000
3,134,400

10.830.200

58.702.000-
143,402,500"

' 233,424,200
'

672' 319, 100

115,924,200

10.050.200
397,108,700"

262.027.800
169,246,900
14,669,400
76.770.200

"""'86,012,300 '

32 8
1,323,389,700
1,018,355,300

11,005,390

70.395.000

270,000

49.804.000
3,439,400
14,077,500

82,181,100
’ 160,737,900

' 262,157,600
’802,660,000

32.4
1,447,369,100
1,105,346,600

18,230,500
79.843.300

330,000

51.363.300
3,634,100

16,133,200

97,544,400
171,489,300

’

281,177,300"
' 886,698,600“

164,571,000

16.149.600
403,177,60(5

340,978,600
178,892,500
16.160.600

106,733,200
**

96,726,500

196.874.500

20,041,700
406.849.300
392,314,400
184,860,600
17,063,300

126.660.300
103.292.500

32.3
1,844,614,200

1,330,325,100

38.861.500

106.208.700

500,000

61.037.200
4,334,100

24.106.200
154,140,400

"'"199,819,000
^ 345,709,100
'
1,1 32,~ 54 1,500

323,914,900

.27,560,300

411.448.700
555.486.000
201,265,200
21.361.500
185.476.700
118.101.000

1.500

600
9.500

14,100

2,200

80,500

17,500

3,100

91,000

19,700

3,600
97,000

24,000

.

,
• 4,800

103,000

1,050,000

62,000
"

•

2,350,000

240,000
2,950,000
249,000

3,621,700
250,200

4,500,000

400,000

270 billion

8 billion

7 billion
~

1 billion

4,100 billion

70 billion

50 billion

5,878 billion

100.3 billion

64.5 billion

7,812 billion

133 billion

77 billion

12,700 billion

200 billion-----
go billion

“"300,000

0.2_billion

“5,000,000'

3 hi lJion

-

3U>1,00>000 -

5.0 billion

56 billion
’**

64,000,000
7.5 billion

120 billion

"^350,000,000“

1 2 hillinn

$0.29

$0.01 ^ 3
$1.46

$0.07
$1.77 ’ i $2.09
$0.10 C- i-ii) *o.io

0 1,000 3,000,000 22,000,000 3407DDO,"DOO

2,200

3,100

3,500

17,100

52.000

23.000

18,800

60,000
22,500

21,200

62,400

20,700

• 25,000

jlu • 75,000

35,000

5,452,600

7,300,000

25.000.

000

45.000.

000
36.800.000

57.500.000
44,360,100

65,385,600
70,000,000

,{ 110,000,000

0
0

0

0

1,230

,
750,000,000

150.000.

000

650.000.

000

1,450
990,474,400

291,810,500

834,068,900

1,600

1,111,074,400

387,991,200
938,220,700

,

M •

4,000
: ‘ 2,150,000,000

1
• 600,000,000

. 1,810,000,000

5

5,200
159,600,000

68.8

72.0

65 95 126

. L’

» t t
• • •

.

202
> 51,100
660,800,000

47.8

80.0

69,300
844,600,000

46.3

83.0

1

80,900
980,000,000

45.5 *

86.0

140,000

1,393,700,000
44.5

91.0

250,000 10,000,000 30,000,000 45,000,000
.

- 70,000,000

_788, 159,000 1,391, 956,000 1,380,576,000 1,326,319,700 1,038,819,000
48.7 38.6 31.6

. <•
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Country Page No. Prayer Calendar

day of month
Population

in thousands

Evangelicals

in thousands

Argentina 91 1-2 30,600 1,438
Bolivia 108 3-4 6,200 403
Brazil 112 5-7 138,400 22,144
Chile 135 8-9 12,000 2,592
Colombia 145 10-11 29,400 706
Costa Rica 151 12 2,600 169
Ecuador 162 13-14 9,400 301
El Salvador 166 15-16 5,500 704
Falkland Islands 172 17-18 3
Guatemala 200 17-18 8,403 1,597
Honduras

Mexico
209

297
19

20-21
4,372

80,484

385

2,495
Nicaragua 319 22-23 3,218 203
Panama 335 24 2,140 210
Paraguay 340 25 3,600 90
Peru 342 26-27 19,500 585

CO
Uruguay 440 28 i t rm





Country

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Ecuador

El Salvador

Falkland Elands

Guatemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Uruguay

Page No.

91

108

112

135

145

151

162

166

172

200

209

297

319

335

340

342

440

Prayer Calendar

day of month

1-2

3-4

5-7

8-9

10-11

12

13-14

15-16

17-18

17-18

19

20-21

22-23

24

25

26-27

28

Population

in thousands

30.600

6,200

138,400

12,000

29,400

2,600

9,400

5,500

3

8,403

4,372

80,484

3,218

2,140

3.600

19,500

3.036

Evangelicals

in thousands

1,438

403

22,144

2,592

706

169

301

704

1,597

385

2,495

203

210

90

585

58



Country Page No. Prayer Calendar Population Evangelicals
day of month in thousands in thousands

Argentina 91 1-2 30,600 1,438
Bolivia 108 3-4 6,200 403
Brazil 112 5-7 138,400 22,144
Chile 135 8-9 12,000 2,592
Colombia 145 10-11 29,400 706
Costa Rica 151 12 2,600 169
Ecuador 162 13-14 9,400 301
El Salvador 166 15-16 5,500 704
Falkland Islands 172 17-18 3
Guatemala 200 17-18 8,403 1,597
Honduras 209 19 4,372 385
Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

297

319

335

20-21

\ 22-23

24

80,484

3,218

2,140

2,495

203

210
Paraguay 340 25 3,600 90
Peru 342 26-27 19,500 585
Uruguay 440 28 3.036 58



Country Page No. Prayer Calendar Population Evangelicals
day of month in thousands in thousands

Argentina 91 1-2 30,600 1,438
Bolivia 108 3-4 6,200 403
Brazil 112 5-7 138,400 22,144
Chile 135 8-9 12,000 2,592
Colombia 145 10-11 29,400 706
Costa Rica 151 12 2,600 169
Ecuador 162 13-14 9,400 301
El Salvador 166 15-16 5,500 704
Falkland Islands 172 17-18 3
Guatemala 200 17-18 8,403 1,597
Honduras 209 19 4,372 385
Mexico 297 20-21 80,484 2,495
Nicaragua

Panama
319

335

"i. 22-23

24
3,218

2,140

203
“ 210

Paraguay 340 • “ -
' 25 3,600

' ” 90
Peru 342 -fv; , 26-27 19,500 585
Uruguay 440 28 3.036 58
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WHAT IS THE “THIRD WORLD”?Fr°m Top Author,,,,, Com, Answers lo 0u,s,ions o„ Topics ,„ ,h, „,ws•«Saraas* *-• ",c

an!

ir

fonn
f

’i|

ltS "0t Un orSanizat«on in

;

tor,"al sense. It doesn’t ovenhave a membership roll.

^I 'rc^vorlrr
WhUl iS rcHarded as the

2 consists of "have not"
'"! .‘'''developed, ^h^ in .

Ill I i I \n • I

nation*

f •.»ew„ir&TfdevS
"wich'^r,

"

uid (

'

U ,S ’ tbo Communist
1 “on-Coinniunist “worlds."

-

—vvhcn ils People have the whnfo , , ,h.ghly em otional conviction I hat peoples of ,

?

r°!?*n N<>" ><-u find
throughout history, they've hoop more aw L ,

V
,vo no1

'

" Mall ,,ls far
bY richcr nations. '

,, ^
re 1)1

J ust how little they
These people sometimes want other "w^M* ^°™Parp(1 with the two

more than just a more-equitable dis- jg Ilor „n f d"' . ,

”C° ,hey u erf ’ fairly
tnbution of the world's wealth. They K ?

^ '

may ' ant rSiejM' for wrongs of the Led b T ^ mo,e -
1
'hbti-

,

*-*»«
past.

y
''\ 1,1 r vvt y to put it: The “third

south
111 genera) is the

iuHUDVfl

»«“ ' n t it generally credited with
' half You mi fit

' "8 a great deal of dout in u
\ i

f

* a raciai connection-
m that be?

^arker^c^ pe,,p|.,, ^tting L
third world • has been wield fr >\

l0

|

ck
;

n,i,,H,
l

“economic justu b”
xpeefed strength,

' m ' *ght< r skinned populaliorjs.

* i

rhe

IX

of shee r

partly for

)ec

s— and
a&ons.

sample, look at

v ner-
li.sfed as “third

in a car-

J

it of tl
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2. JOSEPH DIANGIENDA’s STATEMENT ‘CHURCH AND POLITICS 9

Iii its public attitude towards state authority, the ‘Church of

Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu’ cannot
deviate from the principle voiced by Christ Himself, ‘Render
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the

things that are God’s’. According to our view, a line must be
drawn between spiritual (i.e. ecclesiastical) and secular (i.e.

state) authority. For this reason, the Church of Christ on Earth
through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu will be careful not to

interfere directly in problems which are the province of secular

government. This does not mean, of course, that we cannot
draw up guiding principles for the conduct of our members as

citizens of the state, for as such they are confronted with

secular problems. These guiding principles are based on the

teaching and the heritage of the founder of our church, the

prophet Simon Kimbangu.

Now follow the guiding principles given to church members:

The ‘Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon
Kimbangu’ is against every political, economic or social ideo-

logy, doctrine or theory which denies God as the Source of life

and thus the human progress. The believer of the ‘Church of

Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu’ cannot

spread or accept an ideology, doctrine or theory on which a

political, economic or social system is based which seeks to

explain the historical development of the world without

reference to the activity of God.

This statement shows clearly that the Kimbanguist Church is

directly opposed to all kinds of atheist thinking and influence.

The believers of the Church of Christ on Earth through the

prophet Simon Kimbangu’ are obliged to fulfil all the duties

which are placed on them as citizens of the country in which
they live.

This is a principle which the Kimbanguists consciously observe so

that they cannot be accused of subversion. Although they repudiate

9 Cahiers de la Reconciliation, Eglise et Politique, Paris, May-June,
1966, pp. 40-1: Joseph Diangienda: ‘L’Eglise du Christ sur la terre par le

prophete Simon Kimbangu face aux problemes politiques, economiques et

sociaux tels qu’ils se posent au Congo, eii Afrique et dans le monde’, Kin-

shasa, 1962.
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violence, members of the Kimbanguist Church do military service,

and we noticed on various occasions on our travels with Joseph
Diangienda how military vehicles stopped and soldiers who be-

long to the church, or are well-disposed towards it, got out, greeted
the head of the church and asked for his blessing.

Because the ‘Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet
Simon Kimbangu’ knows that the fate of all countries of the

world can only depend on their mutual co-operation, it con-

demns eveiy policy which seeks to introduce in a country or a

part of the world a political structure which is based on exces-

sive stress on belonging to a tribe, region or race. The spirit of

such excess destroys and annihilates not only all attempts at

human rapprochement, which the teaching of Christ urges

upon us, but it also hinders every form of economic and social

progress which promotes the development of the human per-

sonality. Thus the ‘Church of Christ on Earth through the Pro-

phet Simon Kimbangu’ condemns all tribal, regional and racial

arrogance. It hopes for the furtherance of a new humanity in the

world, which brings people closer together irrespective of their

race, tribe or regional loyalty and whatever their colour of skin

or their social position may be.

This emphasis on a new humanity which condemns all kinds of racial

arrogance shows clearly that the Kimbanguists cannot be accused ol

‘hatred of foreigners’ or ‘hatred of the whites’. It also shows that the

church is not the prerogative of the Bakongo tribe, as is sometimes
still claimed today. This is a church which is conscious of its ‘world

mission’, hence its name ‘The Church of Jesus Christ on Earth

through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu’.

That we are against excessive stress on region
(
region ), tribe

and race does not mean that we are against the formation of

politico-juridical entities (entites politico-juridiques) which
fulfil all conditions of viability and unite people belonging to

the same nation, traditions and culture, provided that these

entities are set in a wider framework in which they can cultivate

mutual contacts and thus promote the development of the entire

population. This will first involve a particular country, then a

part of the world and finally the whole earth.

Thus, Diangienda sees that people of particular cultural groups

Bakongo, Africans, Belgians, Swiss, or whoever they may be—con

stitute such entities. As far as I can see, that was to begin with th(

object of the South African government with its ‘ethnic grouping’
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But—and this ‘but’ must be carefully noted—these groupings are

not, and must not become, self-sufficient entities aloof from others

but in a world which is becoming smaller and smaller, must always

be open to others, keeping the whole in view. They have their

contribution to make to the development of humanity, and to this

end they must be ready for cultural and economic exchange and for

integration into a wide and open world. Every narrow demai cation

particularly ‘apartheid* is contrary to the principles of the Kimban-

guist Church. Joseph Diangienda goes on

Since all men are created in the image of God they should

treat each other as brothers . . . The Church of Christ on Earth

through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu considers that the ob-

servation of the ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights in all

countries is appropriate and necessary, particularly with regard

to the fundamental liberties.

With regard to inter-denominational dialogue, Diangienda has this

to say:

The Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon

Kimbangu’ forbids its members to enter into controversies and

disputes on a denominational level. It is of the view that, as

soon as all religions [i.e. Christian churches] are steering to-

wards the same goal, namely to serve God for the benefit of

man, nothing can keep those religions which are based on the

teachings of Christ from moving parallel to one another.

Here is indicated the possibility of ecumenical dialogue, which has

since begun, and ecumenical action is left open.

The Church of Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon

Kimbangu’ hopes that the political and civil thinking in each

country Will develop in such a way as to bring people closer to-

gether! It condemns the use of violence to settle disputes be-

tween people.

This is a declaration of non-violence and a repudiation of armed

resistance which is not being voiced in a country like Switzerland

but in a country which at the time was being led to the edge of

the abyss through civil war and armed intervention. We have

already mentioned that, though Kimbanguists do not leiuse to do

military service, thev would never defend themselves with force

of arms if persecuted or otherwise oppressed. True to the instructions

( $*bhe

i

l founder, 1

0

they do not repay evil with evil. We shall see in

Rtmzo del Vasto. Simon Kimbangu et la non-violence africaine’,

Jeune Amcjne, No. 385, 1968, Paris, pp. 64-5.
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the following section what this meant at the time of the fighting in

Kisangani.

In the final section, however, Joseph Diangienda returns to the

fundamental liberties which are stated in the Declaration of Human

Rights:

‘The Church oi Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon

Kimbangu’ does not consider it fitting to express views concern-

ing the political system that a country should support. But it is

against any political system which deprives the citizens of the

fundamental liberties, namely freedom of thought, freedom of

speech, freedom of religion and worship, freedom of the press,

freedom of opinion and freedom of movement.

This document shows how, when it was being formed and built

up, the church gave an account of its political involvement. It has

thus borne witness to its openness to the world and shown that the

striving for personal sanctification, which we shall be discussing

later on, does not make it at all self-centred but makes it open to

the secular issues which dominate present-day Africa namely the

desire for freedom from dictatorship, discrimination and oppression;

the repudiation of armed intervention and the use of force; interest

in social involvement, and concern to develop its various groups and

to promote ecumenical dialogue.

3. THE CONSEQUENCES OF NON-VIOLENCE

When in 1964 the Zairian army, supported by Belgian troops and

mercenaries, penetrated Kisangani to drive out the rebellious

‘Simba’, the Kimbanguist congregation was gathered under the

palm roof of their improvised ‘church’ (not really a building) in the

yard of their manse, horrified at the bloody fighting between

the rebels and the army and on principle having nothing to do with

it. About 170 people had gathered and were praying whilst the fight-

ing went on in the immediate vicinity. Shells burst, and the fleeing

Simba fired shots at the praying Kimbanguists. A small recon-

naissance aircraft of the government troops saw the worshippers,

and thinking them to be a gathering of rebels, opened fire. Attacked

bv both sides, by rebels and government troops, what could the

Kimbanguists do? They did not flee. They stayed where they were,

exposed to all shooting, ready to die but not to kill. They prayed. At

length a Belgian officer, accompanied by soldiers, intruded into the

prayer meeting and asked menacingly, V\ hat are you doing here?
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‘Were praying,’ came the answer.—Wes, you’re praying for the

rebels,’ the officer continued.
—

‘We’re praying for all God’s children

and for peace,’ the minister answered, showing the Belgian officer

the Bible. The officer took it, looked at it, put it in his pocket and

commanded his men to move on. No on was injured. This factual

report was given to Rev. Lasserre on his 1966 visit.
11

It was repeated

to us when we were on the very spot where these events took place.

It impressed the Kimbanguists greatly that God’s protective hand

was over them so noticeably in this critical situation.

4. THE TEMPTATION TO BECOME TIIE STATE CHURCH

Because Simon Kimbangu was praised by certain Zairian politicians

as a national hero, the Kimbanguist Church was open to the tempta-

tion to become the state church of Zaire. But the leaders were

categorically against this. The church could not be dependent on the

state; it must be founded solely on Jesus Christ. If it pledged itself to

the state it would no longer be in a position to raise its prophetic

voice—even in opposition to the state, were it necessary to do so.

As a result there were schisms. We have already referred to the

group which looked to Thomas N’Twalani. Graver still was the

secession of the influential Emmanuel Bamba. There were differences

of opinion between him and Kimbangu’s sons concerning their

position in the church—which in accordance with ancient royal

tradition, in many African independent churches transferred to

church leaders 12—was described as that of crown princes. Bamba,

who apparently wanted to be the head of the church himself,

founded his own church. The Salvation of Jesus Christ through the

Witness Simon Kimbangu’.

In 1962 and 1963, in the western tip of the country, in the region

of Mayumbe, there first arose a division in the evangelical Alliance

Mission which was working there: young Zairians in Mayumbe

wanted to rid themselves of the white missionaries and to take over

the state-aided mission schools. They called themselves Procos’, ‘pro

Congo'. Soon after, a split occurred within the Kimbanguist Church

there. The Kimbanguists in the district of Mayumbe wanted a

‘Mayumban vicariate’, independent of the leadership of Kimbangu’s

sons, who belonged to another district. Petty regional interests and

11 Cahiers de la Reconciliation, Voyage au Congo, pp. 18 ff.

12 M.-L. Martin: ‘ Afrikanischer Messianismus und der Messias der

biblischen Offenbarung’ in Weltmission heute, Heft 33-34, ed. P. Beyer-

haus, Stuttgart, 1967, p. 47.
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local patriotism were here being brought into the Kimbanguist

Church. Because of his opposition to Joseph Diangienda, Emmanuel

Bamba seems to have given financial support to this schism. 13 Joseph

Diangienda was threatened in letters and telegrams that his life

would be at risk if he set foot in the port of Boma, the place from

which the district of Mayumbe is reached. When we visited Boma in

May 1968, two years after the death of Bamba, things were still

unsettled. Since then, however, some of the separated brethren have

joined the Protestants and some have asked to be received back into

the Kimbanguist Church. There remained, however, still some ten-

sion, stirred up by a small militant group, as we discovered in a pain-

ful way in July 1970.

In 1966 there was almost a catastrophe when Bamba, at the time a

cabinet minister under General Mobutu, apparently planned with

other ministers a coup d’etat which failed. They intended to bring

about a change of government by force. Bamba and his accomplices

were condemned to death by the military court and publicly

executed. 14 He refused Diangiendas offer of reconciliation before

his death. 15 When the plot became known, persecution of the Kim-

banguist Church began afresh since people were unclear about the

distinction between Bamba’s church and the Kimbanguist Church

led by Joseph Diangienda. Kimbanguists were attacked, schools

and places of worship (there were then, as now, hardly any church

buildings as such) were set on fire. Fortunately the mistake was dis-

covered, and Radio Congo announced every few minutes: ‘Leave the

“Church of Jesus Christ on Earth through the Prophet Simon Kim-

bangu” and its adherents in peace: they have had nothing to do with

the coup d’etat.’ This was one of the most critical moments ex-

perienced by the Kimbanguists since 1960. Because, even in this

situation, the members of the church kept strictly to the principle

of non-violence, the Zairians noticed that there was a great spiritual,

satisfying power in this church. (The struggles in the north-east

of the country were still going on.)

When we laid the foundation stones for church buildings in

Matadi and in Kisangani in May 1968, civic and military dignitaries

13 Information from Charles Kisolokele.

14 C.R.I.S.P. 1966 gives details concerning the conspiracy in Ch. VII,

‘Les oppositions interieures: le proces de Pentecote’, pp. 431 ff. According

to this account, E. Bamba contended to the last that he, as a religious

leader, had no part in the assassination conspiracy but he and his accom-

plices had merely wanted to replace the military government of Mobutu

with a civil government.
15 Information from Joseph Diangienda.
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have been present at these ceremonies. The Governor of Kinshasaattended a great festive service in July 1968, and presented the Kim-

.
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1S E. Bazola: op. cit., p 329.
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churches and want to join the Kimbanguist Church thev arc ,ceived with joy and thanksgiving. It is inevitable fi,‘- i

occasion tensions between those churches that have arisen' "thrommissionary activity and the Kimbanguist Church.



CHAPTER 12

THE RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL LIFE OF THE
KIMBANGUI S T CHURCH

1. THE ORGANIZATION' OF THE CHURCH THROUGH THE
UNIFICATION OF ISOLATED GROUPS

During the long period of persecution there had been no official

church leadership to give directives. Thus, when the exiled John
Mayanga, an early witness, sent exhortations to the Kimbanguists
left behind at home and wrote ‘ice say to you’, he was not referring to

a governing body of the church but merely to himself and a few
fellow-believers who were sharing his lot.

Since 1960, the church leaders, and particularly Joseph Dian-
gienda, have been trying to unite the Kimbanguist congregations,

which had hitherto been led by their local catechists and prophets’,

and to give them the hierarchical structure and ecclesiastical system
which in the African setting best promote the organization of an

orderlv congregational life. This was no easv (ask. In order to em-
brace as many believers as possible, the Kimbanguist Church has

not drawn up a rigid basis of faith in the form of a binding creed.

It is only just beginning to formulate its theology, which so far has

been expressed as a living reality in the hvmns and the communal
character of the church. The leaders have tried to be magnanimous
and not to exclude people unnecessarily, and vet they have been
aware of the danger of Ngunzism—of aberrations where everything

is left to the spontaneity of the Spirit. They were concerned to steer

clear of syncretistic elements.

Joseph Diangienda sought to promote unification in three wavs.
In the first place, he founded in 1962 a preacher training college, so

that future ministers and evangelists would receive an education

which would unite them b\ u common training and personal contacts
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created during that training. The college staff were trained either bv
the Salvation Army or at a Bible college of one of the Protestant
churches. In 1970, the Kimbanguist School of Theology was founded
at Kinshasa, which accepts candidates with at least five years
secondary schooling. This college is in process of development (see

Appendix).

The church leaders know that in the present rapid development
and social change in Africa the church needs well-trained workers
who also have a thorough cultural grounding. The missionary
societies are being asked for staff who will no longer be in any wav
under the direction of the sending society but who will adap
themselves completely to the life of a particular church and place

themselves under its hierarchy. That is not always easy for Euro
peans and requires a large measure of understanding of African

tradition and life. It demands adaptabilitv and sacrifice. Missionan
societies as well as ecumenical organizations will have to restraii

themselves from seeking unduly to influence such independent
churches.

The second step was to draw up a constitution 1
for the church

which would establish its eligibility for the recognition of the new
Zairian state. The new statutes were introduced on 6 March 1960.

Among other things they say that

Kimbanguism is founded on the Christian faith. Its evangelistic

methods and its teachings are in harmony with the Gospel. Kim-
banguism is at work in Zaire and can spread to other countries

without being bound by national frontiers. The cornerstone on
w’hich the Church of Jesus Christ on Earth through the Prophet
Simon Kimbangu’ rests is the Law and the Prophets. Its message
is what is revealed in the Bible. Through the power of the Holy
Spirit, it teaches:

(a) love, worship, mercy, and imitation of Christ;

(b) abhorrence of evil and love of all that is good;

(o justice and moral purity;

(d )
every religious practice (pratique religieuse) which serves

the cultivation of mutual respect and unity between people

and nations, wdiich comprise the essential basis for har-

mony and peace in the world.

The ‘Church of Jesus Christ on Earth through the Prophet
Simon Kimbangu’ confines itself to the relationship of man to

God and does not interfere in interdenominational conflicts. It

refrains from all political activity, since this is contrary to its

1 Lcs Staluts", 6 March I960 (mimeographed).
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spiritual lole in the world. Kimbanguism acknowledges and wor-
ships God, the Almighty Creator, and lives according to His com-
mandments, opposing all forms of discrimination based on race
or colour. It follows the Ten Commandments as set out in
Exodus 20:1-17. In addition Kimbanguism demands that all its
members observe the following commandments:
(a) obedience to state authority, in accordance with Romans

13:1-3;

(b) mutual love and love of one’s enemies, in accordance with
Matthew 5:43-5;

(c) abstinence from alcoholic beverages;
(d) abstinence from smoking, especially from narcotics;
(e) avoidance of dances;
(f) no swimming or sleeping naked;
(g) non-interference in quarrels;
(h) abstention from fetishism;
(i) payment of taxes;

(j) non-retaliation;

T) confession of sin before specially-appointed members of the
congregation:

(1) no ban on foods, except for pork and monkev-meat.
Kimbanguism is a church of the Holy Spirit, so all its members
are obliged to walk in the Spirit.

hi the following chapter we shall look at these statutes in detail
and try to throw theological light on them. What is important here
is that these statutes are binding on all groups who wish to join the
Kimbanguist Church. Moral purity’ also involves the observance of
monogamy. From the outset Kimbanguism has opposed polygamy,
unlike many Ngunzist groups, including Simon Mpadi’s ‘Mission of
the Blacks’.

Joseph Diangienda’s third step for the reunification of the various
groups is his work of travelling throughout the country by air, car,
lorn , train, ship and on foot, accompanied by a whole team of
assistants and singers and a brass band. On such journeys he has
visited the various congregations, spoken with the leaders, settled
disputes, gained insight into local problems, given advice, ad-
monished and healed. These journeys have been perhaps the most
important means of binding the various groups together to form an
organic whole. We accompanied him on such travels. Diangienda
and and those who went with him were welcomed everywhere by
great crowds—by numerous members of the church but also bv
! lotestant. Catholic and Orthodox sympathizers who respect the
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Kimbanguist Church and its work of upbuilding. Wherever Dian-
gienda goes he makes time for every single individual who has a
request to make or who is seeking his advice or healing.

lie continues to live in Kinshasa, and people come from all over to
see him when he is not on his travels, so he is kept busy day and
night as a counsellor, comforter, interpreter of dreams, admonisher
and healer. Dreams and their interpretation play an important part
in African as in Hebrew thinking. Like Blumhardt he also exorcises
demons, especially when people think that they are bewitched or
that they are bewitching others in spite of themselves. I never came
to Joseph Diangienda’s home without there being at least twenty
to fifty people waiting for him in the forecourt and in his room.
Even at night he is often visited and is always ready to help, except
for the hours which he reserves each day for meditation and prayer,
during which no one is permitted to disturb him.

2. CHURCH SERVICES

Public worship is at the heart of the life of the Kimbanguist Church.
Each day in smallish groups there are short morning and evening
devotions, and at noon a time of prayer is held. In all these devotions
passages of Scripture are read—often psalms, which occupy an im-
portant position in worship, as they do in the Catholic and Anglican
Churches. Then an individual, designated in advance (a man or a
woman, young or old), prays extemporarily. At the beginning and at
the end a hymn is sung. On Wednesdays, which many Kimbanguists
voluntarily set aside as a day of fasting, men and women have
separate meetings for worship. The church members also meet on
Fridays.

Every Saturday little prayer groups meet in homes and spend the
night in prayer, throughout the country there are small cells which
submit themselves to an extremely rigorous discipline of prayer.
They spend from Sunday evening to Thursday morning, or from
Thursday morning to Sunday evening, in intercession, praise, medi-
tation and fasting, and forgo their sleep. The spiritual strength of
the church, and of the spiritual retreats, may well lie in this.

In the Sunday service the various choirs sing for about half an
hour and an orchestra, consisting of indigenous flutes and drums,
plays. Sometimes there is the brass band as well, or a group of
singers accompanied on guitars. Then follow community singing,
prayer, Bible reading, the presenting of children, a collection fol-
lowed by a prayer, and, at the heart of the service, the sermon
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preached bv a minister or evangelist, male or female. Women are

on an equal footing with men in the Kimbanguist Church becaus

Zm the beginning Mwilu Marie (the wife of the prophet) and

Mikala Mandombe were such outstanding assistants. Moreover,

women occupied a not insignificant position in the anaent ma n-

archal Bakongo society. At present the kimbanguist Chinch has

among its number a few trained women ministers.

The
8
sermon is made less formal by some ministers and evangelists

bv asking the congregation questions, which are answeied spoi

taneously or bV a suitable hymn. The opening and dosing prayers

are offered by members of the congregation. Bib!,^ readings a.e5 chosen

from the Old and New Testaments, and sermon texs
^,npemthe

one or the other. We were able to notice a good balance m the

choice of texts from the Old and the New Testaments. In the ser-

mons there is often reference to Simon K.mbangu and his; sho,

ministry and the forty years’ persecution of the chmck After

sermon—towards the end of the service—visitors from outside the

community are particularly welcomed and this is done with music or

singing and with restrained hand-clapping m the Name of

Father and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit .

Attendance at service is remarkably good. That was especia \

exident when we appeared unexpectedly at a Sunday servme in one

of the various congregations m or outside the city of Kmsl .

particularly impressed bv a small congregation m a part of Kinshasa

when the church was full despite the fact that a festive process on

had taken place at 9 o’clock that morning

Declaration of Independence of the country on 30 June. Whilst the

whole of Kinshasa gathered in the centre of the city to secure a

good place to watch the defile’, hundreds of men, women and chil-

dren were gathered to hear God’s word. Not infrequently here a.e

3 000 to 8.000 people attending special services in which all

individual congregations are represented.

Most of the services must still be held in the open air unde

palm or corrugated iron roofs on large squares where 'ater chiirche

are to stand. The uniformed supervisors {survedlants), men a

women take care of order and (mainly in the cities) keep tioub e-

kers’awav from the services. Twice a month in Kinshasa there- is

a fpeciaT seWce in which the members bring their gifts-tor the

buiklin"- of schools, clinics, churches and a guest-house. Ihese specia

services^ called nsinsani (competition), which we attended on

number of occasions, last till sunset. The band plays and groups

(of ministers evangelists, mothers, fathers, girls, youths, children)

form spontaneously, bringing their gifts in rhythmic movement to
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the front where they are collected in a large enamel basin. To begin

with a small gift is brought, then after a while a bigger one, and so

it continues until the fixed goal has been reached. Groups compete

with one another, and finally the winners are applauded as m a

performance and are congratulated with shouts of oye (bravo). The

sum so far collected is announced from time to time by loudxpeakti

and the people are encouraged to bring more. People give gladly—this

is the African way of giving. There is singing, laughter a chance to

speak to friends, and people meet and spend the whole Sunday

in good and happy fellowship. It is clear that there is no str.c

division between divine worship and secular socia gathering. Both

belong together, and man is encompassed m his totality

.

Such festivities have great social significance m that the o

questionable Sunday amusements in the many beer hal s aie no

simply forbidden but are replaced by a gathering which i.ffers some

thing better and presents the opportunity to cultivate hiendship anc

fun frhythmic movement). The traditional historical churches, too

may have something to learn from this kind of practice some

indeed, are already beginning to do so.

When Joseph Diangienda attends a service he occupies the p .

of honour. When he arrives he is welcomed by eveiybodv

'

in accordance with African tradition, and when he is often 11 we

corned after the sermon there is an enormous outburst of

a sort of ovation. He himself does not preach, but he exhorts th

congregation after his welcome. At the close of the service i

aske
g
d to lead in prayer and to tell the congregation of the late

developments within the church and about its social work, i

wav, everyone in the congregation gets to know vvhat is happemn

When the service is over people seeking help and hta mg

him and he talks to them unobtrusively and ays lus hands on

in prayer for healing and blessing. But all this is pcr.pheial rath

than central. There is no propaganda and there are
n«
Jestim .

t0 healing. The sensationalism so common in churches which piacti

faith-healing, is absent in the Kimbanguist Church

Moreover, no special vestments are worn for worship, either

the ministers and high dignitaries of the church or by membe,

the congregation—in contrast with the practice in the many ott

independent churches of Africa, in which manyrtjotoured vestme

embroidered with crosses and other symbols arc a feature Ev

Simon Mpadi (as we saw) wears a red gown embroidered w

numerous gold crosses. In the Kimbanguist Church normal clotl

are worn—the women are draped m their long, colouiful labncs .

the men folk wear light clothing suited to the tropics. \\ omen



CHAPTER 13

THEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. THE PROBLEMS

We have already referred to the fact that it is not easy to describe

the theology of the Kimbanguist Church because it is lived and sung

and not formulated. It is expressed in pictures, wood-carvings and
music. Here there is a basic difference between the intellectualist

West and intuitive Africa. There are few texts on which we can

rely, apart from the catechisms which were written by Solomon
Dialungana, the second son of Kimbangu and the Custodian of the

Holy Place, N’Kamba-Jerusalem. He has had comparatively little

contact with the outside world and he is the only son of the prophet

not to have had any higher education. These catechisms are written

in Kikongo. I rely on a translation of the Catechisme chi Kintivadi

1

(‘Congregational Catechism’) written in 1957 and on an article by

Prof. Wyatt MacGaffev,' which contains the translation of a pam-
phlet published in 1961 bv Solomon Dialungana under the title

Zolanga Yelusalemi dia Mpa, which means ‘Meditation on the

Theme of the New Jerusalem’ (or, as MacGaffey translates it, ‘the

Beloved City’). These timid beginnings of Kimbanguist theology

are written in Kikongo and naturally use the religious language of

the Bakongo. Thus, at every step we are faced with the problem

of whether a phrase or particular word expresses the new reality of

1

P. Ravmaekers: ‘L’Eglise de Jesus Christ sur la Terre par le Prophete

Simon Kimbangu’, Zaire XIII, 7, 1959, Brussels, p. 737. The word
kintwadi* was later no longer used, because it led to confusion with

Ngunzists.
* Wyatt MacGaffev: ‘The Beloved City, Commentary on a Kimbanguist

Text’. Journal of Religion in Africa, Leiden. 1969. pp. 129 ff.
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die Gospel of Jesus Christ (just as, for instance, the Greek word
logos in the New Testament is given a completely new meaning,
which differs from the philosophical use of the term) or whether there
has been a twisting of the biblical message so that the ancient non-
Chiistian beliefs are being given new force. In other words, we
need to ask whether we are dealing with syncretism—a blend of
Chiistian and traditional African belief, in which Christian elements
might become a vehicle for a revival of traditional African religion in
Christian garb. This occurs in many Ngunzist groups and is a fre-
quent phenomenon in certain, though not all, Zionist groups in
southern Africa. A new fetishism, a new form of magic emerges,
in Christian clothing: water and pieces of fabric or paper touched
and blessed by the prophet have a magic healing property, for
instance, in the Zion Christian Church of Edward Lekganyane.
Similarly, the cross was used in the ancient Kingdom of the Kongo
as a new and more powerful fetish and as a fertility charm. In such
syncretistic groups the Spirit of God is confused, or identified, with
the ancestral spirits, for both can manifest themselves through a
certain specially-chosen medium and both can occasion ecstasy
Thus, the prophet can be a mediator of the triune God or he can
also be a ‘false’ prophet of the ancestral spirits. Both the Old and
the New Testaments are familiar with this problem, and the Apostle
Paul therefore made it clear that ‘no one can say “Jesus is Lord”
( Kyrios ) except by the Holy Spirit’ (I Cor. 12:3). That leads us to the
heart of the theological problem. Is Jesus Christ the absolute Lord
in the teaching of the Kimbanguist Church or does He have rivals
in the person of Simon Kimbangu, regarded as a messianic figure, oi
in the prophet’s sons. In order to answer this question we shall not
only refer to the texts of the catechisms, but also to sermons which
we heard and recorded on tape, to hymns, and to carvings and
Pictures which we were shown and which relate to Kimbangu and
his sons. Some things already mentioned in passing must be dis-
cussed again in this chapter.

It was said in Ngunzist circles that ‘We prayed to God and He
sent us in Simon Kimbangu a Saviour who belongs to the black race.
He is the Chief and Saviour of all the blacks and has in fact the
same authority as the saviours of other races, such as Moses, Jesus
Christ, Mohammed, and Buddha. God gave us Simon Kimbangu
who is to us as Moses is to the Jews, Christ to the other races, and
Mohammed to the Arabs.’ 3 In the hymns of the Nazarite Church ol

^G. Balandier: ‘Sociologie actuelle de l’Afrique noire’, Paris, 1963, p
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Isaiah Shembe in South Africa, Shembe appears as a new messiah.

4

Fie stands at the gate of heaven and holds the key in his hand,

locking the whites out (who are like the rich man in the parable of

Dives and Lazarus) and letting his faithful followers in/' The ancient

African ideology of the sacred kingship, which indeed is analogous

to the Davidic dynasty in the Old Testament with its Messianic hope,

can lead to a new African messianism.''’ Just as David conquered

his own royal city and made it into the City of God by bringing in

the ark of the covenant, so the new prophets and messiahs also have

their Jerusalem, their Zion, their Moriah (2 Chron. 3:1), their Holy
City, with a temple in it.

Does all this apply to the Kimbanguist Church, too, and is it thus

indulging in a form of pseudo-messianism? Or, and this is the alterna-

tive, are the Kimbanguists using these concepts and notions to

express the reality and presence of Jesus Christ today in Africa,

made manifest through the ministry and suffering of Simon Kim-
bangu? Has God, through the prophet, shown mercy on the blacks

in their sufferings? If this really is the case, ought we not then per-

haps also to approach the messianic churches of South Africa with

fresh presuppositions and to look again at the questions that confront

us?

We are faced here with difficult and crucial problems. They are

difficult, because the Kimbanguist Church, like similar churches in

Africa, is not familiar with the current theological terminology and
therefore uses, particularly in sermons, misleading expressions which

can border on the ‘heretical’. The problems are crucial, because on

the basis of a re-examination of the facts we may come to new con-

clusions which are of relevance to missionarv studies. Let us now
examine this problem in the Kimbanguist Church by considering:

what is taught concerning the person of Simon Kimbangu; the signi-

ficance of the Holy Place, N’Kamba-Jerusalem; the symbolism of the

church and its attitude to the sacraments; and the question of sanc-

tification and legalism. In the final chapter we shall be concerned

with the problem of whether Kimbanguism is a church or a sect.

4 G. C. Oosthuizen: 'The Theology of a South African Messiah’, Leiden,

1967, hymn supplement.
* B. Sundkler: ‘Bantu Prophets in South Africa’, 2nd edn, London,

1961, p. 291.
8 M.-L. Martin: ‘Afrikanischer Messianismus und der Messias der

biblischen Offenbarung’, in Weltmission heute, ed. P. Beyerhaus, Heft

33-34, Stuttgart, 1967, pp. 40 ff.
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2. THE TEACHING CONCERNING THE PERSON

OF SIMON KIMBANGU

In the catechism of 1957 the question is asked, ‘Who is Tata Simon

Kimbangu? (Tata is a respectful form of address meaning ‘father'

and is used of any adult man.) ‘Tata Simon Kimbangu is the ambas-

sador of our Lord Jesus Christ/ comes the answer. The second

question reads: ‘Plow do we know that Tata Simon is the ambassador

of Christ?’ The answer is that ‘Jesus promised us that He would pray

the Father for a comforter to do His works and even greater works

than He did.’ This is a reference to John 14:12-18 where Jesus, in his

farewell discourses, speaks of the coming of the Holy Spirit. Then
the miracles which Kimbangu performed are mentioned and his life-

storv is given briefly in question and answer form. He is the son of

Kuvela and Lwezi, both of whom had an untimely death, and was

brought up by Maman (respectful form of address for a woman)
Kinzembo. As a young man, he married Marie Mwilu. He died

in the Upper Congo, he was raised from the dead, and he is with us

in spirit.
7 This answer in fact explains the difficult eleventh question

and answer: ‘Will Tata Simon Kimbangu return? Certainly he will

come back, for all that he has begun must advance towards its ful-

filment’, and there is reference in this connection to John 16:19-33,

a passage of Scripture in which Jesus is speaking about the tribula-

tion which will befall the church and about His Return, that is

primarily His return in the Holy Spirit. In the Section ‘Ancestor

Worship?’ (Chapter 10) we referred to the communion of the saints

encompassing both those who are alive and those who have died

in the Lord. This dimension of communion and communication with

departed believers is of great traditional importance to the African,

as Tavlor has shown in particular.
8

But there is also talk of a more concrete return of Kimbangu: no

and again it is claimed that Simon Kimbangu will appear at the last

with Jesus Christ to take part in the Last Judgement, or that he sits

with Christ in Judgement on the day a Kimbanguist dies. This

approaches a certain messianism, but such statements must not be

regarded as absolute.

Question 19 asks, ‘Why is the name of Tata Simon Kimbangi

given such prominence? Does this mean that Tata Simon Kimbangi

is God?’ The answer comes: ‘No, Tata Simon Kimbangu is not God

7 Catechism. 1957, Question and Answer 13.

*
f.

V. Taylor: ‘The Primeval Vision’, London, 1963, Ch. 11, pp. 154-61
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but in all ages and for every race God has chosen a person to en-

lighten his people/ In this connection there is reference to Exodus

3:7-17, where Moses is chosen and sent to lead his people out of

Egyptian slavery to Canaan. We shall return briefly to the im-

portance of the parallel between Moses and Kimbangu, just as in

other independent African churches a parallel is drawn between

Moses and the new prophet.

Question 20 asks, ‘When did Tata Simon Kimbangu begin his

work?’ The answer to this asserts that ‘He was from the beginning

with God.’ There is reference to Johnl:l: Tn the beginning was the

Word and the Word was with God.’ This reference could give rise

to misunderstandings. But we must realize that the writer pre-

sumably had hardly the faintest notion of John’s theology of the

Logos. In fact he made it clear in the previous question that Kim-

bangu is not God.

Question 22 speaks of the death of Kimbangu. “We know that he is

dead. But’, the writer asks, ‘when our Lord Jesus Christ died, in

whom we trust, did His work die with Him?’ Reference is made to

John 3:16-17: whoever believes in Jesus has eternal life.

These statements taken from the 1957 catechism show clearly

that we cannot take the Kimbanguists at their word in isolated state-

ments because they are still unfamiliar with standard theological

terminology. We must try to see what is meant, and this can only

be done when one has lived with them for a while, won their con-

fidence, talked to them at length and, most of all, when one has

attended their services and devotions and is familiar with their

hymns and pictures.

It is also interesting to note that the 1957 catechism has since been

replaced by a new one in which Simon Kimbangu is not mentioned.

This catechism is solely concerned with the life, teaching and re-

deeming work of Jesus Christ.

In the second part of Solomon K. Dialungana’s booklet Tanginina

Fu Ya Klisto,° which can be loosely translated as ‘The Imitation of

Christ’, Simon Kimbangu again occupies a fairly important posi-

tion. This booklet presents a kind of ethical code or guide to life,

with many quotations from the Bible. Simon Kimbangu is held up

as an example. After he had begun his work there was no turning

back for him. He was loyal in his obedience to God despite various

temptations. 10 In the booklet great emphasis is laid on the Bible.

‘When Simon Kimbangu was taken captive the elders (bankula)

asked him: “What are you leaving behind for us?" Simon answered:
9 Solomon K. Dialungana: “Tanginina Fu Ya Klisto’, N’Kamba, 1966.
10 Op. cit., pp. 22 ff.
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“We who have been arrested are going with the Book (the Bible)

and you who remain behind also have the Book. Thus, in all things

we must seek counsel from the Bible." A little later on it is ex-

plained: “Tata Simon walked in the very footprints of our Lord

Jesus Christ. We must follow him, for our Lord has chosen him

to show us the way/ Again and again it is reiterated that the fol-

lowers of Kimbangu must keep the commandments of Christ. Simon

Kimbangu appears here as the great example. The imitation of

Christ’ and of Kimbangu hold an important place in the preaching of

the church.

The pamphlet “The Beloved City’ says this of Simon Kimbangu:

Through Simon Kimbangu, who was obedient to God, the pro-

mises of Jesus have been fulfilled and the Name of the Father

and the Son has been glorified. Through him the Congolese

realized that God and Jesus had turned to us in mercy. The

sorrow and suffering of our fathers had been heard by God the

Father, and our tears were wiped away.

In an address which he gave in 1969, Joseph Diangienda supple-

mented this formulation by saying that there existed between Simon

Kimbangu and Jesus Christ a particularly close relationship, so that

one could sense in Simon Kimbangu, through the fulness of the

Holy Spirit granted to him, the presence of the living Christ.

Simon Kimbangu was chosen bv Jesus, so his followers regard

him as the prophet of Africa. Here it must be noted that, until the

present, the Kimbanguists knew nothing of other similar outstanding

prophets in Africa but only of the bangunza (false) in their own
ranks. They have neither been informed of W. Harris nor of the

important founders of churches in Nigeria, 11 and it is therefore of

great importance that today efforts are being made to establish con-

tact between the church leaders of the large African independent

churches in the various parts of Africa.

The pamphlet ‘The Beloved City continues:

God gave Simon Kimbangu assistants, just as He gave Jesus

disciples. Through him God did His work in the Congo, healing

the sick, giving sight to the blind and raising the dead. He
called upon people to repent and be converted, and he banished

the false gods or fetishes.

11 Cf. H. Turner: ‘African Independent Church. The Church of Coc

Aaladura)*, Vols. I and II, Oxford, 1967; D. B. Barrett: ‘Schism an

Renewal in Africa’, Oxford, 1968.
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In pictures he is depicted as a shepherd—as a young man such
as he was when his followers knew him, before he was arrested
and taken to Lubumbashi. In a very fine wood-carving which stands
in N Kamba he appears in the form of Simon of Cyrene bearing
the cross of Jesus. Through his preaching, his healing and particularly
through his suffering, he has made Christ manifest and a living

reality to the Zairians. 12 Simon leads them to Christ (he is the
instrument of Christ) and is not a new messiah, not the Saviour, but
the chosen servant through whom Christ has revealed Himself to the
Africans. ‘Nous avons regu Jesus fils de Dieu par le prophete qui
nous est apparu . . . nous avons regu la clemence de Dieu par le

prophete qui nous est apparu. As-tu cru les revelations du prophete
de Dieu?’ the Kimbanguists sing. 13 (‘We have received Jesus, the
Son of God, through the prophet who has appeared to us. We have
received the mercy of God through the prophet who has appeared
to us. Do you believe the revelation of the prophet of God?’) The
glory belongs to the Father and the Son. When Kimbangu’s name
is praised—as in a popular hymn of praise in the African royal tradi-

tion, ‘O Nkembo a Tata Simone uzietele’ (‘The glorv of Tata Simon
on earth )—that does not mean that Kimbangu’s name puts the
name of Christ in the shade. He is praised as the messenger of Christ
on earth.

lie still continues to be the messenger (ntumwa in Kikongo), i.e.

the ambassador, the apostle, who is now living in the glory of

Christ and along with the saints of all ages, has access to the Father
and the Son. As such he appears from time to time to his followers

in dreams and visions, mainly to his son Joseph Diangienda, and
brings them a message—not his own, but that of Christ. We have
already referred to this. Superstition? Paganism? Hardly: rather,

a dimension may be open here which we Westerners have lost.

Like the Old Testament prophet, Simon Kimbangu does not only
bring divine messages, but he also intercedes before God on behalf
of the believers. He brings their petitions before Christ, and through
Christ, before the Father. The same is true of Marie Mwilu, his wife,

as was said at her grave on 27 April 1969 at the commemoration to

mark the tenth anniversary of her death. In a prayer, which appears
on the calendar of the church for 1969 under the picture of Simon
Kimbangu, it is put like this: He intercedes before Jesus for the

needs of the believers so that Jesus will have mercy on us.’ The

12 See Ch. 4.
13 E. Bazola: ‘Le Kimbanguisme’, Cahiers des religions africaines, Julv

1968, No. 4, Lovanium-Kinshasa, p. 316.
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es

prayer itself is addressed to Christ: ‘Lord, save us. Once we wer
“outside” His hand, now we are “in” His hand/

In Chapter 10, Section 7, we pointed out that Simon Kimbang
occupies a similar position within the Kimbanguist Church to that o
the saints in the Catholic Church. The same is true of Marie Mwili
Can this be tiaced back to Catholic influence? There mav be some
thing in this. What is more important, though, is the fact that i

Africa it is the custom never to go with a request direct to the high
authority—modesty forbids it. One turns to a go-between, and i

may be that he too will turn to a go-between who is more eminer
still, and only the latter can bring the request before the highe
authority. This thought stands bv and large behind what is calle
ancestor worship in Africa. Is it not presumptuous, the African ask
to go direct to God or to Christ? Thus it happens occasionally th;
Simon Kimbangu is invoked as mediator. In one of the many hvmi
which we heard, prayer to God is made in the name of Papa Simo
These are, however as we were able to observe, exceptions rathe
than the rule. Of course, there are simple people within the Kin
banguist Church for whom Simon Kimbangu means more tha
Christ, but those in authority oppose these tendencies. There is also
song of praise which extols God the Father, Jesus Christ, Simon Ki
bangu, Joseph Diangienda, and finally the Kimbanguist Churcl
leaving out the Holy Spirit. But this, too, is an exception, for the trin
tarian formula ‘In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of t'

Holy Spirit’ is recited in all the services almost to the point of bein
wearisome, which may also be due to Catholic influence.

Summing up, then, we can say that, though Simon Kimbangu
a mediator, he is not a messiah; he is the great ‘ancestor’, who i

deed precludes worship of one’s own ancestors in the family, kindr
and tribe; he stands in the closest relationship with Christ and leac

his own to Christ and to the Father.
We were presented with a wood-carving in which Simon Kii

bangu is depicted in prayer, with the Holv Spirit descending up
him in the form of a dove. Does this mean (as we could assu
from the application to him of the texts concerning the coming Co
forter and from the hvmn we have just quoted) that the Holy Spi
so took possession of the prophet that He was, as it were, embodi
in him? This is how Buana-Kibongi" has understood it on the ba
of a clumsy remark by Samuel Matuba, as we have already see
However, when such a comment is discussed with leading memb

14 D. Buana-Kibongi: ‘L evolution du Kimbanguisme’, Flambeau No.
Yaounde, 1966.
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of the church the misunderstanding is cleared up. After I had

preached at the Whitsun of 1968 in the large church of Matete-

Kinshasa, some intellectuals came to discuss the sermon with me and

actually said: ‘You’ve preached the incarnation of the Holy Spirit

in Simon Kimbangu and in the church.’ I had by no means spoken

of an ‘incarnation’ of the Spirit in Simon Kimbangu and in the

church but of an indwelling of the Spirit, both in Kimbangu and in

every believer on earth. They were not aware of the theological dis-

tinction between ‘incarnation’ (a word which we use only with

reference to Jesus) and ‘indwelling’ (a word which denotes being

filled with the Spirit of God). Such unfortunate remarks and formula-

tions on the part of people who are not familiar with western theo-

logical terminology, can easily lead to their being accused of heresy

and sectarianism when what is basically at issue is only the wrong

use of a word rather than erroneous thinking. And we might even

ask: is it as wrong as all that?

As we have already seen, to the invocation of the Trinity ‘In the

Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit’ is often

added ‘who has descended on Simon Kimbangu’ or ‘who has spoken

to us through Simon Kimbangu/ He is sometimes called the servant

and assistant (nsadisi )
of the Holy Spirit or the first black person to

receive the Holy Spirit in His fullness.

The praver from the calendar of 1969, which was quoted in the

last Section, contains the following statement: ‘God does not deceive

us. Simon Kimbangu is the nsadisi of the Holy Spirit; he is the

head of those who are persecuted; he is the witness of Jesus

Christ/ Why is that? For two reasons: just as in the ancient church

the Holy Spirit descended at Pentecost on the apostles of Jesus

and made them ambassadors of the Gospel, so He has fallen in

the same way upon Simon Kimbangu and empowered him to be

the ambassador and servant of Jesus. And just vas the apostles

received authoritv through the Spirit to confirm their preaching

through signs and wonders, so Simon Kimbangu received the same

authority through the Holy Spirit.
15 Similar statements are found in

the booklet Tanginina Fu Ya Klisto, mentioned above.

The same Holy Spirit is, however, at work in the church as well

and in everv believer in every age. The Kimbanguists do not think,

as certain clumsv and perhaps polemical remarks could lead us to

assume, that He is only at work in their church but they realize that

He is active wherever people believe in Jesus Christ and look to Him
lor regeneration and sanctification. We shall see below that the opera-

15 Cf. E. Bazola: op. cit., pp. 333-4.
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tion of the Holy Spirit in the church is seen mainly in the work (

sanctification. Theologically, we are faced here with the need t

consider afresh the concept of prophecy in the New Testament an

in the church. The question is whether the Acts of the Apostles an

particularly the letters of Paul admit of a continuation of prophec)

and whether God still calls today special heralds who, in the powe
of the Holy Spirit, proclaim His word, there in the concrete situi

tion of a nation or a class or a group, and make it so real that peopl

realize that they are encountering the living Christ; that here an<

now is happening for them what happened in Christ’s time i

Jerusalem, in Antioch and in Corinth. That does not exclude, bi

rather does it include, the uniqueness of the one Prophet Jesus Chrr

as the fulfilment of Old Testament prophecy.

W. J. Hollenweger shows that the same problem crops up wit

regard to the concept of ‘apostle’ in the Pentecostal church. 10 Th
concept ought also to be re-examined because it is not used in th

New Testament solely of the Twelve, nor, when we think of Bat

nabas, necessarily of eye-witnesses. As we think about this term, It

us remember that Kimbangu is called an apostle (ambassador) s

well as a prophet.

3. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF KIMBANGu’s SONS IN THE LIFE

OF THE CHURCH

Kimbangu’s sons have the highest rank in the hierarchy of tl

church, and all important decisions must be approved by them. Tl

three are united and have been called princes heritiers (hereditai

princes), or in Kikongo zimvwala, i.e. bearers of the prophetic an

royal staff or sceptre. The term can mean that prophetic and roy.

functions are theirs within the church. The highest position

accorded to Joseph Diangienda.

We are thus faced with what is a frequent phenomenon i

Africa—the prophet becomes the ‘king’ as well, and there is a reviv

within the church of the ancient royal tradition which had broke

down because of political and economic factors but which had m
been forgotten. We can see the same thing in South Africa in tl

case of James Limba, Edward Lekganyane (whose 14-year-old so

has succeeded to his father after his untimely death in 1968),
17

a

n

Isaiah Shembe and his son Galilee. In ancient African tradition, ai

16 W. J.
Hollenweger: ‘Enthusiastisches Christentum’, Wuppertal ai

Zurich, 1969, p. 281.
17 M.-L. Martin: op. cit., pp. 40 ff.
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this holds in the Bakongo as well as among the Zulus and other
tribal units, the king is a hallowed, sacred person, both the poli-
tical and religious head of the tribe, the mediator who, for instance
among the Zulus, is worshipped (konzwa). He is the ‘Father’ and
thus in African thinking the source of all real life .

18 Given these
notions, it is not difficult to turn the prophet into the new ‘messiah’
'i.e. annointed one’), for the Messiah of Old Testament tradition
was to begin with the Davidic king in Jerusalem who, already in

the Royal Psalms and particularly in the prophetic writings, becomes
the eschatological ‘new David ’. 10

At first it seems that this is what also happened in the Kimban-
guist Church. Joseph Diangienda is called Tata mfunm a nlongo,
which is translated Chef spirituel (spiritual head) though the Ki-
kongo actually means ‘sacred head’. There was a time, in 1960, when
he was called the Kimbanguist pope by enthusiastic followers .

20
It

was a passing phase which one must' not hold against him. The
whole of Kimbanguist theology is indeed still in flux. Nor did he
himself choose ‘Eminence’ as a form of address but it was forced
upon him from outside, initially against his will, by state authorities
in order to accord to him on official occasions a similar status to
that of the highest Catholic dignitaries. We ourselves saw how he
took an evangelist to task for calling him saint (holy). On this
occasion in May 1968, in the presence of leading figures of the Kim-
banguist Church, he stressed—and these were no mere phrases

—

that, just like the rest of them, he was a sinner who lived only by the
grace of Jesus Christ and that he was far from being a ‘saint’ in the
sense of having outstanding and divine qualities. On this, as on
other occasions, he firmly and calmly rejected all attempts to give
him ‘messianic dignity’. When crowds of followers gathered at the
airport of Kisangani and gave him what amounted to a ‘messianic’
ovation (in a situation of political uncertainty, in which his presence
meant support and help and such a demonstration was psycho-
logically understandable), he remained calm, gathered the crowd in
the provisional church and pointed them to the Scriptures as the
only basis of faith. After such climatic occasions it may well be (as
we ourselves saw) that he will show that even he is only a servant
bv spontaneously handing his companions the bowl of water and

18
P. Tempels: ‘Philosophic bantou, Presence africaine’, Paris, 1949

(French), 1959 (English), pp. 42 f. in both edns;
J. V. Taylor: op. cit., p.

136.
19 C. von Rad: ‘Theologie des Alten Testamentes’, Munich, 1958 Vol I

pp. 317 ff.

Kimbanguisme\ N’Kamba, 21 October and 23 December 1961.
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towel, which are provided before a meal so that people can wash
their hands. He has the deeply religious humilitv to resist the
temptation to be the most eminent person in the church in a worldlv
wav.

And yet Joseph Diangienda does keep to the formal aspects of the
royal tradition within the church. That is why there are the cus-
tomary ovations when he is welcomed at church services. He takes
his mediatorial office in an intercessory sense so seriously that no
one is permitted to disturb him when he withdraws to his room,
sometimes for hours. He sees this office as a spiritual gift and a com-
mission, like that of the Old Testament High Priest and intercessor.
However, he knows and says that he also needs the intercession of his
friends and fellow-workers, and thus he places himself again on the
same level as they.

His decisions are taken seriously and he is greatly respected not
simply because of his position, but because he deserves this respect
through his humanity, his care for the poor and the sick, and
through his unstinting self-sacrifice. Something of the imitation of
Christ is seen in his manner of life. He stresses again and a^ain that
he possesses the Holy Spirit to a much lesser extent than did his
parents, and one also senses how seriously he takes the responsibilitv
which rests upon him. In his letters this is often apparent. Fie will
undertake and decide nothing without being sure of God’s guidance,
which he always seeks in prayer. He keeps himself under strict con-
trol, which does not mean that he cannot become angry when this
is called for. He demands of all church members and staff obedience
and subordination, and I have occasionally heard it said that
obedience to him is also obedience to Simon Kimbangu, who can
be seen in his son. This corresponds to the saying of Jesus, ‘He who
has seen Me has seen the Father,’ 21 but it is also in accordance with
African tradition where the personality of the father lives on in the
son. Such formulations naturally have inherent dangers, particularly
for simple folk, who think in a concrete and not an abstract way,
and for whom Simon Kimbangu and his son are the present em-
bodiment of the revelation of Christ.

Joseph Diangienda is assisted in his work by his older brothers
Charles Kisolokele and Solomon Kiangani Dialungana. Since 1959
Charles Kisolokele has supported the whole large family, providing
for both his own family and for those of his two brothers, in accord-
ance with traditional African custom. This enables Joseph Dian-
gienda and Solomon Dialungana to devote themselves to full-time

21 John 14:9.
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service in the church without receiving the slightest payment for

their work. Solomon Dialungana visits the congregations in the

province of Lower Zaire and organizes with his staff of assistants

the great festivities which are held in N’Kamba and to which

thousands of pilgrims come.

The question arises as to who will one day succeed the sons of

Kimbangu. Will Kimbangu’s grandchildren? Who of them will be

the spiritual head? Will the ‘dynastic line' be thus continued or will

the church be ready to leave the question of succession completely

to the leading of the Spirit of God? An election throughout the

church, as is customary in many Protestant, democratically organized

churches, hardly comes into question and, as far as I can judge, has

often proved a failure in Africa, even in historical churches. As yet

Joseph Diangienda has left the question open, but I have heard

leading Kimbanguists say that they would only consider a grandson

of Simon Kimbangu as successor to Joseph Diangienda. The danger

of a personality and dynasty cult among simple believers is obvious,

and this could one day have unfortunate consequences, particularly

when we see how the mass of believers turn to Kimbangu’s sons for

help, advice and support, even when ministers and evangelists could

give equal advice and assistance. At any rate, it is imperative that a

stratum of leaders be trained as rapidly as possible as theologians

and responsible head-teachers in their own spiritual tradition to

assume responsibility in the theological, human, social, medical and

in administrative spheres. They should also be those with whom the

spiritual head can discuss the things seriously.

As far as I can see, there is not only the need for well-educated

leadership but also for charismatic leader figures in whom, as in

Joseph Diangienda, something of the power of Christ is evident.

The lack of such figures has led many a church in Africa (and in

Europe?) into grave difficulties. Africa does not live by ideas, for-

mulations and sound creeds, but by ‘incarnation’ in the widest and

fullest sense. That this incarnation should occur, even after the

death of Kimbangu’s sons, does not rest in the power of man but

in divine providence, in which we can only believe but over which

we have no control.

4. NEW JERUSALEM

N’Kamba occupies a central position within Kimbanguism. In

N’Kamba there began a recapitulation of the life and sufferings of

Christ, and this was completed in 1960 with the return of the mortal
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remains of Simon Kimbangu. N Kamba-Jerusalem and the reactiva-
tion of the redeeming work of Christ, which occurred once and for all

in Israel, are of crucial importance, and without them the Kimban-
guist Church and its theology, expressed in its hymns and art, cannot
be understood. All that has happened stands in relation to the facts

of the Old and New Testaments, and in this N’Kamba remains cen-
tral. In his booklet The Beloved City Solomon Dialungana explains
this:

Abraham came to Salem (Jerusalem) and wTas blessed by the
priest Melchizedek (Genesis 14), who in Hebrews 6:20 is identi-

fied with Jesus. King David conquered Jerusalem and his descen-
dants reigned there. However, Israel did not keep God’s Law.
God was merciful and spared His People, until they were ulti-

mately carried off into Babylonian captivity. But God in 1 1 is

goodness promised a new Jerusalem. Texts in the Old and New
Testaments prove this.

Where is this new Jerusalem? It is here in N’Kamba. Here Goc
has revealed Himself to the degraded, suffering black race, anc
Dialungana refers at this point to the sufferings of the Zairians unde
colonial rule, particularly to the notorious forced labour and ’fh

epidemic of 1918, which did not spare a village or a family in Zaire

Our fathers cried for a ‘chief’, a saviour, but no saviour came,
until they said in resignation that God did not know us black
people. He only knew the whites. Then missionaries came with
the light of God. They obeyed the command of Jesus to ‘Go
into all the world and preach to all nations . .

.’ (Matt. 28:18-20
and Mark 16:16-18). But they confined their ministry to preach-
ing. The number of the converts was not great. The people hid

from the missionaries and remained in the grasp of fetishism, of

witchcraft, and of other evil practices. Then on 6 April 1921,

the first miracle occurred. Simon Kimbangu of N’Kamba raised

the dead, healed paralytics, gave the blind their sight, cured the

sick and drove away those who had anything to do with witch-

craft.

N’Kamba became the new Jerusalem. The emergence of Simon Kim
bangu as a prophet endued with the power of the Holv Spirit wa
the new Pentecost. ‘Through the events in N’Kamba God our Fathe
and His Son Jesus Christ have come to us.’

‘When this happened the hills of Satan also arose’, the countei
part of N’Kamba-Jerusalem which, like the earthly Jerusalem i

Palestine, is situated on a hill. What is meant bv the hills of Suta
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In the booklet Tanginina Fit Ya Klisto there is the following

parallel: When Jesus Christ was born Ilerod was displeased. The

same thing happened again when Tata Simon Kimbangu began his

work, for the colonial government was displeased and arrested him.

The booklet continues: Tata Simon Kimbangu was not loved by the

world just as Christ was not.’ Hence, the writer concludes, ‘Whoever

does not love Tata Simon, who is Christ's ambassador and witness in

Africa, does not love Christ either, for Tata Simon has manifested

the works of God and Christ. What Tata Simon did he did not do

in his own name but in the Name of Christ. So the life of Kimbangu

has constantly been seen as a graphic presentation of biblical history

and, above all, of the Gospel. Just as Jesus healed the sick, raised

the dead, gave the blind their sight, preached repentance and had

to argue with His enemies, so it was with Simon Kimbangu. Just as

fesus suffered innocently, so did Simon Kimbangu. But the great

qualitative difference between the atoning suffering of Jesus and

Kimbangus suffering, which testified to the cross of Jesus, is not

passed over in silence. Jesus saves from sin and death, but Kimbangu

does not. Kimbangu is only Christ’s apostle and ambassador, but

like Jesus he was permitted to entrust his work to twelve apostles

and a few hasandisi (‘assistants'). Jesus was thus graphically por-

trayed to the Zairians, reminding us of what Paul says of the Gala-

tians (Gal. 3:1). Like Paul, Kimbangu bore the marks of Christ in

his body (Gal. 6:17) and ‘completed in his flesh what is lacking in

Christ’s afflictions for the sake of His body, that is, the church’ (Col.

1 :24). Shining through Simon Kimbangu they see Christ. In this there

lies a great promise, and also a danger. It is promising because so

often in Africa we hear mention of the ‘white Christ’ whom the

missionaries brought (so it is said) as the precursor of colonial rule.

When colonial rule ends Christ is rejected too, and there is a turning

to traditional African religion—or at least there is an attempt to turn

to it! The danger lies in the fact that, in the preaching of simple

evangelists, Simon Kimbangu can indeed be made into a kind of

messiah. Intensive Bible training of ministers and laietv can alone

counter this danger.

6. TIIE SYMBOLISM OF THE CHURCH AND ITS ATTITUDE

TO THE SACRAMENTS

The word symbol’ has many meanings. Here, we mean images and

actions which give expression to a certain spiritual tiuth. Africa is

rich in symbols. It has its own symbols, which in the present great
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upheaval often get lost, and it has also adopted Christian symbols.

Thus we find in the Kimbanguist Church the cross on church build-

ings and on its coat of arms. As in many Protestant churches it is not

used overmuch, as it is. for instance, bv the South-African Zionists,

for whom it became a new fetish (as in the ancient Kongo and among
certain Ngunzists in Luozi), and whose vestments are embroidered

with manv crosses. All the pulpits as well as the homes of the

Kimbanguists have painted on them a vivid white star on a green

background. This sign is a pointer to Christ at the right hand of God
and reminds us that we are pilgrims on earth and must one day

give an account of ourselves before the Judgement Seat of Christ

(Rom. 14:10). Green is the colour of hope, whereas white speaks ol

the purity given in answer to prayer.

The coat of arms of the Kimbanguist Church is to be found on the

entrance of the still provisional ‘churches’ with their palm roofs, anc

on the flags borne here and there in processions: on a green back

ground there is a red heart, ‘crossed through’ by a cross; sometimes

a serpent is entwined round the cross, and below the heart there

are two palm leaves. The heart with the serpent signifies the sinful

human heart for which Christ died (represented by the cross)

The two palm leaves proclaim the victory of Christ over sin

The red colour of the heart seems to stand for the blood o

Christ.

On the arms of N’Kamba there is a dove, below which two palir

leaves are seen. The dove represents the Holy Spirit. On official visit

to congregations, Joseph Diangienda used always to be handec

three doves as a svmbol of the Holy Spirit. The number three in th

i

connection signifies the Trinity and also the unity of Kimbangu’'

three sons.

In Kisangani we noticed that there were fine palm-leaf fibre

hanging down from the roof of the provincial church and tied to

gether in knots. Earlier that was a protective spell of certain tribe

against evil spirits, and such palm fibres tied together used to sur

round the villages. In the Kimbanguist Church this symbol has los

its old meaning, or rather it has been transformed. Today thes<

palm fibres knotted together signify that, wherever God’s praise

is sung and there is prayer and preaching of the word, the power

of darkness are banished. On entering church and when praying

one takes off one’s shoes, just as they are taken off in many Africai

royal courts as a sign of respect. The prav-er kneels down and lav

aside his jewellery, his watch, his purse, and his papers, to show tha

we mav onlv approach God in humility and poverty. The taking ol

of one’s shoes is supported by reference to Exodus 3:5 and also goe
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back, as we have said, to ancient African tradition and not to Islam

influence, as Raymaekers assumes. 27

The most frequently used sign is the water of N’Kamba, which is

to be found in every congregation, in distant Rwanda, in the isolated

congregations of Djambala and Gamboma remote from Brazzaville,

in Lubumbashi and in Kitwe in Zambia. It is taken in great con-

tainers from N’Kamba to Kinshasa, and from there the representa-

tives of the remote congregations take it with them when they are

gathered for a conference or when the affairs of their districts and

congregations bring them to the spiritual head of the church. This

water is used when the sick are healed, and particularly when evan-

gelists, ministers and elders pray for the sick. They may not, of

course, lay hands on them because this is reserved for Joseph Dian-

gienda and, in his absence, for his brother Charles Kisolokele and the

few surviving fellow-workers of Simon Kimbangu. 28 The N’Kamba
water is applied to the painful part of the body. The water is also

drunk, and when a pilgrimage to N’Kamba can be undertaken the

pilgrim dips himself three times in the spring (which has been

broadened into a pool) ‘in the Name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Spirit’. The water is used by the head of the church

to bless infants in his home, after church services, or on his many
travels through the country. Like the holy water in the Catholic

Church, the water is sometimes used for the consecration of a new
house, a new car, or other objects; and we have seen how, when
Joseph Diangienda is visiting a congregation, the women often lay

long colourful dress-wraps on the path which leads to the provisional

‘church’. He sprinkles drops of holy water on them in order to con-

secrate the otherwise profane place. Perhaps there is another hidden

meaning in the ‘consecration’ of the wraps.

This frequent use of blessed water is similar to the use of water

in many African churches, as well as in the Catholic Church. What
does this water mean today? Does it have a purifying, magic power so

that it works automatically, ex opere opcrato, in healing and blessing?

If that were so (and certainly there are those who believe this) we
should have before us a syncretistic element, a vestige of the ancient,

pre-Christian religion. For educated Kimbanguists—and in the

teaching of the church—the water is a symbol, as in Christian bap-

tism. It is a visible and tangible sign of purification, and an invisible

blessing. Without faith and prayer it is useless. It must not, then,

c-be used by or for people who do not believe in Christ. Nor is it

indispensable. Consecrations and blessings also occur without the
27

P. Raymaekers: op. cit., p. 705.
28 See Ch. 6:5.
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water, as a fruit of ‘faith and as God’s answer to prayer. Thus, it is

praver that is primary, and there is emphasis on ‘Thy will be done’.

Perhaps the illness must be borne and God will simply give the

strength to bear it. Also blessing, divine favour, need not bring

release from suffering but very often manifests itself in the assurance

that Christ is at one’s side and that one will triumph. The Kimban-
guist Church has had to endure suffering too long to promise people

cheap release from suffering.

All these ceremonies in which water is used are performed with-

out fuss. Those in N’Kamba who go to the spring do so in silence.

One goes on one’s own, or in small groups—at certain times the men
go, and at other times the women. If they have a special request

(it need not necessarily be for release from illness), they speak before-

hand with Solomon Dialungana or one of his assistants, who then

gather for silent prayer and intercession whilst the person concerned

goes to the pool. Before bathing a silent prayer is offered.

Not only is the N’Kamba water used symbolically but soil, too,

is taken from N’Kamba as a kind of pledge that the events of

N’Kamba, which took place here on earth, will also have their out-

working at home in the daily needs of life. There is a biblical parallel

to this in the story of Naaman (2 Kings 5:17).

All the healings and blessings are connected not only with

prayer but also with the word of God. As with Kimbangu himself,

the Bible remains central in all that is done. This is particularly

evident in the many requests for healing which are made after the

services, that is, when the word has been read and preached. Not

infrequently, the one who prays for healing for the sick person first

reads a passage of Scripture from the Old and New Testaments.

Only then is prayer offered for healing or God’s aid and blessing.

What lies at the heart of all these ceremonies connected with the

water of N’Kamba? Bazola puts it like this:

What emerges from all these rites of healing, apart from faith,

is the emphasis on the reality of the spiritual world, the funda-

mental unity of man (there is no dichotomy between body and

soul), and the relationship which exists between religion and

healing, a relationship which is in keeping with the African

view of religion.
29

What Bazola says with respect to healing is true of the whole

spectrum of visible signs and symbols. They express the unity of the

psveho-spi ritual and physical realms. Greek ‘dichotomy’ has no

29 E. Bazola: op. cit., p. 320.
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place in African thought. That is why missionaries were, and con-

tinue to be, accused of only bothering with one side of man, namely

the spiritual. The fact that mission hospitals were built and that

clinics care for the physical well-being of people is still regarded

as ‘dichotomous'. You go with vour spiritual concerns to the minister

or evangelist but you take your physical problems to the doctor

in the hospital. The Kimbanguists certainly do not reject medical

help and they have their own clinics with trained nurses. But in the

first place help is sought from the church elder, who in the villages

and towns takes care of a manageable section of the congregation

and from whom prayer is first sought in case of illness or other

trouble. After that the elder (either a man or a woman) attends to

whatever else is necessary. Thus, the church cares for the whole man,

and this is also expressed in its symbolism.

What is the position with regard to the sacraments? In the sacra-

ments of the church the visible action with water, bread and wine

assists the prayer for forgiveness, renewal, inner strength and bless-

ing, which are promised to the believer through Christ. The Pro-

testant churches limit the sacraments to two: baptism and the Lord’s

Supper.

These two sacraments are not to be found—or not yet—in the

same form in the Kimbanguist Church. Infant baptism is not prac-

tised but, as in Baptist circles, there is the ceremony of presentation

of infants. In the church service the parents bring their children

to the front. The minister asks the parents to promise to bring up

their children in the fear of God and to raise them as Christians,

by word but more particularly by their example. Each child is blessed

bv the minister and addressed as an adult. The child is already

—

in spe (hope)—taken absolutely seriously as a child of God. When
the child is bigger and can decide for himself, he is given instruction

and then he receives on his knees the baptism with the Spirit

through being shaken by the hand and raised to his feet. Neither

at the presentation nor at the baptism with the Spirit is water used,

and Mark 1:8 is used to justify this. We may ask whether it is

absolutely necessary only to use water in this specific act, or whether

it is permissible to use the symbol of water much more frequently

to express the prayer for healing and divine assistance and power

(a very important concept for Africans), as is in fact the case in

the Kimbanguist Church. If the N’Kamba water were used also for

baptism proper, there would be justification for speaking of a repe-

tition of baptism. But the Kimbanguists do not intend this. If you

have been baptized you cannot be re-baptized. That is why ‘con-

verts’, i.e. people joining the Kimbanguists from other churches,
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are not given the baptism with the Spirit by being shaken by th

hand. They are already baptized and this baptism is recognizee

They are merely prayed for.

The introduction of the celebration of the Lord’s Supper was bein

seriouslv considered, and when I arrived in April 1968 in Kinshas

this was one of the very first questions which I was asked in th

ministerial council. It had been hoped to introduce the Lord’s Suppe

in December 1966 on the occasion of the consecration of the larg

church in Matete-Kinshasa, but people were not yet ready for thi.

Why? ‘The Lord’s Supper, the real presence of Christ, means s

much to us that we are still seeking the proper form in which t

express it,’ one of the ministers told me. Prior to 1959 many c

the Kimbanguists were given the Communion in the Catholic or on

of the Protestant churches, of which they were nominal member:

Others (relatively manv) were members of the Salvation Army, i

which no sacraments are administered, neither baptism nor Con
munion. Still others became members of the Kimbanguist Churc

from traditional African religion or—in the towns—from an ind

finable religiosity. Hence, an appropriate form of sacrament was diffi

cult to find. Should it be the Catholic rite, some form of Protestar

practice, or perhaps the Orthodox rite? (For some years Kimbai

guists have had connections with the Greek Orthodox Church

What are the elements which should be used—manioc or banan

bread, or bread made from imported wheat? What should be use

to represent the blood of Christ? What meaning does the Lord

Supper convey?

Long and serious considerations had to be made concerning th

form appropriate to its content and the African mode of expressioi

Serious and patient study preceded the introduction of the La

Supper’s celebration. The Lord’s Supper was celebrated for the fir

time on the fiftieth anniversary of the Kimbanguist Church, on

April 1971. 30

In the agricultural colony of Lutendele a communal meal is taken i

the evenings which in a certain sense seems to approach the ear

Christian love-feast (agape). During the meal passages of Scriptui

are read and the meal is interrupted with hymns thanksgiving. Tf

joy at the meal which we shared was so great and intense that one

the participants became ecstatic and spoke in tongues.

Marriage is sometimes (e.g. in the Catholic Church) spoken of *

a sacrament. The consecration of marriage often takes place on

Sunday before the assembled congregation. The liturgy used c

30 See Appendix, pp. 181-183.
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this occasion resembles that of the Protestant churches. The bridal

couple are exhorted to fidelity and mutual consideration. When the

inevitable difficulties arise in the marriage, the problem should be

settled in private and not in front of children and friends. These

exhortations are all the more important seeing the Kimbanguist

Church hardlv sanctions a divorce. When there are conflicts in a

marriage, evervthing possible is done to reconcile the couple, per-

haps after a short separation in which the congregation tries, for

instance, to make the guiltv partner take stock of himself.

Funerals are simple. Outside the house of mourning, people sing

and prav for hours until the coffin is taken to the cemetery. Funerals

involve the congregation and have a marked anticipation of resur-

rection and eternal life. This forms a stark contrast to the complicated

ceremonies in Africa, where funeral ritual lasts for many days and

where, after the minister has left, much traditional non-Christian

practice is followed. Death and burial are one of the crisis situa-

tions which reveal whether the Christian faith is only a veneer or

whether it stands the test. This is the crucial time when a decision

is made either to worship and sacrifice to one’s ancestors or to

trust in Jesus Christ, who is the Resurrection and the Life. It is true

that the African non-Christian believes in eternal life, but as a

kind of continuation of this life in the ‘Beyond’. But those who be-

lieve in Jesus know of a new life. When the believer dies he is with

Christ (Phil. 1:23) and awaits the resurrection. Those left behind on

earth are, with the dead in Christ, part of the communion of the

saints in heaven and on earth. The traditional African ‘belief in the

Beyond’ is thus transformed by the Christian Gospel, where the

bonds between the living and the dead are not severed but formed

in a new wav. The living and the dead no longer belong together

in a natural way, through the bonds of blood and kinship, but in

and through Jesus Christ.

J . SANCTIFICATION

Unlike Gospel practice, there is in Europe today a tendency to call

every fixed code ‘legalism’. This mav have something to do partly

with the ‘crisis in authority’ and partly with a legitimate concern to

repudiate any kind of justification by works.

African life was (and still is to some extent today) marked by

Kifje^of life and taboos that must be kept to preserve intact the

balance of the community. If this balance is disturbed, the revenge

of the ancestors is expected, so thev must be reconciled. Witchcraft
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is seen as concentrated evil. Witches are the anti-social, anomalous
elements in the community. They inflict harm on other people with-

out knowing it. They depart at night (perhaps leaving their body
behind in their hut); their ‘shade’ goes out, meets with other shades,

and they slay and devour the bodv of innocent victims. Nothing is

feared more than witchcraft
(kindoki in Kikongo, and vuloyi

,
vuroyi

or boloi in the dialects of the southern tribes). The ‘soothsayer

'

finds them, and only too frequently those concerned are ready to

confess their evil. Protection against kindoki is found in the rninkisi,

the fetishes. We have seen how Simon Kimbangu and his church
campaigned, and still campaigns, against fetishes. The Kimbanguists
do not believe in kindoki, but they are aware of the destructive

power of evil in the community. Sin must therefore be confessed and
brought to light. In almost all of the independent African churches
public confession of sin is of importance. But what is sin? How does

this socially destructive ‘something’ manifest itself? Among the

Zionists in South Africa—although one cannot generalize—the

taking of medicine is the sin.

Like traditional African communities, the Kimbanguist Church
has also fixed certain bounds which are not to be transgressed and
beyond which is evil. We find them in what are known as the Statuts ,

to which we have already referred.
31 Exhortations to obey the com

mandments are connected with the New Testament injunction to

watchfulness, for ‘you know neither the day nor the hour in which
the Son of Man will come’ (which may refer either to the return of

Jesus or to death). It is often stressed that it is not easy to be a Kim-
banguist: are believers then being placed under a new yoke? Is

person justified before God through works? These are issues which
must be considered.

At the same time the sanctifying power of the Spirit of God h

pointed to. He alone sanctifies. He alone gives the strength to live i

life of holiness. Salvation, healing, and sanctification are three

closely interwoven concepts. We know that Kimbangu did not hea
without proclaiming salvation in Christ and sanctification through

the Spirit. Once more there is here the ‘unity’ of the African con
ception of life’. Salvation, sanation, and sanctification cannot be

divided up into three different areas. Sanctification is the response

of the Christian to the gift of salvation, which includes healing

—

healing in the widest sense, not necessarily healing of sickness

What impressed us was the jov and willingness of simple and more
eminent members of the Kimbanguist Church to obey the com

31 See Ch. 12:1.


